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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

AMERICAT INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMM.ISSI03.71
%CONGRESS OF Tkik; UNITED STATES,

Washi9igton,
Mr- ERITzErr SamvEN-s,
Director, American Indian POZicy Reviezo Commission, Congress of

the United States, -Washington D.C. .

DEA,R Mx._ ST 4E: : We hereby transmit to you a special joint task
force report on Alaskan Native issues.

This report is the result of an extended on-site visit to Alaska and
rextensive literature research, conducted by representatives of the Task
Force on Tribal Government, (TF No. 2) - the Task Force on Federal,

. State, and Tribal Jurisdiction (TF No. 4) ; and the Task Force on
Jeservation Development and 'Resource Protection .(TF No. 7). In-
eluded in an .appendi'X is a report of the Alaskan Native -Foundation
Commission, prepared as part of our joint efforts.

The major focus of the report is on the impact that the Alaskan
Native Claims- Settlement Act has had on. Alaskan Natives, particu-

-.- larly at the village level. Unfortunatley, as the act is currently being.
administered by the Department of the Interior, _Alaskan Natives are
a long way from having their land and achieving economic security.
Even if all impediments, created by the Department otthe Interior,
were of be removed, tl-pre, is serious question as to whether natives
will be able, over the Jong-run:. to control their own destinies..

It is our hope that the American Indian Policy Review Commission
will expand on this report, and strongly and affirmatively address the
problem of Alaskan Natives in its -repor't to Congress.

Judge WILI.,TA31 ROY RIIODES.
Member, Task Force No. 4.

R r`r-IN"G.
4peCia.72.-4t. Task Force No. 7.

PA -"ALEXANDER., -

Spe- &kg" Coupsel, Task Force No. 4.
ICITAEL COX,

,Specialist, Task-Force No.2.
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CHAPTER I. HISTORICAL SUMMARY UP TO THE ALAS-
liAN NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT

In 1867, the United States acquired title to Alaska from Russia
through the Treaty of Cession.1 Article III of that treaty_ deals with
the rights of the people living in Alaska, some of whom were Russian
citizens:*

The inhabitants of the ceded' territory according to their choice, reserving,
their natural allegiance, may return to Russia within 3 yea= ; but if they should
prefer to remain in the ceded territory, they, with the exception of tlue un-
civilized tribes, shall be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages,
and immunities of citizens of the United States and shall be maintained and
protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion.-The unz.
civilized tribes will be subject to such laws and regulations as the United States
may from time to time adopt in regard to aboriginal tribes of that country.

At the same time Alaska was purchased by the United States, the
Federal Govsrnment. was rouiiding up remnants of Indian tribes in
the contiguous United States and confining them to reservations.

In 1871, 4 years after the Purchase of Alaska, Congress forbid any
further treaties between the Federal Government and Indian tribes,
thus depriving the Alaskan Natives of the early opportunity to settle
their land claims.

The Organic Act of 1S84 raised Alaska's status a notch from a cus-
toms district to a land district. Among other things. it extended the
U.S. mining laws, principally the Mineral Lcication. Act of
1879... to Alaska, which became important a few years later when
gold was discovered near Juneau.

The Organic Act of 18S4 noted the unusual position of the
Alaskan Natives by providing

That the Indians or other persons in said district shall not be- disturbed in the
possession of any lands actually in their, use or occupation or now claimed by
them, but the terms under which such persons may acquire the title to such
lands is reserved for future legislation by Congress.

This language later became the legal basis for a legislative settle-
ment of Alaskan Natives claims rather,than a judicial one.

The legislators who drafted the Organic Act knew very little about
either Alaska or the predominantly

Organic population Of the area.
Congress established a special Commission to report

. upon the conditions of the Indians residing in said territory ; what lands, if
any. should be reserved for their use ; what provisions shall be made for their
education ; what rights by occupation of settlers _should be recognized-

..

The following year, the Commission recommended that-the general
land laws of the United States be extended to Alaska. It also.recom-
mended that. as the Natives elaimed "onlv the land On which their
homes are built, and some garden patches near their villages," bonafide
settlers should be encouraged to come to Alaska to "openi and develop
its resources." Accordingly. Congress began to extend other land laws

Some native people maintain that Russia never owned Alaska, hence the United States
could not purchase. (1)

'4z)
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to Alaska. Among these /Were the homesteading laws which were to
prove inoperable there, as almost none of Alaska had been surveyed.
Furthermore, homesteading was designed for farming and most of
Alaska was not suitable for farming. Because they were not citizens,
Natives could not acquire title to land under the homesteading laws.

In the 1880's and the 1890's, in spite of unworkable land laws, the
white settlers began to exploit Alaska's natural resources. The Alaska
Commercial Co. was well established in western Alaska, and soon the
salmon canning industry spread westward along the coast of Alaska.
From the 1880's on, gold and copper became the mainstays of the
Alaskan economy. Although there were deposits elsewhere in Alaska,
the center of gold production was Fairbanks. The center.of.copper pro-
duction was the Copper River Valley where the Kennecott Mines were
located.

Throughout this period of exploitation, few whites paid much at-
tention to the Alaskan Natives. Although Natives were the majority
of Alaska's population, officially they. scarcely existed.` In contrast, to
the general thrust of U.S. Indian policy (assimilationi4 at that time),
there was no g.overnmental interest in the Alaskan Native. For ex-
ample, in 1884, Congress passed the Indian ,Allotment Act; how-
ever, the new law did not apply in Alaska.

Meanwhile, southeastern Alaska was becoming settled, and as non-
Natives increasingly encroached upon traditional Native hunting and
fishing- grounds, the Tlingit and Haida Indians protested. They wrote
to the Secretary of the Interior, but his response was not helpful

I have to inform you that these matters all lie outside the control of this De-
partment and would be proper subjects for consideration of Congress.
The southeastern Indians then asked for reservation status, but since
reservations were out of fashion, their request was ignored.

- Various persons, includino- a commissioner of the Alaskan Land
Office, urged that public land laws be extended to the Alaskan Natives,
but no, one listened to theni. until the Supreme Cotirt ruled in a 1905
Alaskan case, Berrigan v_ United States. that the United States had an
obligation to protect the _property rights of its Indian wards. The
following year. Congress passed the Alaskan equivalent of the Indian
Allotment Act. This law allowed Eskimos and Indians (but not
Aleuts) to apply for 160-acre homestdads on nonmineral land chosen
from vacant and unappropriated parts of the public domain, that is
from unreserved Federal lands. Homesteading, however. was no more
practical for N watives than for whites. Fifty -four years niter, only 80
allotments had been issued. and most of those in the southeast.

In the -1900's, when the conservation movement began, President
Theodore Roosevelt's Chief Forester. Gifford Pinchot. created' the first
of the national forests in Alaska. From the turn of the century on,
the Federal Government removed millions of acres in Alaska from the
public domain for conservation purposes : national forests, national
parl. wildlife refuges, petroleum reserves. The first major with-
drawal in Alaska was the 16-million-acre Tongass National Forest in-
the southeast which was created in -1902 and enlarged 7 years later.
In withdrawing the land for the forest. the Federal Government paid
little attention to existing?- settlementsNative or nonNative. Much
later, the U.S. Cohrt of Claims 'would rule that the United States
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owed the Tlingit and I-Iaida Indians $7.5 million for lands taken from
them without compensation when this national forest was set aside.

In 1906, Alaskan coal fields were withdrawn from entry so that no
coal could be mined: In 1907, more than 43/4 million acres around
Prince William's Sound in southcentral Alaska were set aside for the
Chuigach National Forest. The following_ year, Congress passed the

- Picket Act authorizing the President to make withdrawals by Execu-
tive order without congressional approval. Althoug-h the Picket Act
applied to the entire United States, it was a particularly controversial
issue in Alaska. In 19f6, the first Xlaskan national park, Mount Mc-
Kinley, was set aside, and a few years later, a vast national monument
was created at Katmai. The 'next large withdrawal from the public
domain came in 1923 when President Harding- created the 23-million
acre Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 in the Arctic.

In 1912 Alaska became a territory. Although no one was certain
-whether territorial legislature had the authority; one of its earliest
acts was to enfranchise natives. It was not until 1924,. when Congress
declared all noncitizen Indians born within the territorial limits of the
United States to be citizens, that Alaskan Natives acquired citizenship.

In 1943 Secretary of the Interior Ickes announced the creation of
several native reservations in Alaska pending approval by 30-percent
of the native residents. One was the 1.4-million-acre Venetic Reserva-
tion. in the northeastern corner of the territory established by two
villages on the Cliandalar River, a tributary of the Yukon. The Secre-
tary's action greatly alarmed nonnative Alaskans who feared that up
to half of the territory would be closed to theinclavAhe creation of res-
ervations. Many whites thought that the Interior Department had pres-4
sured the natives into voting' to create reservations. In fact, a court
later found that a reservation at HydabUrg in the southeast had been -

so improperly created. The nonnative fears were largely unjustified,
however, for only six IRA reservations were created. Four others were
proposed, but were voted down by the native residents and the Hyda-
burg one was eventually disbarrded. The BIA later proposed another
11 reservations in northwest Alaska, which would have set aside .2.2-
million acres for the use of approximately 2,000 people, but the na-
tives there never. had an opportunity to vote on them. Elev6ii villages
petitioned the BIA for reservations, but it took no action on the
petitions. In the 1950's, about 90 villages asked to have reservations
created, but by then, termination was the official Indian policy, and
reservations were again out of style.

As referred to previously. in 1935 the Tlingits and Haidas had per-
suaded-Congress to allow them to seek compensation from the court
of claims for lands taken from them when the Tongass Forest was
formed.. In 1946, Congress had created the Indian Claims Commission
and thus had given Indians who were unable to sue in the court of
claims a forum for redress of grievances: however, few natives were
cognizant of the Claims Commission before 1951, the deadline for
filing claims. .

During the push for statehood for Alaska, proponents were gen-
erally aware of the native land claims, but believed that the claims
were a Federal problem to be resolved separately and that statehood
should not be held up until the natives' land claims were settled.

77-706--76-2



In most western States, the advent of statehood meant a land grant
front Congress of two sections from the public domain ( or 1.2 SO acres)
for each township 'for the support of public schools. 1711(101' t his general
practice, Alaska-would have received about 21 million acres of public
domain lands to administer for revenue pupostbs. Instead. Alaska
received 102 million a(n-es, roughly one-third of the total acreage of
the State. This grant was more than the total land grant to all .other
western States combined. Members of the House and Senate ;Interior
Committees who drafted the statehood. bill abaindoned the precedent
of numbered sections for several reasons. First, since Alaska was tin-
surveyed for the most part, there were few townships. To survey the
territory before statehood was out of the question because it. would
take so lour-. Secondly, in Alaska where the land is of varyin7
in place grants could have resulted in the State's receiving lands with
little foreseeable economic value. Finally. from a land managenient
point of view, having small tracts of State land isolated from one
another is unwieldy. Instead. Alaska could choose its revenue land in.
reasonable compact tracts from any place in the public domain.

Statehood gave the state government the to choose the follow-
inf.- amounts of land (some within 10 years. others 'within 25) : 102,35t),-
000 acres from the unappropriated public domain for general pur-
poses; 400,000 acres from the national forest in southeastern Alaska
foi community expansion ; and 4()().004) acres from the public domain
for the same purpose. Also confined were ealieti grants of Federal _
land to Alaska of approximately 1.1 million acres.

To insure that Alaska would 1)e economically viable. Congress de-
parted even further from precedent. Before-1927. no State was allowed
to select so-called "Mineral lands- for example. land where the pri-
mary use would he mineral extractions. After 1927, States whi-ch had
not completed their land selections could take mineral lands, but the
mineral rights transfered were inalienable, that is. the minerals could
be leased, but not sold. Alaska was to be the chief beneficiary of this
1927 legislation. In addition. Alaska was given a larger share of the
revenues from mineral leases on public domain lands within its bound-
aries than was any other State.= Since Alaska is not a reclamation
State, Congress provided that it should receive the full 90 percent of
mineral revenues including all receipts from rents. royalties and
bonuses on leases on Federal land. Alaska is the only State in the
TThion which has this large and continuous source of revenue from
Federal lands.

Tn 195S. when Con-ress approved statehood. there were. 92.4 million
acres of land in Alaska in Federal reserves of one sort of another:
20 million acres of national forest; a 23-million-acre naval petro-
leum reserve; more than 27 million aios in power reserves (includinnr
a second Arctic petroleum reserve) 7.S million acres of wildlife
refuges; and 6.9 million acres of national parks and monuments. The
Federal Government was trustee for more than 4 million acres of
Indian reservations. The public domain consisted of 271.5 million
acres froai which the new State was to get nearly 103 million. Only
700,(00 acres had been. patented to private individualS. 'There were

Other western States reeeived :rt.:: percent of the se revenues directly. Ten pcsrrent tr.neq
re+ ti=n Feclf ral Government 7 the rest. n2.., percent, is paid into the Federal reclanultinn fund
f.).1- irrigation and Iand reclamation projects.



unperfected entries, on another (()1),()(X). Thus CongrcsS had kept
roughly one-fourth of Alaska as Federal land.

Although proponents of statehood said that settlement of the Native
claims. was a Federal problem and not an Alaskan one, the Natives
'themselves were largel silent. Most of the %-illage people. \yore tuna ware
of the way in statehood affect them. At that. titue:t here
\vas only one. statewide Native organizationthe Alaska. Native
Brotherhood and Sisterhood. The main concern of informed Natives
and of national Indian organizations vas that ('ongress not extin,ruish
the claims when it created the State of A)aska. The Organic Act of
1S8-1- had reserved determination on the cWins for future lerislation
of Congress" and the Natives were fearful that. Congress mir-ht use
this mandate to simply wipe out all of their claims. They wanted- to
preserve whatever rights they might have, although at that time it was
unclear what they were.

The Niembers of Conp-ress who drafted the statehood bill were also
concerned about what their actions might moan r;..:-.(r-p;s the claims.
On the one hand. they-wanted to leave all existing claims undisturbed.
On the other, they did not want to give the claims any legal validity
they did not already have.

It. is clear from their converst ions recorded during the public
markup sessions in 1954. that sot e Senators did not think that the
claims vere valid. Others used t 1 e unsettled claims as one (note argu-
ment .against stntehood. When the committee met in 1954 to iron out
the details of one statehood bill which subsequently died without coin-
lily" to a vote in the Ifouse of IZepresentatives, the 17.S. Department of
Justice advised the Senate not.: to mention Native rights at all, even
if just to disclaim them. Senator Guy Cordon (Republican. Oreron),
who was running the meetin,r. and Senator Henry Jackson. who was
sullsequently to become the chief arbitor of the claims question. agreed
to the Department of Just ice's posit ion. Alaskan Delegate E. L. I3,trt-
lettt argued .that the absence of a disclaimer of Native rights would
lead to the interpretation that Congress did not think there were any
aboriginal rip-hits involved. and would be certain to anger Indian or-,
(ra n izations across the Country.

Congress finally approved section 4 of the Statehood Act of 1955,
which did include a disclaimer:

As the compact with the United States said State and its people do agree and
deelari- that they forever disclaim all right and title to any lands or other prop-
erty not granted or confirmed to the State or its political sulxlivisions by or under
the authority of this act the right or title to which is held by the United States
or is subject to disposition by the United States and to any lands or other-property
including fishing rights the right or title to which may be held by Indians.
Eskimos. or Aleuts . . . or is held by the United States in trust for said \a-
live:: that'all such lands or other property ineludin:g fishing rights the right or
title to which may be held by the United States in trust for said Natives
shall be and remain under the absolute jurisdiction and control of the United
States until disposed of tinder its authority except to such extent as the congress
has prescribed or may hereafter prescribe and except when' held by individual
Natives in fee without restrictions on alienation.
Later. some would argue during claims settlement hearincrs that
section 4 invalidated the Natives' claims: Con!)-ress_ however. would
decide that this affirmed its right to settle them.

After a majority of the voters in Alaska accepted the Statehood
Act of 1955, the State created a. department of 'natural resources which



through its division of lands would choose, manage, and dispose of
Alaska's 102 million acres from the public domain. The division of
lands choose tracts of land from the public domain at a very slow pace,
primarily because no one was sure- what the land in Alaska contained.
In 1961, the BL.A. filed protest. to State selections on behalf of four Na-
tive villages.- These villages claimed about 5.8 million acres near Fair-
banks, whereas the State had filed for patents to 1.7 million of these
acres. A flood of Native claims were filed in 1961, and the Interior
Department's regional solicitor ruled that these claims involved "In-
dian title" and that any settlement of them must involve the careful
d.eterminatibn of facts. This was not the business of the 'BEM, the
solicitor argued, so local land offices were instructed to dismiss all
claims on jurisdictional grounds, except those for 160 -acre allotments.

The BIA and the BLINI, both agencies of the Interior Department,
were clearly operating at cross purposes in Alaska in the early 1960's.
On the one hand, local representatives of the BIA urged Natives to
claitri all the land they could under any available means and to pro-
test State's selections of lands which they considered their own. On
the other hand, local BUM offices dismissed these claims as fast as
they were filed.

The action of the State of Alaska of selecting lands which Natives
claimed would become the catalyst for the claims settlement,

Native associations began to be organized at an increased pace. In
1962, the Tvindra Times, a- Native weekly, was created to provide a
common information linkage for:Natives.

Natives increasingly filed administrative protests against State.sele-
tions, and filed claims on land they had traditionally used.3

In 1964 Natives achieYed a major political victory when Secretary of
the Interior Udall refused to grant Alaska title to land it selected, be-
cause of Native protests.

In 1966. the movement to' create viable native organizations reached
the State level and the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) was
founded.

Also in 1966. Natives protested the new Federal oil and gas lease sale
on the North Slnpe.* Secretary Udall responded by first suspending the
lease sale and thereafter "freezing= the disposition of all Federal land
in the State until Natives' claims were settled.5

. In 1969, former Alaska Governor Hickel was nominated as Secretary
of the Interior. Opposition to his nomination existed amono- environ-
mental groups, as well as in the Native community. The Native com-
munity extracted a pledge from Hickel to continue the "freeze" as a
condition of their support.

The effect of the freeze on creating the political climate and pressurp
for a settlement cannot be underestimated.G Although much disagree-
ment as to terms existed, a strange troika coalition seeldng settlement
was created Natives seeking "title" to their aboriginal lands: the State
of Alaska seeking to clear Native title so it could select its lands; the
major oil companiesnational and international seeking to clear Na-
tive title so that the "freeze" could be lifted and a pipeline built.

3 By 1968. approximately 337 million acres in Alaska were claimed by natives.4, The Arctic Slope Native Association would eventually claim 57 million acres in theNorth Slopetheir traditional use area_a Public Land Order 4582. issued in January 1969. formalized this freeze shortly before
the administration changed_s See Berry. M. C.. "The Alaska Pipeline" ; The policies of oil and Natives land claims.
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The Natives and the State joined together in a commission and pro-
posed terms of a settlement.' Congressional field hearings began, and
serious business of hammering out the settlement began in eatnest. The
process would take another 21/3 years of negotiations, lobbying, and
compromise to produce legislation acceptable to all parties.",

* Theme terms were to change many times before the Act was finally passed.
During this period. AFN and Alaskan natives generally developed Into major lobbying

forces in support of the settlement. and of settlement terms most favorable to the native
community.



CHAPTER IL THE AL ASK NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLE-
MENT ACT (ANCSA) PUBLIC LAW 94-204

The ANCSA is an extremely complex' piece of legislation, reflect-
in.-, all manner of compromise and partially effectuated political
ph losophy.=

A. POLICY or THE ANCSA_
Congress states that it intended a fair and just settlement of flap

Native aboriginal land claims. The settlement should avoid litigation,
allowing for maximum native participation without, however, creating
reservations, wardships, or racially defined institutions.

B. A.IAASKAN NATIVES

ANCSA defines Alask.sn Natives as persons with 54 or more native
blood. This blood quantum requirement is .waived where it is the
community judgment that both an individual and his/her pare is
were regarded as Natives. ; .

C. THE SETrzEmENT TErt-ms
All aboriginal claims and rights, including hunting and fishing,

rights are terminated and a Native right to fee simple title in approXi-
mately 40 million acres, plus a shared cash settlement (called the
Alaskan Native Fund) of $962,500,000 was settled.

D. NA. V CORPORATIONS

Congress mandated the creation of 12 regional State-chartered
profit-oriented corporations, and State chartered corporations
either profitaor nonprofitvillage corporations in each native village.

i. REGIONALS

The 12 regional corporations wereto follow common heritage lines
and hold subsurface rights to land. selected. -by corporations,
and in some cases. hold land both surface and subsurface. A 13th
corporation was allowed by Congress for nonresident Natives if they
so elect; each Native enrolled in the region would receive 100 shares.of
stock in his/her regional corporation.

2. «.r .AGE CORPORATIONS

Each native village (with a population of 25 or more) was to receive -
an allocation of land, based on a population formula.= Villages were

1- This brief section. will-highlight the pertinent provisions, and identify the entities cre-
ated by ANCSA- It will not. however, Attempt any definitive or- sophisticated analysis of
the leslation.'Villages in southeastern Alaska received the least land, in recognition of ihe,Court of
Claims judgmentin the Tlingit-Haida suit.

_ (9)
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to.recei' ye anywhere from 23,040 acresto 161-280 acres. Village_corpo-
rations were to,receive the surface estate to the land they select.

yillagrik...cort,o-r,a.tions must conveys title to any tract occupied as
prixdary place, i5f residence, -a .buiness, subsistence campsite or

? headquarters_foTr reindeer husbandry- Village corporations must also
_,convey a villa& site -of not less;':tban 1,280 acres to the municipal'-
" e ent-in ;the village, -or in the event there is no -existing village

unicip it -,- x,280- acres are to be held trust by the State until
uch is created. ,

E. -Fig .A7.....-ci.AL. Disanire-c-riox
--

. Moneys from theital.a.skit, Nati-T,re Fund are Provided- over a: specified
time period. to thp regional corporations proportionately based -on the
number of each corporation's stockholders versus the total _number
.of -all stockholders. ,

~' or- timber

-

-Seventy percent of all revenues produced from subsurface minerals
resources of any regional corporation is subject to "revenue .

sharing" among" the regional corporations. Revenue is shared based on
1.

the proportionate number of stockholders..5.
,

Not less. than -10 percent of any moneys received from the Alaska
INTa,ti-ire Fund and frorn.-"revenue sharing" .by.,region.al corporation
mnst lie 'disbursed to stockholders.

Not less than 45 percent (50 0-percent after- 5 years) of moneys re-
c.eived by the regional corporations shall be distributed to-the village

.L. corporations in its region apportioned on the basis of the number of
stockholders.- The village corporation must make a proportionate cash

- distribution to nonresident -Tstoc
F. NA.1.1%.r., LAND SELSCTIONS

1.'...NNCSA_ provides certain landsbut not allfro ni----the public-
domain : National Wildlife refuges, national- forest,' and so forth from
which native selections are made:

Villa.ge-coiporations (within 3 years) Were to select lands starting
. from native village sites that are reasonably conticruous, compact, and

in whole sections (1280 acres).
Approximately 22 million acres were to be selected by villages. Vil-

lages would _eventually receive surface tile, the regional corporation
would get subsurface. If a village selects land where subsurface rights
are ..impaired: for instance. Naval petroleum reserve or wildlife pre-

,serve. the regional corporation receives selection rights to equivalent
"-subsurface acreage.

The difference between the actual total village selections and the22-
'million-'acre allocation (surplus acreage) is to be- allocated-to the re-
gional corporation, which in turn must allocate_on an equitable need-
`basis back tb village corporatiOns.

An additional 16 million acres were allocated to the regional cor-
poration Which would select from this 16 million, if it already had,
achieved its full acreage entitlement pursuant to -other -portions of

- ANCSA.
An additional 2 million acres is provided for selection by regional

corporations for historical and cultural sites.
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2. CONVEYANCES

All cony ances from the United States are subject to :TAM exist-
ing rights : Leases, contracts, right-of7way, easements, mnarfgattatents,
etc.

Once selection and easements are determined, a form of title called
Interim Conveyance will issue froni the Department of the Interior
which allows for the use of the selected land.

Fee simple title requires the selected lands to be surveyed. No time
limit is placed on the United States for conveyance of land.

3. A JOINT FEDERAL:STATE LAND USE PLANNING COMMISSION

The plsilmnirie-, commission was established for a number- of pur-
poses" most important of which was to make recommendation concern-
ing easements to attach to_land conveyances to native corporations.

4. EAKF;korPN-rs

Unlike standard property law where public easements, and so forth
would be determined and compensated for in a judicial forum, or by
n.egotiation, ANCSA provides for public-use easements to be estab-
lished. at the time of the conveyance of land.

G. -SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. REVOCATION OF RESERVATIONS

All reservations, except ,Metlakatla are revoked; land title becomes
unrestricted.

Any former reservation may select to hold its land in completer fee
simple (rather than just surface estate) ; however, if it does so it does
not share in the monetary component of _g_NCSA.3

- 2.. REVOCATION OF INDIAN ALT-OT nEENr

The Allotment Act is ,revoked sub:jeCt to pending applications which
rma.ycbe processed at the option of native applicant.

Lt.

3. TAXATION

Revenues from Alaska Native Fund are not taxable. Stock receipt
is not taxable.

Income produced from investment is taxable.
Land not producing income is tax exempt for 20 years.
-Aily future capital gains tax to be computed from fair market value

at time of receipt.
4. 1702.Z.AT:rrNrAiarrar-r OF STOCK

Stock may not for 20 years be alienated, sold or otherwise tra-nq-
feried.

( ,
Of thi723 pre-erlsting reservations so selected.

77-700---743-3
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5. SUBSISTENCE 1111141-T114TG AND FISHING

The Secretary is authorized to set aside 80 million acres for eventual
co onal determination as to creation of national parks, and so
fort These lands are known as D (2) lands,und native ability to use
these lands for subsistence is unclear.

.

6. CONSTRUCTION PER-AIMED- fThe land . freeze instituted by the Secretary of the Interior is
terminated.

r

ffilt
or-

V



CHAPTER III- ISSUES DIRECTLY RELATED TO ANCS-4-
As_ previously indicatted, ANCSA is an extremely complex statute

which evolved over a protracted time period. ANCSA attempted to
resolve the conflicting interests of Natives; the State of Alaska, the
Federal Government, and corporate petroleum interest. Li the best of
circumstances, creating a balance between these interests would defi-
nitionally lead to ambiguities and conflicts of interpretation. Added
to this inherent problem are unantiCipated consequences. which -ulti
mately could occur-

Ar Issr-Es
.ho2srvErA.NcrEs or LAND

(a) Overview
ANCSA contemplated.a -fairly quick transfer of title to the apprOxi-

mately 40 million acres recognized as the land portion of the settle-
ment to the various mandate&native corporate entities.

&fixed. timetable was provided for the native corporations for laid
selection.. This timetable was. adhered to by the native ccrrporations.

No fixed timetable was provided in ANCSA for the determining
easements or conveyances of title by the Federal Government. The act,
however, does use the term "immediately" in referring to the Secre-
tary's obligation to transfer title to native corporations. The. net
step, contemplated in the process was for a determination of-easements
that are to be attached to-conveyances. Once easements are determined,
"Interim Conveyance," a form of title which allows for developmental
use of the land, will be issued. Following interim conveyances (-I.C.),
the selected land will need lb be surveyed before fee simple_ absolute
title will be issued.1

The major stumbling block to receipt of land by native corporations.
is,.the Federal Government's easement Policies and procedures.

ANCSA provides (sec. 17bc 1) that rit'iblic easements shall be at
periodic points along the courses -of major waterways which are reasonably
necessary to guarantee international treaty obligations, a full right of public
tse and access for recreation, hunting, transportation, utilities, docks, and suck'other-public uses' as the Planning Commission determines to be important.

The authority to reserve easements is vested in the Secretary of the
Interior. The process contemplated is for the Joint State-Federal
Planning Conaniission to recommend, after consultation with- parties
of interest, easements to the Department of the Interior. (through
BIM) for action of the Secretary. In fact, the process at its most'--,
expedited fashion for any particular parcel of land, is for BIM ,to.suggest tenative easements, which are then circulated for comment
(60 days) : BIM revised proposed easements are then submitted to
the Joint Planning Commission with supporting data ; the Joint Plan-
ning Commission, reviews and revises the easement package and sub-

3- Only 2 percent of Alaska's lands have been surveyed ; this process will take decade..
(13)
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'nits it back to BL31 (60 -days) ; 'BEM reviews, the Adnt Planning:.
Commission package and publishes its intention to convey subject to
recommended easements (30 days) piantritn appeal period is provided
publication before "LC." is.issued (30'-ays). This expedited .process
is to take 180 days or 6 months. In fact, to date only approxunately -

500,000 2 acres of I.C. have -been issued.3 Villages report initial meet::
4ngs withBIAI anywhere from 6 months to 1 year ago on proposed
easement packages, most bf which they did not agree to, and there has
been no action or contact since.

The curia. bersomeness of the process and BIAI's performance cora-
perjncv are, however,. the minor-part of the trouble; the problem lies
With the standards being applied by the Depa-r-tment of the Interior
to deteriMne easements. The standards. are broad and all- encompass-
ing and many native people throughout Alaska objected to -131.21.1's'
initially proposed easements as "Indian criving-tasking back vast
quantities of land throughout the easement process. While the govern-
ing statute refers to "periodic" shoreline easements, Iritericir's position
is for a 25 feet /coastal continuous easement 4 15 feet continuous stream
easement, plus numerous continuous trail easements. Where land, was
selected by .native villages for primary subsistence activities, .these
easements which apparently are designed to give nonnatives full access
to native lands pose a-serious threat to such activities.

In addition to the above easements is the "floating transportation
corridor easement" which potentially restricts usage of a large land
area based on te future possibility that some portion of the corridor
may be used. ANCSA 17(c) contemplates that if the Secretary with-

-vse- utility and transportation corridors pursuant to pre-existing
authority, the native corporations would not select such land but would
select other lands. The congressional intent therefore was probably
not to have- native selections diminished by such transportation and
utility corridors.
(6) Views of native corporati ons

T4 Bristol Bay Native Corporation (I3131CC) views its biggest
problem as getting conveyance to land so that it ,rnt-ty manage and

_ develop its lands in order to be self-sufficient when the tax immunities
run out in 1991. It will miss the opportunity to develop if the land is.
not conveyed soon. In its opinion, land conveyances have been held up
indefinitely by BEM because of staff shortages at 131.31 and the Land
Use Planning Committee and because of the absence of guidelines
on easement criteria and-the unacceptable easement packages requested
to date by BEAL BBNC has on foul- different occasions presented its
land selections to BL.M. BBNC would not only like to see an immediate.
interim conveyance of its lands so that it can begin development to
insure its futirre, but also it would like to see an extension of the

2 As the act has alligidy run 5 years. a conveianee rate of 100.000 acres per year adds npto 400 years to convey the full acreage. If one were to assume that Interior could only havebeen issuing title for 2 years (the first 3 years for, selection and preparation). the con-., ,veyance time still calculates out to an absurd 160 years.3 A further complication Is pre-existing native allotment applications. In federal coart.B/2.4I was found to have not properly processed such allotment applications and ordered toredo the native allotment process. These native allotments are of course in the same -landarea as the native villages and will cloud title to any cornoration land area as the nativevillnce and will cloud title to any corporation land until determined. III.241 must processboth allotments and ANSCA it does not have the staff for both.This requirement is partiCularly Curious since the Stare already has coastline access,via State law.
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torium on taxation so that the 20 years exeltion starts from the time
it receives As a way to resolve the .con fl" BB C and other re-
gional corporations have proposed a solution where g "I!C." would be
granted immediately subject to future easement determinations either
via negotiation or litigation.

Tyonek :Native Corporation (Cook Inlet Region) is the successor
entity to the former Moquawkie Indian Reservation. Corporation of-
ficials argue that they should receive' immediate easement-free patent
to the former reservation land because of valid prior existing rights to
the reservation land and because the land has beema.dequately surveyed.

.The3rreject the idea of reservation-easements for public use becp.use,
first of all, there has never been "public. use" of the former reservation. _

Second, the easements requested are in direct conflict with.th.e intent
of Congress to provide an economic base for the successful .futu. f
the village corporation because the easements would impair the surf:

estate of- tat base. The TNC does not believe that AlsTCS.A. cone
former reservations to "public use." This "public use" view of BI4.1%1
is contrary to past usage of lands reserved exchisively for the people
of Tyonek.. The Moquawlfie Indian Reservation was private prior to
ANCSA in accordance with the corporate IRA charter of the native
-village of Tyotek. This policy wa-szsupported. and protected by the
-Department of the Interior. In-addition to the status problem, the cor-
poration is unable to deter-mine-what are the "applicable laws and regu-
lations" pertaining to the interim administration of former reserva-
tions covered by section 19 of ANCSA. Tyonek would also recommend
that tax exemptions are extended for .20 years from the .time. of
conveyance.

The Bering Straits 'Native Corporation shared many of the views
expressed by the Bristol- Bay Native Corporation, specifically that the
corporations were held to pt. rigid timetable whereas the Secretary
being held to none. .

Land conveyances have been held up by staff shortages and lack of
appropriate easement criteria. This delay has stopped all development
to the detriment of the future economic viability of the corporation...

The coastal easements are particularly objectable to Bering St,rait.4
because most of its villages are fishing villages on the coast and need
to insure their own access to the sea for fishing and for the development
of-fish-related indUstries. It is also possible that the coastal areas hav4
residual gold deposits and a blanket coastline easement Lwould compli-
cate ownership and control of such assets, The corporation particularly
questioned why Alaska Native 11.1-)nds receive different treatment from
that given private lands in the lower 48t Land shou-14 be first conveyed
and .then the natives would negotiate easements witt. jut compensa-
tion. It questioned theright of the-Government to-take- native land.
without compensation via the easement proces.5.

-The -.Sitnasuak Native, Corporation (Nome- Village Corporation)_
made the following comments on tho effeq of the delays in land con-
veyance: "Without our 'paper title' we are- not able to develop_ our
lands. The jurisdiction of managing the land is still in the hands of the
Government. During -the time- between the selection of land and ther
actual receipt of patent, a great portion of the money settleint will
devaluate. This Money will be needed to protect the land should the

'property taxes reach tremendous heights. The -long-range planning

d'
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for developraeint of the -lands is hindered because we do not know which
lands we will be receiving."

Sealaska Corporation officials agree that the chief problem in the
implementation of ANCSA. -is the Secretary's present criteria., for
granting easements. The Secretary is allowing B-L31. to ruest con -
tinuous, floating =id- blanket easements.as opposed to "periic" ease-
ments which are "reasonably" necessary. The effect of the blanket ease-
ments will be to erode the native land base under ANCSA:

Doyon Ltd. took a somewhat different position on conveyances-Ex-,
cept for certain critical areas,. Doyon's wish to develop immediate
conveyance of land was not its most serious problem. Doyon Ltd. is to
receive 8 million acres which will require considerable managerial
capability. Doyon's position is to accept interim conveyances with
easements and fight the easements in court later. It does not want
BIM, however, to stop conveying land because of court battles dis-
puting easements.

"(a) Overview
The 7(1) provision of ANCSA wherebysets up a procedure whereb 70 per-

cent of each. regional corporation's revenues from timber or subsurface
(minerals) estate, shall be shared between all regional corporations
on a proportion_' enrollment basis_ Revenues produced from other
investments or sources are not subject to this provision.

The major issue is, What is revenue? Assuming that it would not
be sensible to share gross revenues, the issue becomes how to calculate
.net revenueswhat are legitimate deductions, depreciations. et cetera.
A further issue, given the variances in acceptable accounting- proce-
dures, is how to coordinate and' systemize 12 independent - business
entities so that each may trust the determinations of the other. ._

Another impact of 7 (1) , given its uncertainty of application, is that
it may have an inhibiting effect do corporate development decisions.'

Solving the anecl-jia.nics of how 7(i) will work is but one step.. The
mere fact of revenue sharing may inhibit economic exploration, and/or
development unless the economic returns are potentially very sub-
stantial for example. since they must share, corporations may develop
only the projects with the highest returns as opposed to projects with
nominal returns_

Another serious potential concerns limitations of mechanisms for
development. Coupling.--the revenue;sharing provision of 7 (i) with
other mandatory revenue-disbursing. sections, no corporation conceiv-
ably will be adequately capitalized to-enable it to be sole developer,
forcing it into leasing and other third-party arrangements.
(b) Views of Native corporations

While all corporations interviewed indicated that 7(i) was creating
present problems. there is clearly a split -as to its importance.

'State Senator*John Sackett. chief executive of Davon, Ltd., thought
that a serious-oversight. of ANCSA is the lack of definition of rev-
enue- The- Secfetary of the Interior has not attempted to resolve this
difficulty and therefore has forced corporations to enter into 'multiple
lawsuits. Sonie- corporations have already spent -what others consider
7 (1) revenue, \while other corporations have placed as much' as 100

2. REVENTTE SIECARLS-G
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percent of their revenues in` escrow to avoid future legal battles. Sena-
tor Sackett said that he does not favor revenue sharing 7(i) due to the
administrative difficulties in monitoring every corporation's account-
ing system -5

Qn the other hand, Jerome Trio-g, president of Bering Straits Na'
tive Corp., endorsed the concept of revenue sharing as a good thing
since such a. mechanism would create a network of communications and
and interrelationships among the regional corporations. He *as how-
ever, pessimistic but the amount of net revenues that could be shared
because revenue would be severely diminished by State taxation.

3.", DEPRECIATION OF FINANCIAL COMPONENT OF ANCSA

(a) Overview
ANCSA sets up a fund.called Alaska Native Fund (ANF)--=of

close to $1 billion from both the Federal Treasury and a 2-percent
royalty on mineral leases from certain Federal and State lands. The
portion from the Federal Treasury was to be appropriated over an
11-year period. The other one-half billion is to be paid as earned from
the 2-percent royalty.-

To date, practically all moneys in ANF come from congreisional
appropriations.

It was contemplated that this fund would be, in part, utilized for
capital investment purposes by the corporations for develdpment of
land.

In fact, since land transfers to corporations are not yeTroccuring
to any meaningful degree, much corporate time and funds are being
devoted to fighting the Federal bureaucracy in an effort to secure the
land.

On the village level where the least financial resources are found,
the sheer management of village affairs, pending land transfers, is
estimated to be a $70,000 pet. village job.° In addition to the manage-
ment and legal costs adhering to an extended implementation of
A.NCSA, the net worth of the settlement has, and is,- being reduced.
Normal inflationary forces would make any settlement pliyable over a
Ion(' term worth less in purchasing power than an immediate pay-
ment- With ANCSA, this factor is complicated by the fact that the
2-percent royalty fund has not yet paid out any significant moneys.
Given the extensive cost overruns of the pipeline, and the delay in its
completion, substantial revenues from oil resources may still be several
years away. Several corporate lawyers estimate that the effective pay -
ment'has by these above factors been reduced to a $250 to $300 million
level.
() Views of Native porporatioris

Each and 'every village 'and regional corporation-spoke of the enor-
mous costslegal fees, acountants, _management. and so forththat
exist, with the major revenue source being AlsTF, a nonreplaceable
asset with which to meet these costs.

'AFN has made a proposal for effectuating coordination..0 Villages have several different corporate entities_ and some Federal and State funds areobtainable by some of these groups. In aggregate, however, there are not sufficient moneys
at affable to support village management.

1'
0 ....

....
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B. LON-G-Martm ISSUES

It is clear from the language of ANCSA's Declaration of Policy
that Congress, in setting up ANCSA, was attempting to establish a
solution without creating reservations, extended wardships, or spec
cial permanent racial institutions. There -was strong, although not
-unanimous, support from the Alaska Native community for this -view_
The Native position, as reflected in testimony before congressional
hearings as well as in ANF publications on ANCSA, appears in part
to be based on an evaluation of the oppressive role of the BIA in the

ei lower 48 reservations. Concomitant with this appears to be a strong
"self-determination" philosophy to control Native destiny, and that
any mistakes or failures would at least be their own.

There, are, however, without evaluating the accuracy olE Native per-
ceptions of reservations and trust status, several components of
-A..NCSA. which could destroy the overriding purpose of ANCSA : To
recognize and compensate Native peoples now acid forever for aborigi-
nal land claims. The two major provisions are taxation and alienation
of stock certificates./

1. 'TAXATION

ANCSA provides that undeveloped li7.nd 7 shall be`nontaxable for
20 years_ Presumably this 20 -year reprieve contemplates that during
this time, sufficient economic -development will occur to permit pay-
;Tient of any and all taxes. There are, however, several developing
'fallacies to this reasoning. Since land transfers have been so slow,
there is a reasonable possibility that economic developmentnet re-
turn on investmentswill not be so advanced as to permit payment of
a V taxes unrelated to income production. Several other factors also

ect the corporate potential for economic success once the 20-year
protection runs out_ Simply put, how realistic is it that any 12 new
corporations, often competing in the same marketsfor example, sev-
eral have construction firmswill survive intact? The success rate
generally for new businesses in the United States is not4iSsuring,At
the village level (205). the problem is made more acute by the lack of
management personnel and infrastructure needed for economic devel-
opment- &pertinent question is, therefore, whether 20 years is suffi-
cient to develop such an infrastructure_ /'

A number of villages have selected their land .-for subsistence and
isolation putposes. Any taxation of such subsistence land Would force
developmentperhaps economically marginal ventureswhich could
seriously disrupt the goals of subsistence and isolation. There are, in
fact, very few development schemes-that do riot negatively impact on
subsistence goals.

One suggestion. made by several Native leaders was that, at a
minimum, nonclevelopea land should remain permanently tax free;
some others sug7ested`that the tax exemption period be extended to
overcome the dilatory land transfer practice and that the extension
be based on an actual 20 -year period after receipt of title.

2-11 e exemption does not apply to income taxes except -tor disbursements frnni ANT'.Thete little opposition among Natives interviewed to paying income tuxes--cbrporate orpersonnion revenues- Some people termed it their civic duty." Alnska does not currently have a Statewide land tax ; however, such taxing authority
certainly exists at both the State and borough level-
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2. ALIMTATI03: OF STOGIE CERTIFICATES
(a), Overview

Native corporation stock certificates are not alienable for 20 years.
They may not be sold, counted as a financial aseat'by welfare, included
as an assetAbLIRS in determining inheritance taxes, lost for bad debts,
et cetera. After the 20 years runs out. Native corporation stock will be
like any other economic assetanything can happen to it.

If native people are to retain control of the land, they must retain
control of the corporations; hence they must control the stock. Since
a large corporation-can be controlled by a relatively small proportion
of stock if collectively held and used, ,non -Nativ, inciividually or
corporately, could potentially end up controlling mandated corpora-
tions set up to manage and hold a settlement exclusively for Natives.
(b) Tietv8 of Natimwcorporations

Recognition of this problem by Native leaders varies considerably.
RI:m..2s, however, recognition that a cPOteiiiial, down-the-road prob-

ts. The pressure of _current problems concerning land con-
veyances, however, seems to have precluded indepth analysis and
remedial thinking. Some corporate officialsmainly- non- Natives ---
were strongly opposed to any suggestion that the alienability of stock
could be permanently restricted in some manner. Corporate attorneys
at both Doyon and Bristol Bay expressed the view that stock acquired
under ANCSA was a personal asset which an individual should have
the right to sell.

Other Doyon officials were apprehensive about the potential of any
massive saleof stock in 1991. One suggestion advanced was to-change
the corporate structure so that each stockholder would have one vote,
rather than voting according to the number of shares; this might
diminish the possibility of control by an outside entity based on a
small bloc-of stock.

Another suggestion advanced by'.sev-eral was to grant corporations
"first purchase" rights to any stock.-Several problems were also raged
with this option; namely, itVis unlikely that the regional corporations
will have sufficient "excess" capital to purchase stock. Another problem
is that this "first purchase" option would have a limited effect on invol-
untary transfers of stock, that is, loss of assets to the State or other
public institutions because of application for public. assistance, loss of
stock to nursirv, homes in exchange for admissionS, et cetera,.

Bering Straits Native Corp. expressed the hope that the corporation
would be so successful, both -economically and as an employer of the
stockholders, that very few, if-any. Natives would voluntarily sell their
stock. Other corporate officials, with varying degrees of wishfulness,
expressed similar views, coupling the success factor with a view that
by 1991, stockholders would be so educated to the importance of stock
that it would not be voluntarily sold.

The villages were almost completely unaware of the potential prob.=
lem of stock alienability. At the village level, the luxury of contemplat-
ing future problems does not exist. It has been a herculean effort to
move from a traditional lifestyle to the concepts and jargon of corpo-
rate America. The resources for management of village affairs are
meager ° and th tance varies. Some corporations have provided

see Chapter rv. Seetk:
oe77--706--76-4
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their stockholders With boilerplate wills so that stock can be left to
chosen heirs.

Many villagers felt the problem of stock alienability was raised so
that many people w6uld in fact sell or otherwise lose their stock in
1991.

Some Native orgaiiizations,. particularly those not involved in day-
to-dity economic management, have begun to rethink the mechanics 'of
ANCSA and the stock issued pursuant to it. The stocks embody Native
heritage, a heritage which was received from ancestors, and which
should. be passed.on to their children. The question arises as to whether
any person receiving stock under ANSCA_ should be viewed as a sole
beneficiary simply because they -were alive at the appropriate time. If
stockholders are viewed as sole beneficiaries, then ANCSA may be
viewed as a delayed per capita payment not very different from pre-

., vious methods of settling Indian claims.
This line of reasoning -has lead some Alaska Native lezi,d.er to rethink

their prior opposition to trust status and reservations.



cHApTER IV. A T, Si A 1sTA vE VILLAGES
Quite clearly, Alaska L Natives were governing themselves for thou-

sands of years prior to their contact with the Russian-American com-
pany or the U.S. Government. Native village governments organized
along western lines occurred with application of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act of 1934 (IRA) as amended by the act of May 1, 1936.

The first step in the process of formally orgaxii7ing Alaska Natives
came prior to the application of the IRA with the passage of the Na-
tive Townsite Act of 1926 which authorized the Secretary of the In-
terior to issue a patent to a trustee for norumineral public lands claimed
and occupied by Natives as a town or village site. The trustee could in
turn convey by restricted deeds the village or individual lot to adult
Natives- The act further authorized the surveying of the villages into
lots, blocks, and streets.

The act of May 1, 1936,.was'passed to remedy the failure of the IRA
to extend the incorporation and credit villages to Alaska, but more
importantly to authorize an entity or organization which was nsore
suited to Alaska Natives. Section 7 of the act of May 1, 1936 provided
that:

Groups of Indians in Alaska not heretofore recognized as bands or tribes but
having a common bond of occupation, or association, or residents within a well:
defined neighborhood community or rural district, be organized to adopt constitu-
tions and bylaws and to receive charters of incorporation. . .

Three kinds of organizations were then possible under the IRA as
applied to Alaska: (1) Native villages oronni7ed for municipal pur-
poses; (2) groups organized solely for business purposes; and (3)
groups not comprising all the resiaents of the locality, but having a
common bond of occupation, that is, fishermen's cooperative. Of 215
recognized Native villages, 70 adopted the'provisions of the IRA while
145 retained traditional modes.

Pursuant to Public Law 280, as amended to include Alaska (18
V.S.C. 1162) the newly formed State of Alaska assumed criminal and
civil jurisdiction --subject to specific exemptionsover Native cora-

Beginning in 1963, a Federal policy emerged which had its roots in
territorial legislation such as the Indian Village Act I and the Munici-
pal Incorporation Act 2 which encouraged Native villages to incor-
porate . as cities under Alaskan law. In communities which had in-
corporated, the IRA constitution and bylaws were revised and incor-
porated in the city charter. The city council became the sole political
entity for the community. The IRA council did, however, continue to
exist to operate and control Federal financed business enterprises or
Federal services. By 1973, 84 Native-villages had organized as Alaskan
municipalities.

1 Cession Law of Alaska for 1915. eb. 11 ; amended Cession Laws of Alaska for 1917,
eb- 25 : repealed 1929.3-Compiled Laws of Alaska for 1933, eh. 44.

(21)
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As a result, there are basically three types of governments underwhich Native villages operate in Alaska today. They are: (1) State-
incorporated municipalities ; 3 (2) IRA councils; 4 and (3) traditional(non-IRA) 5

A. POTEN-TIAL FOR LOSS Or NA 1.1.N.t. CONTROL

As previously mentioned, approximately 84 Native villages have in-,corporated as either first-, second-, third-, or fourth-class cities underState law. The class of city appease be -..-etermined by the number-of inhabitants needed to incorporate: For e*I.M-Ple, the Arst-class cityrequires at least 400 permanent inhabitalt*:_alid at least 100 of thequalified voters must sign the incorporation' petition. A second-class-city requires at least 50 permanent inhabitants and at least 15 of the-qualifid voters must sign the incorporation petition. The only realdistinction between the classes appears between the first three, and thefourth class. Only a fourth-class city may not levy property taxes andspecial assessments and is not responsible for the operation and main-tenance of a local school. Though a fourth-class city does not have thepower to levy a property tax, at the time of incorporation, if thepeople so ecide they can place on their ballot whether or not theywish to i pose a. sales tax. A sales tax cannot exceed 3 percent. 'T'he
sales tax i _the only revenue a fourth-class city has to defray the ex-

21.1

pense of its village government. ...-

Once a Native village incorporates as a unit of local governmentof the State there are no safeguards that it will remain a Native-con-
trolled village since changing a purely tribal government to a munici-pal corporation means that 14th amendment equal Protection appliesand nonnatives cannot be excluded from the political process. Non-
natives may vote, run'4e5r, and hold office within ,the community. Al-
though for many Nati-tv-illarres of the interior of Alaska, this is only
a problem in theory, the Native communities of southeast Alaska arefacing this problem of Toss of control to nonnatives today. Salmon, a

ative village and secotl-class city, is feeling the Fro wing pains'of the-city of Ketchikan. On numerous occasions, Ketchikan has attempted
to annex Sa.xmon. The'Ketchik-an Gateway 13orotIgh (similar to a-
.conntv governmental unit) has imposed its property tax and zoning
ordinances on the non,rest4ted lots in the city limits of Saxmon. The
traditionally Native fishir17..7.village of Hoonah, a first-class city, now
has 200 nonnative residents out of a total population of 950. Three of
the six councilmen are nonnative. If Hoonah partitions into residential
lots, the 1.,280 acres it is to receive from the ANCSA village corpora-
tion pursuant to section 14 (c) (3) it may have to, under the same equal
protection notions, be made available to both Natives and nonnatives.
With the ()Teat influx of nonnatives into the State, especially in the
southeast, Native Villages will be _hard pressed to maintain control oftheir communities.

.. B. IRA ANT) TRADITIONAL :NTA lay E. GO'VERINT3TENTS

The great majority of Native villages operate either under the IRA
or some traditional 'form of government. The future of these rrovern-z,

Sax-mon. Hydaburg, Make, noonah, port Yukon, Ruby. Golovin, and trnalkaIeet fall intothin entecor3r.
Kinivnran.
Arctic Village.
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merits is unclear with the passage of ANCSA. There are no ANCSA
'provisions which_ purport to force, thein to incorporate as State
niunicipalities; however, the act's clearintent was not to establish any
"permanent racially defined _institutions." Former reservations were
revoked and Indian allotments statutes repealed.

What is fear about the impact of the act at this point in.experience-
is that 'Native villages will. have severely restricted-ability to exercise
powers of self-government. Because of the pervasive impact of Public.
Law 20t they- are presently exercising no law enforcement or judicial
powers. It is presently unclear, although clearly a good argument
can be made that Native villages are "Indian Country" under the
dependent community component of tie concept, 'whether Senate -
bill 2010 (Improvement of Indian Law Enforcement) would apply to
Alaska Native villages if adopted into law. In a letter to Sidney
Frep.mnn, of the Office of Management and Budget, dated April fir
1976, Office of the President, the Governor of Alaska voiced his con-
cern that Alaska Native villages not be included within the coyerage
of the bill. It is the States position that the retrocession of exclusive
State. criminal and civil jurisdiction back to:the Federal-Government
and Native villages would be contrary to the act's expressed purpose.
.of not creating any permanent racially defined institutions. In many
areas of Alaska, this means waiting days before an incident can be
investigated in ,effect, no law enforcement. Unlike incorporated cities
-of Alaska which have.State law enforcement authority, and therefore
can seek LEAA. funds, Native villages cannot. In actuality, the incor-
porated. cities visited fared only a little better. Four Of the-eight
municipalities visited had no law enforcement personnel..

Native villages are also 'handicapped because of a lack of revenue to-
support their governmental operations. Both 10ukwan and. Arctic-
Village do not have sufficient income, although.both utilized CETA
funding to salary -any village council positions. The incorporated
municipalities do not fare much bet-r. -Five of the eight cities could N .

not salary their mayor or council. Almost every city manager, city
clerk, and police officer is financed with CETA funds.

Generating revenue will always be difficult given the limited size of
Native villages. A case in point is the remote Indian community of
Arctic Village. Arctic Village was part of the L3 million acre Venitie
Reservation which was revoked by ANCSA. Pursuant to section
19 (b) of the act, the village opted for fee title to both the surface and
subsurface estate of the former reservation rather than select only
surface estate lands under the provisions of the act. Title -will not
paSs to cr council but, rather to the village corp1ation. Any
revenue potential would beloncr to the village corporation and that
village council cannot avail itself of any income realized:

Although it would. appear IRA and traditional' Native villages
can prevent non-Native control over their governing institutions, it
is unclear whether they can prevent non- Natives from living in their
community, If the village council decides to parcel out bits of 14(c) (3)
lands for residential lots, like the incorporated village; it may not bcr
able to restrict its sales to.only Natives.

ti
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C. INDIAN SELF-DETEIL4INATI02;7 ACT

The ocurrent definition of "Indian Vibe" found in section 4 (b)
of the Indian Self-Determination Act inch des :

. . any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community,
including any Alasican Native village or regioi or village corporation as defined
or established pursuant to the ANCSA (85 Stat. 688) which is recognized as
eligiblevfor the special progranis provided by the United States to Indians because
of their status as Indians.

As applied to Alaska, definition w4513.1c1 appear to include : (1) 145
traditional *Mtge councils; (2) 70 Native villages organized under
the-, IRA ; (3) Tlingit -Haider Central Council (a tribe established
ptirsuant to a Federal statute) and per lops other groups pog,nizable
as a tribe; (4) 255 Native villages defined to establish pursuant to
ANCSA; (5) 210 Native village corporations; and (6) 12 regicmal
corporations.

ongress apparently was tryingto deal with the "tribal" uniqueness'
of Alaskan Native institutions. Unfortunately, it created the problem
of recognizing anywhere from one to three for each village and making
it uncertain whether the regional nonprofit associations 6 are also rec-
ognized as tribes.

As a practical matter,- the village and regional profitm.alan" g cor=
porations _probably would not avail themselves of the Self-Deternzina-
tionAct, because they must. devote their full attention and energy to
prtmctiriri ventures.All the regional and village corporations inter-
viewed indicated they were not interestecr-"\-in delivering contracted
services to villages with their regions.

It is unclear 7rom the act whether native Villages who have incor-
porated under State law and no longer have an active IRA council
Are "Indian tribes?! with the meaning of the act Presently, the BL.4.
has included those organizations in the grant section of the act. It
would appear that a city council is not eligible for the special programs
provided by the United States since they are merely a unit of local
government of the State.

If the nonprofit Native associations are included within the defini-
tion of Indian tribe, the real controversy centers on who should receive
or be eligible for the grant section and who should be eligible to
contract.

4Data compiled from material subinitted by the BLA, for fiscal year 1975.

Sr.-



CHAPTER V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FINDINGS

1. The Department of the Interior has not performed at sufficiently
high levels of effectiveness in the implementation of the Alaskan
Native Claims Act. -

(a) A comparatively insignificant portion of the:land to be
formalla conveyed to Native corporation has in fact been con-
veyedr )

(b) Rather than acting as advocate for Native needs, which it
should pursuant to its continued legal-moral obligation to de-
pendent native communities, it has consistently taken position ad-
verse, particularly with respect to easements, to Native interests.

2. The long-term ability of Native corporations to be economically
successful is undercut by the significant delay in transfers of land and
the severe economic impact of inflation on the financial component of
the settlement. .

3. The long-term ability of Natives to continue to control their land.
and corporation will be seriously undercut by their removal in 1991
of the exemption against taxation and-the exemption against the alien- 4
ability of Native-held ANCSA corporation stock.

4. The status of Native villages and their place within the jurisdic-
tional structure is extremely complicated by the application of con-
6epts developed fOr the lower 48 which may have little applicability to
the Alaskan situation.

(a). The granf and contracting provisions of Public-Law- 638
as presently structured are not readily applicable to meet particu-
lar .AlasAa :Native situations, _which do vary region to region.

(b) /Many Alaskan Native villages under existing funding
mechanisms are economically hard pressed to provide even-basic
governmental services.

REC03.1:31EXDATrOXS

The Department of the Interior should allocate sufficient re-
sources to its Bureau of Land Management so that allQinterira con-
veyances are,complete by 1981.

(a) In the event that the Department of the Interiop-does not
have sufficient resources to accomplish the above, it should forth-
with seek the _necessary authorizations and appropriations from
Congress.

(b) Concrress should pass all reasonable requests of the Depart-
ment of the Interior to accomplish this task.

(c) Congress- should provide for increasing its oversight func-
tions over the Department of the Interior respect to the imple-
mentation of the Alaskan Native Claims Act.

20
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(d) Where Alaska Natives have had to resort to litigation to
secure from the Department of the Interior proper compliance
with ANCSA and are successful, attorneys' fees against the

. 'United States should be provided:
2. The easement provision of ANCSA should be repealed.

(a} Repeal would mean that _easements would be obtainable
through the normal proceedings and legal principles applicable.

( b) In the interim, the Secretary of the Interior should grant
interim conveyance, leaving the easement determination be settled
separately either by-negotiatia3.4Dr, failing that, by court determi-
nations.

3. ANCSA, should be amended so that the 20-year exemption from
taxation runs from the conveyance Of fee simple title to all ANCSA
lands.

4. ANCSA should be amended so that all undeveloped landslands
producing noncommercial incomeremain permanently tax exempt.

5. Congress should- establish in 1981 a Special Congressional Com-
mission to determine whether ANCSA will assure the future viability
of Alaska Native communities, specifically considering such options
as: .

(a) Permanent nonalienability of _Native Corporation stock. f.
(b) The establishment or reestablishment of reservatien status.

6. Public Law -638 should be amended so that in Alaska :
-(a) Self-determination grants should go to Native village gov-

ernments, either IRA, traditional, or municipal.
(b) If both an IRA Council and a municipal government co-

exist, the IRA, -goVernments7 right should be-prior to that of the
municipal government ;- the IRA government can, however, waive
its right in favor of the municipal government.

(c) Regional nonprofit Native corporations should be eligible
to contract under 638, subject to preemption by individual Nt7tive
villages to the extent of their proPortionate share of the total
contracting funds available to the region. _ .-

(d) Any recognized regional tribal government _should be ex-
clusively eligible for both self-determination grant funds, and
contracting.
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When passed by Congress in late 1971, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act was hailed by many as "the best possible resolution of the land elsiirn.; issue."
Stephen Raycox, Professor of American History at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage, called it a "visionary piece of legislation." Many, both Native and
non-Native, were also aware that the act -would priifonndly- affect all Alaskans.
For some it would alter the nature of their relationship to the land, their attitudes
toward it, and their freedom to use it. The land itself was the focus of the
struggle. Villagers feared that land would slip out of Native hands in dis-
cussions among Congressmen Tyrifs millar with Al:vs:1m or .Alaskan Natives. Mas-
sive efforts were nyade to inform Congressmen of the needs of Native peoples forlandnot just mat, but land upon which old ways could be maintained, and
where development could be carefully planned and encouraged so that the
economic hardships endured by Native people could be eased by a steady and
continuing cash flow.

The result of that effort was an act which awarded 40,040,000 acres of land
and $962.5 million dollars to Native village and regional corporations in Alaska.

Before the act was passed the danger was great that Native Alaskans would
lose alt their land to white .encroachments. Nothing in the history of early
Native / white contacts would soften that perspective. With passage of the act,
danger to Native land has shifted. Now five years into the settlement era, other
threats to Native land are emerging. Some stem from ambiguities and ,eomplexi-
ties in theolaw itself. Others stem from arbitrary regulations established by
the various bureaucracies involved in Implementing the act Still others lie in
the human fallibility and foibles sf Native leaders themselves.

Whatever the source of -threat, the possibility that land apparently awarded
to Natives under the act will never really' become theirs, or will soon pass into
non-Native hands, is very reaL This paper seeks to define some of those threats,
an& assess future problems and prospects for A /*Nara Natives and their land.

IL Ts SETTIMMEaCT ACT

In sum, the act provides that 12 regional and 224 (approilmately). village
corporations be established to select, own, and control 40 .million acres of land.All eligible Natives were to become stockholders in such corporations. The
Native Allotment Alert, existing reserves, and all other claims to Native title
were extinguished. The land would be held by the corporation in "fee simple,"
a phrase which comes from English land law of the late Middle Ages. It provides
for absolute ownership and includes the right of the owner to sell the land to
anyone or to allow it to pass Into heirship. Fee, simple title is distinguished
from other titles, such as "entail" or "fee tail," which restrict ability to sell
or limit inheritance rights. (Washburn, Wilcomb, Red Man's LandWhite Man's
Law, Charles Seribners' Sons. New York, 1971, p. 62.)

To compensate for the lands lost in such extinguishment, $462.5 million was
to be paid over an 11 year period. An additional $500 million would be paidfrom state and federal royalties for the development of certain mineral resources.To facilitate the cash payment the act created -an Alaska Native rand --liethe
U.S. Treasury. Payments from the Native Fund would be made to regional cor-
porations which would retain part of the funds and pay prescribed amounts to
individuals and village corporations. The amount of money paid each regional
corporation is based upon its proportion of enrolled Natives to the total number
enrolled- Villages receive. an amount based on their proportion of stockholders
to the total stockholders in the region. During the first five years of implements-
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tion the regional corporations will pass through 10% of all receipts to stock-
holders and 45% to village corporations. In following years 50% of receipti
will pass to villages and "at large" stockholders (those having no village
enrollment). .

Some additional stipulations of InteresE include :
loUntil 1976 all village annual budgets must, be approved by the regional

corporations_
2. Until 1981 all villages' must seek the advice of the regional.corporations

on an land. transactions.S. In 1991 all shares issued as implementation of the act are cancelled
and can be replaced with conventional ownership sharers,

4. In 1991 a twenty year exemption from paynient of taxes on'tindeveloped
land expires and all land within a tax jurisdiction may be taxed_

5. Regional corporations may require -villages and at-large stockholders to
participate injoint ventures.

6. Regional corporations own all sub-surface rights to Native lands includ-
ing those under village-selections. Villages own only surface rights_

7. Regional corporations cannot explore or develop resources uncle* village
-entitlements without village corporation permission_

8. 'Regional corporations must select land after village selections have
been completed and must checker-board their choices, not selecting con-
tiguous townships.

9. Every village relates to a regional corporation.
Though an twenty-two sections of the act are too complex and lengthy to

detail here, -several, provisions are critical to anyadtscussion of threats to Native
lands in the future, for some threats arise from within the act itself. These
portions of the act will be discussed in the following section.

III CRITICAL PROVISIONS or T3FrE Aar

The Congress evidently-undertook the settlement of Alaska's land-claims vrith
-good intention that Native people not be harmed in the process: Section 2(b)
stipulates that : "the settlement should be accomplished rapidly, with certainty,
in conformity with the real economic and social needs of Natives, without litiga-
tion, with maximum participation by Natives in decisions affecting their rights
and property, without establishing any permanent racially defined institutions,
rights, privileges, or obligations, without creating a reservation system or lengthy-
wardship or trusteeship, and without adding to the categories of property and
institutions enjoying special tax privileges -or _to. the legislation establishing
.special relationships between the Milted States Government and the State of
Alaska."Tiowever, several ambiguities in the act, and bureanatatic regulations estab-
lished subsequent to the act's passage, inhibit such an amicable process and Its
well-intentioned result.

Two sections in particutir need to be spelled out
'Section. 7(1) and section 21(d) are especially troublesome ; the former for

its ambiguity, the latter because or the threat it imposes for the future.
Section T(i) Provides :"Seventy. per centum of all revenues received by each Regional Corporation

from the timber resources and ;Subsurface estate patented to it pursuant to this
Act shall be divided annually to the Regional Corporation among all twelve
Regional :Corporations Organized pursuant to this section according to the
number of Natives enrolled in each region pursuant to section 5. The provisions
of this subsection shall not apply to the thirteenth Regional Corporation if
organized pursuant to subsection (c) hereof.

'rough speaking of joint regional' corporation ventures, the ambiguities of
7(0, make. the statement equally applicable to the regions and their own member
villagmmtTinally the cost of Toy to-the carporatickis ts destructive. A Rjristol Bay
Native Corporation spokesman stated to the Congressionel. Oye.isight .Committee
in June, 1976, that thorzgir admirable in concept, "Legal aid accounting fees
arising from discord ever the section's interpretation and application are con-
suming an as_stonishirxg poition of the. cash flow of all twelve regional
corporations."

Section 21 (d).i-eads : u

"Rea? property interests conVeyed, pursuant to this Act, to air-Native .ixidi-
vidual, Native group, or Village or Regional Corporation which are not developed
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or leased to aird parties; shall be exempt from State and local real propertytaxes .for. a period of twenty years after the date of_ enactment of this Act:Provided, That municipal taxes, local real property taxes, or local assessmentsmay he AmPosed -uPon-ieased or developell real property within the jurisdictionof any governmental unit under the laws of the State. Provided. further; Thateasements; rights-of-way, leaseholds, and similar interests in such real propertymay be taxed in accordance .with State or local law. All rents, royalties, profits,and... other revenues or proceeds derived from such property Interests shall betaxable when received by a non - Native - individual or corporation"In exploring the historic roots of -tax exemption in Indian land settlementsMonroe Price points out that:"The time required for exemption to work is criticaL The difficulty withexemptions historically hal; been their brevity. Without such tax_ exemption, anAllotment of land might be ephemeraL" (Monroel Price, An Examinaiton ofSection 21(d) of the ANCSA, FSLUPC, 1976, page 18.)The urgency of conveying interim title to Native corporations is criticalnot simply `because it is required by Congress under Section 2 (b) , but becausethe ability of Native corporations to retain ownership and control of their landin the future may be determined by the speed with Which they can receive titleand begin thosedevelopments which will enable them to build cash resources tomeet the "tax liabilities that will be theirs in 199L This matter will be discussedfurther in the text section, "Threats to Native Lands in the Future.".The intention of Congress- to _enable speedy implementation of the act is madeclear in Section /4 which deals with conveyance. -Several paragraph.< in Section14 begin with the ;word 'immediately."Section 14 ( a ) reads in part :
"Immediately after selection by a villages corporation . . . the Secretary shallissue to the village corporation a patent . .",and in 14(b)
"Immediately after selection by any Native village for a Native village Listedin section Ur, the Secretary shall . .and again in 14(e) the necessity for prompt conveyance is stressed;"Imznediately after selection by 'a regional corporation, the. Secretary shallconey . title"
Such -revenue. sharing, evidently inteided to encourage cooperation in an-effort to work for the mutual benefit of all corporations, has instead encouragedcompetition and secretiveness between corporations."Having laid down this provision for revenue sharing, the Congress failed topursue the details of implementation, i.e. gross or net revenues, allowableexpenses if net _revenue is to be shared, accounting procedures, and so on."(Olson, Dean, "Native Land and Capita.1,"Ahtna, Inc., December; 1974, p. 6).Indeed, according to one regional corporation president, the failure to deter-mine what are considered to be "sub-surface resources" presents its own kind ofProblem. Gravel is one such resource, but whether it is to be considered a surfaceresource belonging to village corporations or a sub- surface resource belongingto the "region is in dispute. According. to attorneys for Eklatna Corporation."Similar questions could present themselves with regard to topsoil, sand,.-qnarrystone, rock "and other materials which are generally in large part buried,but yet which often times do form the surface itself. Another area of disputewould concern ground rater and strip-mineable coal."Determinations such as this are time consuming, cause divisiventss -amongNative peopleS, and slow the ability of either village or regional corporationsto develop much needed capital assets. As Olson points out,"The opportunity of presenting a-united frimt during 'negotiations -with energyand extractive induStry representatives, has been lost_ The opportunity forjointly established land-use goals and end-use objectives, has similarly beenforegone." (Ibid.)

The sad. fact is that conveyances are not beinli made speedily at all. Five
As:atter passage of the act only 34 of 1% of the land has been conveyed_ As ofJune-10, 1q76, Cilista.Corporation; ope of the largest in-ciolved in the settlement;-had received no patents or-'interim-conveyances. Neither had any of its 56 villagecorporations: Indeed the delays in conveyance are causing grave concern amongall Native peoples, for delay -poses serious threats to Alaska Natives' ability tohold on to their land in the future_A further threat to Native land ownership lies in application of Section .17 (b)which will result in Immediate loss of some Native land -for public use as ease-ments. ,.

7
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Section 17 (b) reads:
"(1) The Planning Commissidn shall identify public easements across lands

selected by Village Corporations and the Regional Corporations and at periodic
points along the courses of major waterways which are reasonably necessary to
guarantee upe and access for recreation, hunting, transportation, utilities, docks,
and such other public uses as the Planning Commission aetermines to be
important. -

"(2) In identifying public easements the Planning Commission shall consult
with appropriate State and Federal agencies, shall review proposed transpor;
tation plans, and shall receive and review statements and recommendations from
interested organizations and individuals on the need for and proposed location
of public easements : Provided, That any valid existing right recognized by this
Act shall continue to have whatever right of access as is now provided for under
existing law and this subsection shall not operate in any way to diminish or
lbrdt such right of-access.

"(3) Prior to granting any patent under this Act to the Village Corporation
and Regional Corporations, the Secretary shall consult with the State and the
Planning Commission and shall reserve such public easements as he deter-
mines=Ines are necessary."

The import of this provision and some dismaying events since passage of the
act, will be outlined in Part IV, following.

IV. TB:BEATS TO NA:1TM LANIiIS IN THZ FUTURE

Though threats to Native lands seem to be coming from several quarters, they jar
generally fall into two major categories : (1) The easement requirement and,
(2) the pressure on both village and regional corporations to acquire cash. A third
important threat stems from the lack of corporate experience and trained lead-
ership available in rural Alaska.
1. Easements

...,The law provides for the L.U.P.C. to identify public easements across Native
land and "at periodic points along the courses of major waterways." (See page 9
of this paper for full quotation of section 17 (b) ) . In making its determination,
the commission is required to consult with the appropriate state and federal
agencies. Such easements would allow public use of the selected areas and in-
hibit Native development of resources.

Several difficulties arise from the failure of Congress to be. more specific in
this section. MEOW wide should such easements be? What is a "major waterway?'
Bow many are necessary? There is obvious room for disagreement on these and
other questions. Robert D. Arnold, editor of Alaska Native Land Claims, de-
scribes an early problem with the ambiguities of this section. In the course of
"consulting with appropriate" federal agencies the Land Use Penning Commis-
Arlon sought out the Bureau of Land Management.

-"When, in early 1975, the Bureau of Land vicartsgement-issued its preliminary
lrystem for transportation and utility corridorsa form of easements Natives
were shocked. For corridors alone the federal agency was proposing more than
11,000 miles of easements, many crossing Native lands." (Arnold, Robert D.,
Alaska Native Land Claims, Alaska Native Foundation, Anchorage, 2976. Pages

269, 270.)
In addition, rather than periodic access points provided along streams the

Bureau proposed easements along the entire coast and along both shores of all
rivers in the state.

-

The result of such a taking of Native land for public use would entail a massive
loss of land for regional and village corporations. Calista. Corporation in South
western Alaska, estimates that 30%-40% of its lands will be affected by navi-
gable waters easements, yet no dgfinitiort of "navigable". has yet been provided.
Estimates of amounts of land involved in easements are still- unclear, but they
range from 5., to 11.5 millions of acres_ Arnold -quotes Roger Lang, former Presi
dent of .Alaslra-Federation'of Natives, testifying.at hearings on the subject

"Congress clearly did not intend in the -Act to grant Natives a light to -select
lands from the pu c domain and then permit federal Agencies to take the land
back by calling th r uses 'easements.' " (Ibid-)

Yet Mina= Hensley, a member of the Board of Directors of NANA
Corporations sa.

"It is becom g ever more apparent that the provisions of the Settlement Act
for only limit easements our the lands are being greatly expanded by the

ed
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Department of Interior and are being used by the Department to effectively
deprive the Native-Corporations of many of the rights of the land for which they
fought so long and hard." (Hensley, William. L., Testimony before Senate Corn-
mittee oa Interior and Insular Affairs, June, 1976.) -

Without substantial Native participation the fear Is that BLM easement
decisions will be made by caprice, on te basis of factors unrelated to the merits
of the' issues, in resportse fo political pressure, or personal inclinntions. Since
some BLM personnel seem dedicated to the position that the Settlement Act was
really a mistake anyway, the latter basis for decision making could mean
disaster. -

Conveyance of land to Natives now requires identification of easements by an
Easeinent Task Force which is within the'Bureau of Land Management. Clearly
such a task force is going to seek to have its own systems of easements adopted.
Its ability to make-easement identifications prior to conveyance forebodes long
delays in the conveyance processa practice which may have disastrous con-
sequences, some of which are described below.

-Though section 2(b) stipulates that "the settlement should be accomplished
rapidly . . with maximum participation of Natives in decisions affecting their
rights and property . . ." many Native people feel like a Yupilr Eskimo who told
the Bureau of Land-Management in a public hearing, "I feel like I'm just wasting
my breath." (Testimonies spoken by Western .Alaskans to the BLM, January 30,
1975, Bethel, Alaska.) Bill Morgan, Eskimo, said :

"Look at the country. First you're going to take the land away that we already
selected. And we selected it because we wanted that landWell sure they want
an easement They're going to ease us right taut of our land." (Ibid., page 3).

The fear.that easements will be planned without trative participation are very
real. Speaking from past experienee and present realities, David Friday said :

"The BLM has over-stepped its authority . . Alaskan Natives have mot
been consulted with this program from the beginning . . -My people know
that plans must be made for Alaska's future. But my people do 'not see theSe
plans take place with their knowledge." (Ibid, p. 14).

In addition to the initial easements for traits, roads, recreational access, and
other public uses, the Secretary has now published a second order requiring
"fioatiinz" utility corridors for future use in extracting energy resources. The
corridors are as yet unidentified and cast a cloud on the title since BLM can
come in at some Triture date and de:Agnate a "utility" or "resource" corridor.
With this second easement order the Secretary has gone far beyond his-authority
and against the intent of Congress.

As William L. Hensley pointed out :
" . . after delaying more than four years before issuing these policy

guidelines, it issued them in the form of Secretarial orders, rather than through
the process of promulgating regulations, thereby virtually eliminating' the
Natives' opportunity to have input into the process." (Hensley,c1bid.)

Clearly easements will seriously reduce Native, land options. If unidentified
easements are permitted, then no land title can be clearly transferred. Sale of
land, leases for development,. and other land use options will be jeopardized.
If some easements are entirely, withdrawn from 'Native selections then Native
land holdings 'in fee simple title could be reduced to as little as 29.5..million acres
rather than the 40 million Congress intended.
2_ Pressure to Acquire Cash

-,There are a variety of pressures upon both regional and village corporations
fo acquire cash. Thee range from the desire "to meet real or imagined needs,"
as one regional corporation executive put it, to the need for cash to meet future
tax liabilities, and the need for dividends. Delay in acquiring land for develop-
ment .lends itself, to financial deterioration due to inflation_ Slow conveyance of
lands helps inflation eat lip funds. Though not all corporations are presently
within taxing- jurisdictions, nearly half have some land liable for tax pur-
poses. Some have all their land' in, taxable areas, some approxim.ately half,
_others -smaller amounts. But au- corporaitons face the likelihood of taxation:
Already _cue legislator has proposed a..statewide property t on -all lands not
'already taxable: At least one borough- has began- to expand its boluidaries to
include larger amounts of Nafive land within its -borders. Such expansion of .
taxable are- as threatens every region.

Therefore, of all the pressures to acquire cash, perhaps the mostedevastating
and fearsome is the taxation that looms in 1991 when the twenty year exemption
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ends, or on land whieh Is developed or improved prior to the exemption deadline.In order to meet their tax obligations, regional and vicllage corporations needto have clear title to the land so that its assets can be developed to build cashreserve .`The delays in conveyance by an apparently reluctant Br--NT. FiZt cor-porations faced with taxes into a difficult posiiton. If Heisted too long theland cannot be developed in tirne to generate the income to .pay the taxes.The cause of the delay seems clear to many _Native leaders. As a spokesman forthe Bristol Bay Native Corporation pointy out :"The proximate cause of delay is the CaMbersonter methodsemployed by Interior to identify and set of incredibly
Preserve non-Native interests in Nativehinds. The Rube Goldberg contraption they use to put . easemerits into titledocuments is a good example - . If everything Is done within tql'e deadlines,if the documents go into process -at one agpncylthe day they come out of .

the prior agency. and if there are no aggrieved 'parties (or if aggrieved Nativeswaive their appeal rights) the easement reservaiton process takes half a Year."As a result to these methods. the Natives are Paying a trenendons price forthe protection of non-Native interests. (Alaska Native ManageJune 15. 1976. page 3).
He also describes the hardship such delays invoke:
"We will have to generate cashtlow as quickly as we can if we are to meetthe tax burdens and corporate takeover vulnerabilitY that will come in 1991. ."

"lent Report

The demands on time, attorney fees. and energy caused by )3LM intransigenceare great. Roy Huhndorf. President Of Cook Inlet Region says simply thatELM is "foot-dragging." Their "caPacitY to drain us of eners-y is awe-inspiring."
He believes that Congress gauged the-economic environment of Alaska too Posi-tively when thinking that Natives could move into the economic mainstream.
"The end of tax exemption is too short," he says, "and other deadlines aretclo."

As a result of the ambiguities or the act and the delaysays of federal agencies,
Huhmlorf testified' in CongresSional Oversight Committee bearings in June
of 1976. that :

"Each Native corporation is adrift in a sea of litigation.
"The Department of Interior is often unable tcl speak in a clear and decisiveway _ .
"Our leadership is being drained . -
"Tensions within the Department between agencies Under the jurisdiction

of the Secretarylead to mistrust, hesitancy and failure swiftly to implement
the act.

"We are being triply disadvsptageci by the failure of the Secretary to conveylads to Native villages "immediately" . . Inflation is eating away at oursettlement The grace period from state and local taxation hay been sorely
depleted. And our leadership is being diverted fro,_m economic development by
'disputes over awesomely hostile interpretations of poorly drafted Public land
orders and Secretarial regulations."

Tick Jansen of Chugach Native Corporation "agrees with the above assess-
ment of the effect of delays in conveyance. -He believes the delays will "negate
the twenty year moratorium". because there will be "a very shortitime between
receiving title to the land and taxation." As another executive Plit\it, "the clock-
Is running out."

Indeed, Bristol Bay Corp6ration testified in .Tune 1976. before the eon-
gres-sional Oversight Committee that because of such delays their corporation
will lose in excess of one.million dollars on a single project. Phillips Petroleum
was delayed a year In carrying out planned exploratory Work because the cor-
poration had not title to the property Where the work was to take place. There
were rule changes; there were no typists available. the corporation executives

=were told while the delays went oil.-
Other pressures to acquire cash include shareholder pressure to pur sue a

corporate path that will increase the 'value of corporate stock. Since some of
the regions are a step removed from the subsistence life styles that still,chara.c-

to increase stock- value moretPrize life.' the pressnre be on them increase
than village corporations. As price points out. "where cultural ,,and economic
attachment to the land is attenuated the pressure to raise corporate stock value
is increased." (Price, op. cit.. p. 56) -

An additional pressure bn resource rich corporations may arise from other.
less favored, corpoihtions. _Section 7(i) described above on page ri. nlaces on
each region a duty to exploit the region's natural resources.. If resource rich
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corporations fail to develop, they may be liable to suit from resource poor cor-
porations who legally expect to share in the profits from development.

Village needs- for- immediate cash income -also create 'pressure to develop,
lease, or sell land as soon as title-has been conveyed. While regional corpora-
Mums are granted large sums of money. from the Alaska Native Fund, village
corporations receive much less.- A village of 100 population will receive approxi-
mately $700,000 in the decade after the Act's passage. This is a munificent sum

. in light of past village poverty, but inadequate to properly manage. the sizeable
land assets that accrue to villages.

As Olson notes
"The monetary compensation due these smaller village corporations, spread

over the next decade or more, is Insufficient to allow for managerial error. Indeed,
given the operational realities facing rural enterprises in Alaska (high costs,
lack of skilled management) it is probable that many smaller village corpora-
tions are economically non-sustainable entities." ( Olson. op. cit.. page 13)

Through 1974, 114 villages received from $27,000 to $235,000, more than half
the total that will be available in the initial pass through from regional corpora-
tions. If none of that were expended fdr land management purposes but could
accumulate a year's interest on the total 10 percent, approximately $25.000
would be available for use by the richest corporationsa sum insufficient to
administer land holdings of any size. Of course much less would be available to
poorer village corporations. Pressure will be great on such corporations to com-
bine in joint ventures in order to accumulate enough cznpital to pay taxes, plan
land useages, and make a profit for stocialaplders.

Additional pressure to acquire cash will come from shareholders who want
dividends and whose personal cash needs for daily living expenses will remain
high while personal cash income remains low. The temptation will be great for
village corporations to make land use decisions often "in direct conflict with the
desire to pursue a subsistence lifestyle." (Price, op. cit., page 62), Thus the
pressure will be to develop resources in a fashion detrimental to traditional-
values and subsistence patterns or sell land for cash.
3. Lack of Experienced Leadership

Finally, there is the threat of loss of Native land due to the lack of trained, ei-
perienced corporate management personnel in rural Alaska. Positions in corpora-
tions have proliferated far too east for the available manpower. ,fie lack of
experience and leadership reflects itself in poor management choices which some-
times cause loss of cash reserves, failure to generate income, and failure to file
important reports in timely fashion. Village people with little corporate experi-
ence are doing amazingly well, but they sometimes make serious errors as they
learn to cope with the complexities of the act One result is a warning issued to
three village corporations that the state would dissolve their corporations for
failure to hold the legally required annual meetings and file necessary tax
returns. The ability of village people to respond to twentieth century business
and government practices and regulations will be sorely tested. Village cash
receipts are too small to permit the hiring of large numbers of outside consult-
ants or nonNativ experts in corporate business. To do so would deplete cash
reserves already perilously- liniited. Thus most village corporations will continue
to learn by doing with occasional disastrous mistakesand without the help_
of experts who ciyuld provide assistance but cannot be afforded.

The result of these threats and their implications for the future are discussed.
In the following' section.

V. Fumizraz PaospEcTs
Native people loolibAg ahead twenty or thirty years view the future with con-

siderable apprehensioh, some hope, and a kind of guarded wariness. The ambigui-
ties of the ace; th$1 necessity for 'considerable litigation ; the requirements of
the corporation to make-profits; the differing attitudes toward the land between
regional corporations, which see it as opportunity for profit, and many village
corporations. which see it as opportunity to cling to more tradititonal lifestyles;
the competition betweefit corporations engendered by section 7a) ; the pressure
to sell lands to meet cash needs ; the early deadlines ; the bureaucratic delays;

4 and the inexperienced corporate leadership all combine to make optimism difficult
Many vacillate between optimism on good days. despair on bad ones. All view

the future with something akin to awe. Like participants in a great spectacle or
drama they are both drawn to the struggle and alienated by it.
Am.
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One regional corporation executive sketched a possible future for Alaska and
Native lands as follows :

The land is sold to pay taxes or meet other needs for cash.
2. The real estate market is flooded and returns are low.
S. Under, many diverse tenants with conflicting goals, land planning goes tof
4. Critical habitat is polluted and subsistence opportunity is destroyed.
5. We all lose. We've killed the geese that laid the golden eggs.

. Yet the same executive says he is 'basically an optimist. He points to a lot of
"rending, tearing, and Native people falling by the wayside in the process. The
short run is dark." "But," he continues, "I have great faith in the enduring
ability, of man to survive, even in the face of disaster. We will find the tools we
need to survive in a harsh system."

Many point to joint ventures, mergers, establishment of loan funds by richer
corporations, and other techniques by which Natives can survive the settlement
which is increasingly viewed as a test of survival skill rather than a boon. As
one corporation spokesman said, "If we lose the land we lose everything. Natives
can't stay Natives without land ; they'd just be money-managers."

Given the ambiguities and the threats to Native retention of lands described
in the precI.ing. sections, several potential future developments are clearly
possible :

I. The pressures for acquisition of cash will create a golden opportunity for
what one official calls "the sharking industries." A buyers' market will be created
in which corporations respond to cash needs by selling land or leasing it .for
schemes contrary to Native value systems and traditional appreciation for the
land. Corporations caught in severe cash flow problems may react in haste, and
under pressure compound managerial errors, grasping at straws in a frenzy to
develop. Much Native land will pass into non-Native hands as the real or imagined
necessity for cash is felt. Village and regional corporations will ISoth feel this
temptation. In the process there is every likelihood that regional or village corpo-
rations xpny find themselves with less than the controlling interest in shares of
stocks. Major industries may control the majority of shares in some corporations.

2. Native societies, once cooperative, will And themselves placed in highly
competitive situations. Tensions between regional corporations and between
regional corporations and their village corporations will increase. A new kind
of Native vs. Native economic conflict will be set in motion. The beginning of
this can already be seen in conflict and confusions generated by the ambiguous
provisions of 7(1).

3. SOCUe land will be lost for failure to pay taxes. As population increases in
Alaska, local government boundaries in what now comprises the Unorganized
Borough --that vast portion of _rural Alaska without local government and out-
side- taxing jurisdictionswill naturally expand. All corporations will be faced
with tax liabilities on a mammoth scale_ Not all will be able to generate revenues
sufficient to meet their tax oblibations and their other commitments as well.
Some land will fall tiack into local, state or .federal government hands. One
corporation official posed the difficulty succinctly :

"`We walk a very delicate balance between the need for cash and the need tco,
hold on to our land. Like the unfortunate soldier in Vietnam who had to destroy
a. village tq save it, we find ourselves In the peculiar position where we may
have to sell the land in order to be able to afford to keep it."

4.. Native Alaskans 's..s a particular kind of people with special characteristics,t a. unique- set of latitudes, beliefs and other cultural attributes. may disappear. '
They may become assimilated under the pressure of a land claims settlement
many saw as a way of preserving their culture through control of their own
land. What education and religion have failed to do after one lit!nderd years
of effort; the settlement act may accomplish in twenty years as everyone becomes
involved in the drive, required by law, to make a profit from the land. Village
values will transformed to western corporate values : corporate executive
leadership ill- replace traditional leadership, and Alaska Natives will be lost
in the mythical American "mainstream."For some Native people already on the road to assimilation such an outcome
is tolerable. but for the two-thirds of Alaskan Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts
who carefully chose to enroll in villages rather than cities or towns, and who
see their villages as home. such an oute is tragic.In a telling discussion of the history of land settlements with Indians in
the lower 4S, a professor of law noted that :

38
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- "Leasing was not allowed (as part of the Dawes Act of 1887)' because it wasfelt that by allowing non-lridian.s to obtain possession, the Indians would beinhibited from beneti the laud. Congress believed that labor ratherthan oapitai was the way the mainstream" (Monroe Price in a public.speech,Anchorage, .Alaska, Jane 17, ) Emphasis is mine. E.N..

One purpose of the Dawes Act was to "civilize" Indians by giving them alittle land to farm. It was believed that pride of ownership and working thesoil would help the Indian adopt white ways rapidly. Land would accomplishwhat schools and missions could not But under the terms of the Alaska NativeClaims Settlement Act we are now providing not only land, but also capital, andcapital is the "way to the mainstream." Land was always the way to maintain"Indianness," though non-Indians didn't realize it. Money corrupts culture ina way the land cannot. Land' only corrupts when it is viewed as a commodity,a tool for profit. Such a view is required by the4ict, and the import of it is clear :Assimilation for Alaskan Natives.
All of the above alternatives for the future are very possible.
Speaking at a -public conference called, "Alaska's Land and Lifestyle- 1990,"

Monroe Price, attorney for Cook Inlet Regional Corporation and author of thetext "Law and the American Indian," said :
"The act is clearly in the terrcdnationist tradition - . . It was, and %still is,looked at as a technique for placing large parts of the state in private hands . . .the non-Native expectation seems to be that lands involved will only be tem-porarily in Native ownership ...
"In this sense, the Native Land Claims Settlement Act is the clear descendint

of the earliest American approaches to Indian policy. Native occupancy isundisturbed ustii there is pressure Azar Native lands."
Unless -Congressional action can combine with Naive's innate wisdom and

survivalvskills so that ambiguities in the act may be cleared up promptly andthe settlement achieved in the fashion outlined in Section 2(d), his assessment
will be truethe land will be ours until others want it.

V
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APPENDIX B. INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
I zr TENNIS Vir a

SOTITIIMAST ALASKA1. Saxman
2. Bydaburg
3. Kake
4. Hoonah
5. Klukwan
6. Sea laska Corporation
7. Tlingit Haida Central Council

ANCHORAGE

S. Alaskan Federation of Natives
9. Alaskan Native Foundation

10. Tyonek Native Corporation
11. Bristol' Bay Native Corporation
12. Rur Al Cap
13. Land Use Planning Committee

14-15. Doyan, Inc.
as. Fort Yukon
-17. Arctic Village
18: Ruby
19. Tanana Chiefs (missing)

InT A75 REGION

BERING' STRAITS REGION
20-21. Bering Straits Native Corporation
22. Setnasuak Native Corporation
23- Golovin Village Corporation
24. Unakaleet Village Corporation
25. Kawerek, Inc.

QUESTIONNAIRES
1- Choggung Limited
2- Menthes. Chang Native Corporation

Sealaska Corporation
4. Cape Fox Corporation
5. Kake Corporation
6. Tyonek -Native Corporation
.7. Deneega. Corporation
8. Bering Straits Native Corporation
9.. Setnasuk Native Corporation

'10. Doyon, Ltd.
Sass an

Saxm.an is located near Setchikan and is feeling its expansionary pressures-In fact, Ketchikan has tried to incorporate them a number of times. Approxi-mately 150 people live in the village' of Salzman_ The townsite of Saxman hasabout 360 acres. Saxman was founded when the BIlEgrelocated some people fromCape Fox.
Saxman has a city council, an IRA council and a village corporation. The

number one concern of the Indian residents of-Sax:man is how they can preservethe land. Originally, a number of the lots in the Saxinan township were "re-
stricted" or free from taxation_ However, some lots have lost this status and haveto pay taxes. The people were at a loss to explain, how the lots lost their re-

( 37 )
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stricted status:The city council, which is a municipal government incorporated
under state law, has :3.'60 acres. It has conveyed over 40 lots to local citizens_
Since it is a municipal government, it may not discriminate against non-natives. -

Therefore, there is 3ctO way to keep the land out of the' hands of non-natives_
It has been suggested that the city council transfer title to the IRA council and
the IRA council would hand the land out only to Indians. The problem of the
city council giving land to non-natives will '3)e intensified when the village cor-
poration conveys 1,2S0 acres to the 'city council. If land goes to non-natives, a
checkerboard pattern will be created and council will lose control also- over the
land_ The city council in order to retain control is requesting natives who wish to
sell their land to pay the counsil the appraised value.

The village of Saxman is within Gateway Borough and .the borough is im-
posing zoning regulations on the -village. 30 homes have to pay taxes to the bor-
ough, but it doesn't provide any services_ If the taxes aren't paid, they can sell
the land at auction.. In Alaska FHA has required that land be taken out of re-
stricted status in order to qualify for a housing loan. Of course, the city council
can't tax if borough- is taxing. The village would like to get out of the borough.
City council feels that borough is siphoning off whatever power or control
Saxman has. The city council is responsible for water, sewage, fire, roads and
street lights; but they get no help. The sources of 'income to -city council are
log storage, rent of building, water and sewers,_and grants. City council positions
are paid for by CETA 4'.-rant : clerk, city manager, maintenance.

Among the typical development problems' facing the city council are:
1_ pressure from IHS to expand water system, thereby losing control of it.
2. City council leased out 10 acres for an EDA projecta warehouse but

the developers E&T went into receivership, and so _city council somehow lost
6 acres when. a letter conveying land appeared With false signatures.

3_ need a boat harboralready did feasability study but no action is being
taken.

The Cape Fox Corporation has 191 -stockholders, 109 are from Saxman. Cape
Fox was entitled to-23,000 acres. They were required to select the worst land and
now they are stuck trying to figure- out how to generate an income from it
Their land selection is 6 miles out from the-village of Saxman. They hope it will
have some recreation and timber value. The timber revenue will sustain the
corporation. People feel that the only way to retain control over the land is to
'deed it to the IRA council.
Hydaburg

Hydaburg is a fishing village south of Ketchikan. The present population
is about. WO, which is --an increase over previous years and is due to the' city
'council's vigorous deveaopment program as well as ANCSA. activities. Tradi-
tionally. the people of Hydaburg are fishermen, but the closing of their cannery
and the limited entry law has forced them to develop other sources of income_
Hydaburg has an IRA council. a city coun.eil and a village corporation..

At Hydabur-, the city council is both the local unit of government and a
vehicle for economic developthent. Since 1905 the council has reversed the
severe economic-depression which struck the village with the closing of the
cannery through a -number of Federal programs under 0E0. EDA. Hu)). and.
DOL. Federal developinent projects as well as A'SCSA have caused over 100
people to return to the village. With some imaginative planning, the mayor has
been able to schedule. Federal projects in the .slack seasons in order to assure
full employment for the villagers. The city council owns 1S-1 acres ; 145 acres
are already occupied. They will receive an additional 1250 acres-for expansion
from the village corporation_ The mayor opposes restricted deeds because of heir-
ship problems. The city coun61l provides garbage collection. wafer and sewers
for a charge of $15 a month; The council doesn't tax turnkey houses. but they
will receive rents from the proposed' EDA industrial park.- The council had a -
sales tax on f-ael .oil but it is now defunct because the DIA never rebated it.
Recently, some positions on the city council such as clerks. city manager, main-
tenance men. and harbor master have been paid for by CETA- funding. However,
the council is still in reed of a -full time planner who can devote his time to
processing grant and loan. applications, matching- grants and administering
complex financing arrangements.

The mayor estimate4j-hat he had spent .4S-P,00 in plane fares on one FDA project
for pre-application conferences_ This project involves five feasibility studies
and seven agencies. The major offered two examples of the need for a full time
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planner given the current method of participating in "federal gran -maanrhip."
Indian finance funds are given only as a matching grant, so that the Indian -vil-
lage.must have already received a loan. EDA's method of funding programs and
interim financing resuires an expertise that few small tribes or villages possess.
The village has to borrow the money from local banks for the project and -then
EDA pays off the bank on.a monthly basis_ The major-thojight there were better
and simpler ways to safeguard FD4.--inoney and that this method of interim financ-
ing only benefited the bankers, nor IndianThe city council believes in self-determination. They want the experience,
even of making their own mistakes, They do not want their prisgrams admin
Lstered by the Tlingit Raids. Central Council because they .feel THCC has been
assimilated by the Federar bureaucracy. They feel that they have been clis-
-criminated against in federal programs.. The only program- aerniriftered at the
village leVel is HIP. Particularly in housing, the people feel they could. have ',-done better with local control and local contracting.

As for future development projects, the council has planned a commercial
smokery, an industrial park, aryl a cedar products factory.

The Hydaburg Village Corporation has about 570 stockholders, 230 of which
Live in the village. The Corpora Ion will be in charge of managing the timber.
They -have become members of the Southeast Timber Corponation which is Com-
posed of SeninFik-s and the other village eorporations. The Hydaburg Corpora-
tion has received- $1.5 mnlion to date_ They were forced to -select 23,000 acres
south- of the village. They would have preferred an area north of the village
which would have contributed to a orderly development of the villa.ge. TI:te
selected area will not be sufficient for subsistence-fishing, especially when State
fishing laws are taken into account There are YO0 streams in the Hydaburg-
area tha are normally -used by the villagers. If the B1.31 obtnius coastal:, d..-1
stream :-: - Se ents, the exclusive use of these streams would be jeo
Since Hy 6" burg's selection area includes islands, a coastal easesp, will
0 Id .IIF.:I eir acreage substantially.

- : e part of the testimony offered by the major and IRA eil Ores:idea:a
concerned past Tnicnrnywrifigement of their cannery by the BIA. Inflater conVer-;
sations with native leaders, ETA mismanagement of native canneries was one
of the most important factors in creating the present corporate structure to
administer .AlsicSA funds and land_ The natives wanted to be free of Federal
incompetency at any cost even at the cost of eventually losing their money
and land. What follows is a history of the age old BIA-native controversy. -

Alaskan IRA councils were created by the BIA to promote business ventures..
In S.E. Alaska. since the main industry. was fishing, IRA councils usually set up
canneries with BIA loans: However, the councils were never allowed to
develop any expertise in the actual running of these canneries_ With their typical

rpatronizing attitude, the ETA supplied operating funds from their revolving
credit fund to the fisherman and cannery alike' at the beginning of each season..
Likewise the BIA chose the cannery manager_ At the end of a good season the
fishermen anal cannery paid off the loan.- If the season was poor, they went further_ .. Into debt to the BIA. In 1965, after several poor fishing seasons, the BIA uni-
laterally decided to consolidate 4 canneries.: Hydaburg, Matalcatla, Klowock, and
Kake. . :-

- Forir canneries and their fleets would-merge into two, for a total savings of
$25,000 per cannery. None of the IRA council 'participated, in the decision as
to which canneries would remain open. . .

The BIA, without consulting with the Hydaburg IRA council; decided to close
the Hydaburg cannery. They instructed the Hydaburg manager not to tell the
people that the canfiery was to be closed even though they were his employers.
When the IRA met with the BIA- to discuss the next season's financing, BIA.
Informed them of their decision_ The - IRA protested but the manager was
transferred to the Kake cannery_ The BIA -demanded payment of a $19,000- loan
on the.cannery. The IRA could have paid this- off but only the manager had theability to sign checks. Therefore, the BIA declared that the IRA was in
default -and that the BIA would completely take over the installations including
the fuel station. The ETA did not even provide minimum maintenance so
that the pier had to be rebuilt in order to lease the cannery buildings some 10

-years later_ 'The economic cost to Hydaburg of the clOsing was considerably more 0
. . than the $25,000'saved by the BIA. -

First, lost wages amounted to $so.000-sioo.000 a year. .

Second; welfare payments mounted to $25,000 a year.
.. -

J
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'T'hird,' the :facilities deteriorated and necessitated renovations -.of $900,004
{pier, biilc2in_causeway) I .Fourth, 'tlke army corps:.of engineers cancelled construction of a break-water

dud to the depressed state of the village. -
33./fth;-:the" village .lost a self help. housing program .since they had a high

ratef unemPloyment.
The boatowners also suffered economic reverses because they had to fish for

the KLowock cannery. They had to repair their-boats at lowock and -they were
fast on the list. When they came in with a catch, the cannery would take Elowock
boats first and so Hydaburg boats lost valuable fishing days- The BIA con-
tatted private canneries not to accept Hydaburg -fish or to credit, such fish to
-the ICloviroek cnnery.-

The_ 331.3. then. sent a letter to Ef.Ydaburg_ boatowners offteatianing foreclosure
If-they :didn't fish far Maw:rock_ The Hydaburg fleet declittOltfroM 16 to" 10 boats.
The 33atel Institut made a study of the situation and said.. that since_ the
M-etakaia. and Hydaburg canneries were newer, they should-have been allowed
to operate, and the Sake and 332lowock canneries should have been closed.There was a hearing in 1966 on the situation, and it was decided that the
dosing: was unjustified. However; 12 years later it is still closed and 'Hydaburg
is in .default. The Hydaburg Coop filed suit against BIA in 1974 for interfering
with their *anager.

The boatowners of the village continue. to .face economic reverses due to BIA.
Mismanagement and the limited entry law. Pirst, the BIA-operates the fuel
-oil distribution:- Often BIA doesn't pay its ,bills._ promptly so the oil companies
--will not deliver_ Homes and fishing ,boats are them, without fuel. Second, under
the BIA..program of financing boatmen, they owe more than the original value of
-their boat 20 years after the loan- The mayor suggested that ownership of the
boats should be vested, j0-_ the cannery. The- cannery can convey a 5 percent
Interest in the boat each season if the boat fulfills its production quota.. In 20
3rearathe cannery could have written off the boat and the fisheries would own the
boot. 713-ydabutg:- fishermen have been hurt by the Ili:lilted entry law because
they lia.ve not been able to obtaini enough points to buy licenses. They have not
amassed enough points because they fished for someone else, fished in other
locations, of 'fished periodically in the last few years. Also, insufficient points
have been given for subsistence activities.
Sake' .

. -Kake is a fishing village south of Juneau_ The .ipresent population is 458.
Make has an IRA council, a city council, and a village corporation-.

According to the city council.members present, their biggest problem is the
lack of electricity. The Tlingit Haida Utility Commission has been unable to
get.a loan from REA -to put in an adequate generator .in Sake. Therefore; the
village corporation loaned $30,000 to the city council so that Thi./C. could put the
power plant in operation'. However_ other villages did not have to put .up any
money in order to get facilities. The electrical system is overburdened and
could _go out at any _momentit is particularly crucial for turnkey houses
since they are dependent on -electricity for heat and cooking. Presently, the
village spends 1.200 a week on diesel fueL .

The most important project to _promote economic development Is a break
water to-make an adequate harhor. In 1965 the Army Corps of Engineers thought
it would cost $4 million ; now the cost is $15 million_ The Corps recommended the .-
breakwater to Congress in 1965 since the value of the -fleet merited it_ Kake has
the .second largest halibut 'fleet in Alaska; hat without a boat harbOr; the boats
have a short life span. In One year alone the villagers incurred $87.000 'in boat
damage8.- The lirealrwater would not only protect the boats. but the shoreline
as well . .

Unlike- Hydithurg. the village corporation in Kake is the prime promOter of
econsmaic development. Kake- has 552 stockholders. of which 437' ilVcre in the
village The corporation has received about $1 million from the native. fund..
4300.000- was spent. on administration. $170.000 in the- community center, $30.000-

loaap to. the 'city council and the balance in certificates, of deposit.. The
corporation- plans' to invest $800,000 in a- cold storage plant. and to attract

.$600.000 more in additional funds. The _ plant would employ between 30-4
;people_ They have applied to P:DA for fending but so far FDA has refused to t
fund profit-making village_ corporations. However. FDA said they were interested
in funding SANTCO (Consolidated Native Timber Corpdration). The corpora-
tion also plans a fish hatchery at Hamilton. The Kake cannery will be closed .

0
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this surnmer.because.the state will not allow fishing in'the area: The community
is in need of a short-term employment program to absorb this unemployifient.
They also want an arrangement whefeby they can harvest subsistence foods.

The village cvorporation. has selected 23,000 acres in their core township area.
They had little choice of land to select. The land they wanted had already. been
clear cut with the perixdssion of the forest service, by a logging company just
.prior to the passage of the ANCSA. It is ironic that the forest service is trying to-
compel SANTCO to harvest on a sustained yield basis.

The biggest problem the village corporation faces is preserving -their lands.
When Congress established the Tongass National Forest, it awarded Indian
laws townsites.- The Indians thought that the land in the village was theirs. How-
ever, Gustafson has awarded unsurveyed or unclaimed land within the- town-
site to be set aside for ANCSA. to non-natives. They feel all Indian lands and land
adjacent should be 47 restricted and under Indian control. 1n ANCSA 3-4e (3), it
is not spelled out how the land is to be transferred from the village corporation
to the city council and exactly how` mach. They feel the land should be restricted
to natives and if the native wants to sell it, it should -go back to-the corporation.

In order to-receiv interim conveyance of their lands they have been forced to
give easements to the forest service and 33LM...- If they grant all the requested
easements they would end up ,with 18,000 acres instead of 23,000 acres- They do
not want to grant blanket easements but specific easements as the need occurs.
- The village corporation faces the possibility of paying a steep capital gains tax
on its revenues. They would like to extend the tax exemption into perpetuity--
They are thinking of converting SANTCO (Southeast Native Timber- Corp.) into
a cost corporation with a. limited partnership_ They will distribute profits or
dividends to individual. partners and they will pay the tax.
.Efooniza .

Hoonah is a fishing village which is located southwest of Juneau. The present
population is 750, of which 214 are non-natives. Hoonah has an IRA council, a
City covne-ii, and a village corporation.

. -The Hoonah city council has 3 non-natives and -4 natives so that the council
doesn't always represent native interests_ In .fact, the city council is considering .
imposing a property tax on unrestricted land.1 Some natives will not be able to
pay and their land will be suctioned oft. Land titles are clouded -.because the
original village burned down and people were reloaated irrespective of former
eiR1Tns People were -never informed by BIA. or BEM to put in -a claim to the
townsite land. Now the townsite trustee has been giving unsurveyed and sup-
-posedly unclaimed land to non-natives_ Gustafson transferred same land to the
city council and they- will be forced to give it to non- natives if they apply.. There
is continual pressure from non-natives. -.In ba-rticular a 100 member religious
colony has recently moved onto 16 acres of land adjoining the community.

EDA has been funding projects through the city council. The council proposed
a dock and cold" storage project but ED4. could only fuhd the dock. Now the prof; -
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non-operational -'31.3:Ice- it still lacks a cold storage which would employ 30pe.e.
The village corporation, Huns. Totem. Corporation has 868 vEttlicliholders,. of

which 547_ live in Honnah. -The corporation has received tI.2 million to thite; -
-.$200,000.:Cvas spent In -administrative costs, *50,000_ in local bukinesses. The rest
is invested through Seala:ska and the interest on the investments' should be

- enough to run the corporation. However, during - the first five years the cor.pora7
tion's tithe' and money 'been dissipated in legal battles to get title' to the land
Mast month the corporation paid $4,000 in legal fees alone. The corporation would -
like- to _develop a. marina§ fisheries, small businesses such as a gas station, motel,
and grocery stores, but lacks development capital. They- are disturbed by the pre- ..

veiling state and-federal attitude that they-are "rich natives, " when the truth. is
they have received. no land and- have very little capital. The corporation has
selected 23,000 acres. They were forced to select over. the non-natives. Ideally.
they would like to convert this land into a reservation so that it can't be taxed.
or -sold to non-natives.- They have jOined SANTCO to manage and market their
timber:

Elluirwan is located 110 Miles north of Juneau on the Chilkat River_ It is on
ancient village which is characterized by its scenic beauty and abundant wild

1 City cotnicil supports itself from the proceeds of a liquor store as well as from revenue
sharing. -

e
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life. The _present population is about 150. There is an IRA couneil and * village
corporation ;,there is no city counciL The main economic activity is -commercial.
fishing. The Villagers-_are heavily dependent on subsistence activities.

The Chilkat Indian Village Council (IRA) has never been allowed any,signifi-
cant.functions by. the BIA. They can hire a law-Yer and they have partitipated
in federal revenue _sharing. Under ANSCA, the villagers twice voted, to retain
their original reserve of 890' acres with both surface and subsurface rights.

These rights would actually have been retained by the _IRA counciL However,
under the present rRA constitution, membership is restricted to those who reside
in the village and have resided there for' some time. This restriction would have
left '180 natives with no benefits from ANSCA. Accordingly, some of these
natives convinced. Congress to amend the Claims Settlement Act to allow Kiukwan
to become a native village corporation entitled to all the. benefits which other
village corporations had received (cash plus 23,000 acres) .

As a. result, Sink-wan is to receive 23,000 acres while retaining surface and
subsurface rights to' their original 892 acres. Klukwan, Inc..;decided over the
892 acres to the IRA council as a pre-condition to receiving the-23;000 acreS. The
IRA will have to pay property taxes on the 892 acres. The village members can
also 'artici-pate in the distributions from the Alaskan Native funds. The corpora-
tion has until January 1977 to _select their lands but it appears the state has
already -selected all desirable lands in their area. The village is left with only
the mountain tops to select Possibly.a swap of lands could be arranged. between
the federal Government and the state to improve 'the corporation selection.

The village sits on an iron-ore deposit which the IRA council had leased out
to 2iiitsubisi. The lease was negotiated- by the BIA, and. according to 'some -vil-
lagers, the same lavier represented both sides- The rentals which occured be-
tween 1970-1973 are unaccounted for.

Monies from 1973, 1974 and 1975 are presently held in trust pending 'the out -
come of 'the controversy between Chilkat Indian' Village (IRA) Council and
Klukwan. Inc . _ _ .According to the corporation attorney, the deposit will probably never be
developed becanse of environmental 'concerns. Mulkwan is. a bird sanctuary for
the bald' eagle and a spawning ground for the dog-salmon. The attorney thought
the IRA council shOuld become a city council to avoid. taxation. but then. the
land wOuld.be onen to non-natives. Presently,. ten non - native families are squat-
ting-upstrea.m. They would like to establish a city council. Villagers feared this
community would expand to 200 alfalfa farmers. the' IRA council said' they
difInot like contracting out to THCC. They complained about the defects of the
new ,HUD housing: fire haiards, defective. foundations, plastic pipes. They were
-also -never informed of the cost until they mdred in and they were forced to.
sign "an: agreement- The village is very concerned over loss of -their artifacts..
They wanted 16 know how to protect them.. The villagers have lost their bunting
and. fishing'ilgfits: Joe Hotch said be tested whether they had fishing right%
on adjacent land .by putting his fishing net out He -*ass' a.rrest ed but. later the
-charges were -dropped_ The state has imposed restrictive regulations on the
natives While. the tourists openly -break the ales on limit of fish. Natives mast
tend . their nets continuously: Natives must ,have- a licenIse to transport moose.
The .fine is .$1,500. The natives can cut. fire wood only if they pay for a permit..

of Drizrz SPA.RXS ROWAN, 1:613:ESIDENT car KIXTKWAiT,
Klukwan. a Tlingit village located 110 miles north of Juneau. Alaska, is the

honie of the Chilkat Indians. A fierce, proud people. the Chill is were the most
_powerful Of the Tlingit groups. The source of that power was their economic
-riches garnered from the -lands which they dominated -and utilized. The area
was a -.massive one, extending from .what is now the' northern-most area of
Britigh Columbia, Canada. south to Berners Bay, just north of Juneau.

However. despite a- history of continuous use of at least 2 million acres, Presi-
dent Woodrow Wilson signed, on -April 21, 1913. Executive Order No. 1764;
creating an 800 acre reserve for the, Chilkat Indians. of Klukwan. Two years
later,- E±ecutive -Order No. 2227, established native sanitarium reserve 45f
82 acres, two miles from the village.

2, See the attached statement for details of this problem.

.45
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Executive Order No. 3673, signed by President Warren Harding, reduced_the
boundaries of the reserve and decreased the acreage to 492 acres. However, on.
April 27, 1943, the Secretary of the Interior granted additional lands so that
the total reserve was comprised of 810 acres. Throughout, the sanitarium reserve-remained intact.

In 1946, Public Land Order No. 324 was promiligated, withdrawing 12,800.acres for classification as the KlukwUn Reservation. However, a public hearing
oa that proposal, held in Klukwan inn October 15, 1946, produced some aston-
ishing results. In an unprecedented decision by an Indian group, Klukwan re-
fused to accept the traditional reservation concept. The villagers, in lengthy
testimony, decried not only the stigma attached to the word but also the fact
that they would mot be given fee title. Even more important, they catalogued thd
deficiencies of the designated land which was not the economically viable acreage
they had for centuries occupied and utilized. Furthermore, the village inhabitants.
complained of the small area which was proposed, and clearly and unmistakably.,laid claim to their traditional lands.'

The Honorable. T. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior, on December 9, 1948,
approved the recommendations of the hearing office= that the reservation pro-
posal in Public Land Order No. 324 -be rejected and `that he

Ea
krings be held to de-

termine the possessory claims of the ukwan natives. As result, on May, 27,
Public Land Order 373 revoked Public Land Order 324 as it applied to Klukwan.

Unfortunately, the good intentions manifested by the Department of the In-terior were never pursued. No hearings were ever held and no activity with,
respect to Klukwan took place for ten -years, except for an attempt by mininginterests to have the reserve totally revoked.

On September Z 1957, Congress passed P.L. 85-271, redefining the boundariesof the reservation and granting to the natives the right to.;lease their land for'minin
1g

purposes.
In 971, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688, et seq., 43 U.S.C.

1601 et seq., became law. Pursuant to § 19 of the Act, Klukwan, because of its-reserve status, held au election to determine whether the village would retain the
reserve lands in fee simple or accept status as an ANCSA village with all the rightsattendant thereto. Because of misunderstanding and fear,. the election resulted inre tion of the fee simple reserve lands and on May 24,1974, 892,208 acres, includ-in e sanitarium reserve, were conveyed by patent to Kink-wan, Inc.

use of the 1957 legislation which empowered Chilkat Indian Village, andian Reorganization Act entity, to lease for mining purposes (the same land'which had been conveyed to Eaultwan, Inc. in fee simple); difficulties quicklyarose.' In short, there was a grave question as to who had valid title -to what
had been known as the Eaukwan reserve.

The end result of a complex situation was the passage of § 9 of the Omnibus.Act, P.L. 94-204. Pursuant to its terms, Klukwan, Inc., the native, village cor-poration, became a full participant in the Alaska native claims settlement en-titled, among other benefits, tO select 23.040 acres of land. Chilkat Indian Village,the entity, obtained fee simple title to the 892.208 acre reserve.
The corporation immediately hired the consultants necessary for an accurateselection. The experts retained to determine the amount of acreage available to-Klukwan, in its core township, concluded that there was none. .A. copy of tha.treport is attached hereto marked. Exhibit "A''.
However, to further complicate the problem, the Bureau of Land Eianage.-.ment has recently indicated that a State selection of some 14,000 acres within thecore township is to be declared invalid. Thai, a dispute between the state andfederal government is imminent.
Studies to determine the quantity and quality of acreage available in the re-.maining seven - townships of Klukwan's withdrawal area were also undertaken.

The .bulk of. Mukwim's withdrawal area has- either been patented to. or selectedprior to 1969, by the State of Alaska. The areas marked in blue indicate the
remaining lands which Klukwan could conceivably select. While it exceeds theallotted 23,040 acres, the average elevation of the area is 5,000 feet. Snow and ice

.re 'its dominant features. Parenthetically,. it should be added that the samecharacteristics imbue the 14.000 acres in the core township which, as earlier de-tailed, are now ect of a pending federal-state'controversy.



But even if the acreage were either comparable to the traditional land of the
Chilkats -Or economically viable, there is another grave impediment to its selec-
tion: There:is no access.- Economically, the construction cost of. roads is unten-
able. Politically,- easements would have to be obtained either from a-state govern-
meta which Mts. a decided anti-development bias or from a foreign nation, .
Cangida. The practical result of such a selection would be the acquisition of inac-
cessib/e land with no economic value.

Thwhole purpose ancrintent of the Alaska. Native Claims Settlement Act was
to compensate the original inhabitants of the state for their aboriginal claims.
The compensation was...-of two varieties: Title to certain acreage and cash. The
payment in the .for n- orland to consist of acreage comparable in character
to thoeie traditionally utl3ized e natives.

Siukwan is surrounded by some of the richest land in the state. Undoubtedly
that fact was recognized by_the state government when; pursuant to the terms
Of- the AI_ aska Statehood Act Public Law 85-508, it made the massive selections
which it did. Indeed, Since 1961, the state 'has harvested 269,000,000 board feet of
timber Whiat sad for prices ranging from $1.00 to $70.00 per thousand board
feet.. The dilennua is clear Klukwan's traditionttl lands have been preempted,
and nothing comparable has been offered as a replacement.

Klukwaies problem is unique. In the first place, it is a section 16 village and
no deficiency land withdrawals for that category were provided. Second, no other
village in Southeasteth Alaska found itself in similar predicament because it
was either in or adjacent to the Tongass National Poiest. Undoubtedly, the mas-
sive state selections surrounding ..liarkkwan were also precipitated by the fact
that the overwhelming bulk of land in Southeastern is classified as National
Forest-Priukwan must, therefore, once again approach this Committee and Congress
for a solution to its problem because conferences with the Bureau of Land
Management and the State Division of Lands have proved unfruitful. The B.L.M.
Is unable to help because there is no authority. vested in the Secretary of the
Interior to withdraw additional acres from which lrinkwan could select

The- Alaska State Division. of Lands has vetoed any trade between Klukwan
and itself. In the first place, state policy requires a value-for-value approach. In
the second, the state feels that when its selection under the Statehood. Act is com-
pleted, it .win have all of the aesthetically desirable land it requires.

It is, themfore, respectfully request_ed that amendatory legislation, containing
the following substantive material, be enacted :

§ 16(e) (1). The Secretary is hereby directed to withdraZ7t-T000 acres
from the nearest public lands in order that Klukwan, inc., may make the
Selection authorized by 16(d). In making this withdrawal, the Secretary
shall, insofar as possible. withdraw public lands of a character similar to
those surrounding the village. and in order of their proximity to the center of
Klukwan.(2) The Secretary shall make the _withdrawal provided for in subsection
(1) hereof- on the basis of the best, available information within sixty days

of the-date. of -this Act. Iiiattkwan Inc., shall have one year from the date of
this Act to make its selection.

Without-such legislation, in light of the attitude" of the state of Alaska, Kluktvan.
Will have no alternative but to litigate, raising numerous complex .questions in-
eluding- the validity of the patentqalready issued to the state in the Chilkat Val-
ley_ Such. a procedure will not only be time consuming and costly but might very
well have permanent and far reaching effects on land title throughout the state.
No one, least of a17 Slukwan, wants that vh.--eult.` The proposed legislation will
effectively avoid it.

Thirty years ago, the federal government recognized thlit the Chilkat Indians
had possessory claim to a massive land :areai The Alaska Native Claims Settle-

Anent Act sought to compensate for 'that claim. Today, however. Multwan is still
without a viable area froth which to select its lands. No one isato blame because;
in the complex process of legislating a solution to aboriginal claims, the problem
could not have been foreseen. However, It is now apparent, and Klukwan's share-
holders respectfully request your aid-in its solution.
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E:przBIT. "A"

Ins SPAILItEi (RovrArr);
President (Mu lawan, Inc.) ,.
Anchorage, Alaska.

F. M. Imcm AND ASSOCIATES,
Anchor a Alaska, .31" am 24, 1976.

Mus. /sTricE SPARICS -- I have researched the 13:lukwa.n- core town.shiwpr your.
request /old have found the following acreages : please refer to the _enclosed
status plats.
State patented lands : . AcresUSS 3708_-- 3, 415. 02Sea. 29 -,..-:-.. 153:05

Sec. 30 - 384. 53 .k 456. 64Seim al.-------a...._____
See. 80. 00
Sec. 34 320: 00

Total
Elver acreage :

Sec. 30 179.83Sec. 31 153.87
Sec.'s 29 and 30 254. 02
Sec. 33 95.58
Sec. 47. 84

4, 809. 24

Total- M.1.. 14

Total State__ ___61._
.11 5, 540.38

Totil State selected lands: As per general selection letter 6/16/72 (see attached
letter)..

Private lands (except Faulovan reserve) : Acres
See. 30 . - ra_ 20
Sec 31 , 128. 69
See. 29 and 32 285..56
ASS 948__ 88. 60
USS 991____ 103. Or

Total 579. 72 -

Saukvran Reserve :
Sec. 32
Sec. 33
See. 34

Total

82.22
49L 73

.4't= 112.16
686.11 .

Total private 1, 265. 83
Mineral surveys :

MS 2205 467 44
MS 2223 40. 03
MS 2206 - 460_ 00
MS 2207 380. -00M 2193 183. 63

Total mineral 1, 486. 10

1 Exact ownership In doubt =ay fall under State Selection.
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Total State patented lands ,.540. 38
Total State selection_ 14-, 718: 21
Total private ---._ 1, 265. 83
Total mineral_ 1, lee& 10

Total- acreage in T2SS, B.543E, C.R.M 23, 010.52
Additicirtal amount due to shortage in grosb Core Township acreage 26. 48

Total entitlement outside of COre Township 23, 040. 00-
If there are any questions on the preceding please feel free to call our office.

Yours Very Truly,
RORER; W. KEAIC

Re : A-060527, GS-1264.
BID-REATT OF LiAN'D MANAGEMENT,
State Office,
-Anchorage, A.Iasica.

STATE OP ALASMA.,
DEPARTMENT OF NAT-C-RAL REso-car.ces,

Anchorage, June 16,1972.

GiniTI.E3Wr The State hereby amends the above referenced selection to include
all the lands in the following- area excluding patented lands :

T. 17-18 N"., R. 3 W-, S.M.
T. 16-17 N., R. 4 W., S.M.
T. 19-20 N., R. 4 W., S.M.
T. 5 H., R. 8-10 W., S.M.
T. 2-8 N., R.. 11 W., S.M.
T. 2-4 N., R. 12 W., S.M.
T. 1-2 S., R. 14 W., S.M.
T.2 S., R.. 12 W-, S.M.
T. 4 S.,- R. 15 W.., SAS&
T. 18 N., B. 1 E-, S.M.
T. 13 N.,- R. 4 W., S-31-
T. 28 S., R. 56 E., C_33-111.

Sincerely, F. J. KEENAN, Director.
2 This calculated figure based on attached letter of amendment from the State of Alaska,

dated June 16. 1972, being valid ;- if not valid total entitlement outside of core township-
would be 8,321.79.

TFICC regards itself as a tribal body and would like to be the prime contractor
-for 638. However, the area director holds that each village will have to decide
who is going to be the prime contractor. Approaching each of the 19 villages on
this issue will take an incredible aMount of money. Among, those- who could be
prime contractors are (1) a recognized tribe. (2) an active IRA council, (3)
tribal leaders. (4) another duly-elected organization. Asking the village to decide
will create ill, will among the community. The area director is questioning the
fact that THCC is the tribal government.

THCC has a CETA contract for $400,000 under title III. However, 'according
to CETA. regulations, only Indian reservations are eligible for titles U. and
VI. Alaskan natives are excluded because of this narrow definition. There is also
a problem of defining "unemployment". If seasonal employment 1.s counted, the
unemployment rate decreases and people appear less needy:-

THCC doesn't like decentralization of federal agencies. They feel that this
approach short changes them in that regional offices are unresponsible and slow
the delivery down. They are dependent on ki U.L) to finance housing because
Alaskan banks don't have access to mortgage credit.
Anchorage Area

AFN would prefer that the prime contractor be the regional non-profit organiza-
tions except where a village has proven that it can implement the contract.

Where there is rivalry between the regitudal and village corporations, contract-
ing will have to be done on a village level.
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Hunting and fishing for subsistence purposes is much more important in central
-and northern Alaska. However, now the natives are competing with non-natives
who have planes and so often go eroptY-handed_ This will increase the existing
dependency on food stamps_ For example, the Nana Region selected the land along
the river- to assure subsistence fishing. low B4-.?Si wants easements along the
river, the control of the resource will be out of the peoPle's hands. Also the
caribou move south to the villageg- If manages the lands poorly in the
north the caribou will never arriee- The Droblera with D-2 federal lands is that
they are between villages. The caribou will begin to hide in D-2 lands- In the
Bristol Bay area there were five separate withdrawals frora D-2 areas w-hich'
were not coordinated.

Many village corporations didn't select lands for their Productivity orfuture
development but for subsistence ese. If they are going to .hare to paY Property
taxes on these lands, they might lose them_ Also if corporation stock changes
hands and a large company _controls the Village Corporation they will develop the
land contrary to people's wishes.

City councils receive both state and Federal revenue sharing. An IRS council
can only participate in Federal revenue sharing.
Alaskan Native Foundation,

One of -the most difficult problexPs facing Alaskan natives is the village corPora-
corporatiorts,tion's need for technical assistance- To date: the regional corporations have

assisted them in setting up their making laud selections, and in-
vesting their funds. Some have even filed Village corPora.tioti tax returns. How-
ever, it is clear that the regional corporations do not have the accounting or
legal staff to help every village fight for its land selection or keep their books in
order. Who is going to keep track- of the stock and the land in order to avoid
a morass of future lawsuits? Those village corporations which chose to select
their former reserve land are even worse. ofr than other 'village corporations
because they receive little money from .A-Zr. Funds and so have limited access to
"lawyers and accountants and they are floundering badly -1 Geeing the former
reserves the choice between (1) receiving former reserve lands with both sub-
surface and surface rights (2) or receiving acrea.ge -based on population with
only surface rights, and participating in the cash distributions; was no choice
at all. How can a. village which chose alternative number one and Which )achy
capital develop subsurface wealth? Likewise a village ,which chose the secOnd
alternative trill never benefit frona subsurface wealth. Either way the village
has lost out.

The funds they are now receiving are being eatennP by inflation, legal fees, and
fighting goverunaenehgencies. The natives also suggested one state-wide corporp,_
tion instead of 12 which would receive only 5 percent of the settlement funds and
provide technical assistance to thevillage corporations.

If regional corporations devote too much of their funds to helping village
corporations, they can be sued by their stockholders at large. This makes regional
corporations reluctant to provide "services" since theY should be.prott oriented_
So far members of boards of directors of corporations have been unable to by
liability insurance to protect themselves against stockholders' suits. On the vnlage
level the corporations could have chosen to become either a profit making corpo-
ration or a non-profit corporation. However, most villages chose to become profit-
ranking.' actA..NCS.A. was a termination et which leaves Alaskan natives no way of
maintaining their ethnic identity after 19eu._ Ethnic identity in the lower 4S has
been, preserved by maintaining the land base over which tribal governments can
exercise jurisdiction and control_ -Without control there can be no social and eco-

corporationsnomic development. Under regional and there is no assnr-
ance that Alaskan natives can rnaintain cOntrol of the landvillage or the corporation
itself. A-laskan natives can he easily disPossessed b9 sale of stock or taxation of
land. If stock-is sold to non-natives the corporate structure would not instme native
control of development that is consistent with preferred lifestyles_ The corpora-
tion is a new, alien and confusing concePt. The corporation is awned if it doesn't

In the recent Omnibus Bill which an-lends ANZeSA. they were given $100.000 each.
2 If they had chosen to become non-Profit that would have solved the liability problem.

Since thev would, have been freed of the flocessity. of ma_kine. a profit and could bare created
co woes.mmunity-service enterprises (stores. flak oes. arts and crafts coops). Stich native corn-
rounity enterprises might have aided stockholders far more than anutial dividends. Profit
mrek-inr.-. corporations often are self-serving' in that they ePand for expansion's sake, pay
their employees high salaries, and their-stool:holders nominal dividends_
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succeed and damned if it does. If it doesn't" succeed, natives won't receive divi-
dends and so will sell out at low prices ; if the corporation is successful there will
be great pressure on the natives fromnon-natives to buy their shares. For example,
In the Doyon region, one would need less than $3 million to control the corporation.
One could cruise down tige Yukon in 1992 asking -bat the corporation had dolie
for the-stockholders. Probably the stockholders say he had received $100 a
year in dividends.. $2,000 total- The buyer would then offer $10,000 for Uls stock
and it would be hard.for the stockholder to refuse it. At this present rate of divi-
dend payment, it would take the stockholders 100 -years. to collect $10,000 in
dividends. The fact is, no corporation is going to be paying dividends attractive
enough to match tempting offers. This is especially true when one considers the
short time frame- 15 years is_entirely too short to, acquire the necessary infra-
structifre for development. Therefore, It will be v_xtrernely difficult for natives .to
control regional corporations after 1991. A large non-native corporation need buy
only 15 percent of shares to have a controlling interest. Even if regional corpora-
tions had the first right of refusal, they won't have the capital to pay off the
stockholders.'

Likewise it will be extremely diflictdrfor corporations to retain their land after
1991 when it will be subject to 'taxation.. If the villages have not been able to
develop their land because of a delay in conveyance due in easements or because
of lack of capital, the-land will not be generating the revenue to pay these taxes.
This is especially true of those villages which chose the land for its subsistence
value and have no intention of developing it

If under this corporate structure natives have no way of retaining control of
their stocks or land after 1991, why did they consent' to a corporate structure
'instead of a reservation system? Alaskan natives rejected the idea of reservation.
trust land; and-BIA interference, because they saw the gross mismanagement of
the canneries in the SE by the BIA. They felt that they wanted to make their own
mistakes. Since the majority of Alaskan natives have always lived in remote
villages, they did not reel their" ethnic identity was threatened by non-natives.
Therefore, they did.not lobby for reservations. However, now under the easement
policy non - natives will have access to all native lands.
Tyonek Native Corporation -

Tyonek was a former executive order reserve created in 2915. It was also
organized twiner the IRA in 11116,_ The corporation officials feel they should receive
immediate title to the former Moquawlde Indian Reservation because all the
original land (27,000 acres) has been surveyed and there are no complications. In
addition. to the 27.000 acres, they should receive 88,200. They have not been able
to get title because of easements. BLM has requested several easements and has
even chanked the initial easements requested without consulting the 14orporation.
The corporation sees the energy easements requested as impairing tNe economic
well being of the corporation. Presently.' the corporation is dissipating their funds

-in order to get title. They do not want to accept an interim conveyance subject tofa e easements because they feel that such easements. particularly the energy
sements. would be bard to're'move and they impair the economic value of the
r face estate. They have convinced, BLM to drop every request for an easement

'so far.
TESTTMON-r ON BEHALF OF THE TY07.4rFrK NATIVE CORPORATION, A VI:LT-AGE IN COON

INLET REGION, INc.
(Submitted by B. Agnes Browli.. President and Chairman. Martin G. Slapikas,

Executive Director).
Mr. Chairman.: We thank you for the onport4nity to appear before this commit-

tee. Prior.to certain developments, we had plan ed on.speaking-. on just one topic
the status of the former Mognawkie Indian Reservation as it now exists under
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Befoire we address ourselves to that
subject, we 'would like to point one developrnen6: that have occurred involving -
the Bureau of Land Management that to the Tyonek Native Corporation indicate
flagrant violations of the intent of Congress when they directed implementation
of ANCSA.

I2 (33.1 LAND REJECTION Norm=
-On May -15; 1976, Tyonek. Native Corporation received a document rejecting

approximately 35.000 to 42,000 acres of Tyonek Native -Corporation's 12(a) village
land selections which were filed December 17, 1974. Frankly,- Tyonek Native Car-
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poratiaa does not understand the rejection notice. A. land claims settlement act
announcement from the Bureau of Land aLguaagenaent in Anchorage, Alaska,
dated October 22, 1974, headlines "No Way to Change Land Selection Application
Afte:r December 18." We quote from that ANCSA Alert :

"If a village selected lands that *ere not compact or were not contiguous or
otherwise did not meet the regulations, BLM would have to, reject that part or
possibly all of the applidation. Villages in this' situation could lose part or all of
the total..funount of acreage.which they are legally able to claim."

Needless to say, this concerned the villages in Cook Inlet Region,- Inc., who were
in the process of land selection: Land in the Cook Inlet Region,- available for selec-
tion, was not C0132Pftet ang. contiguous to each village. The consequences of a nits-

-take could be severe. As a result, contact was made with B.L31 on December 6th
seeking clarification limn guidance concerning the manner in which to f3roceed..
BLM reviewed our procedures and documented their advice in a letter dated De-
cember 17, 1974. We quote :

"The individual villages may scatter their selections within an-area, so long as
the total area selected by all of the villages makes up a compact unit"

Consequently, T3ronek Native Corporation's 12 (a.) .village land -seledtions were
Made and filed reflecting that advice.

Tyonek Native Corporation believes a. gross error has been made by rejecting
our applications. On: May 19, 1976, a letter was addressed to the. Director of the.
Bureau of Land Management in Anchorage. Tyonek Native Corporation asked for
"assistance in this matter" and requested "suggestions to solve the problein."
Because of the deadlines imposed -upon our corporation by the Alaska Native
'Claims Appeals Board procedures, which would be our next step, an answer
was requested by Friday, June 4th in order That a course- of. action could be
decided upon. To this date, .Tyonek Native Corporation_ has not received a
response.

On May 21,11976, representatives of each village corporation in Cook Inlet
Region, Inc. met with the Alaska State Director of BLM. We were told that the
rejection notices were being dictated by Washingtoit and that they were "prob-
ably not" aware of the -guidance received in. 1974. Tyon.ek Native Corporation -
asks "Why not ?"

If the rejection notice is vacated, Tyonek ;Native Corporation can look upon it
as a mistake that was rectified, resulting in another delay in processing our
applicatio4C Howeter, it it is not vacated what conclusions can we draw? Based
-on difficulties in receiving title to the former Moquawkie J.ndian Reservation,
Tyonek Native Corporation concludes that BLM Is more to manage land
than -it is to convey It, particularly_ as required under ANC "If other Native
corporations ttrm to BL31 for advice as Tyonek did in.the land selection process
of 1974 only-to receive guidance that is reversed- two years /ater by BLIE's own
staff. to whom do the ong now turn for-assistance?

Indications reveal furthef legislation or the courts are the .

answer. If this process oftek Natiire Corporaticin -eventually must*.
go, our village evaporation ip; ged to spend substantial amounts of time
and money to obtain lands that'were. to be conveyed "immediately" under Section
14 of the Act. The attitude of BLM, as shown in the 12(a) village land rejection
notice, concerns ns very much. In 1974 there was no reason to believe- that the
method of land Welection used -by Tyonek Native Corpdration was not in con-
sonance with BraMls regulations. By stating one view through their correspond-
ence an then assertifik-a- conflicting one in the decisions, BLM is not creating
a useful working relationship between the village and our corporation.

With that backdrop, we- would now like to address ourselvesto 'Tyonek Native
Corporation's efforts to obtain easement-free title to the former Moquawkie
Indian Reservation and Tyonek Native Corporation's belief that a definite
oversight occurred concerning treatment of the reservation under ANCSA.

BAcirdnotavo 1:51VORMATION

First, the? following is background information that we feel is pertinent to our
presentation.

1_ The Moquawkie Indian Reservation was :
a. Reserved "... for the benefit of Alaska Native_s of that region" by Presidential

Executive Order 2141, dated Fetd-nary 27, 1915.
b. Maintained, prior to ANCSA, in accordance with the Corporate Charter of

the Native Village of Tyonek (A Federal Corporation Chartered 'Under the Act of
-7
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-June 18,1934, as amended by the-Composite Indian Reorganization Act for Alaska
-of May 1, 1936):-This allowed exclusive right of access to be determined by the
sesidents of the Village of Tyonek. This was incorporated into the Constitution.
and By-Laws of the Nallve Village of Tyonek, Alaska and approved by the As-
=sistant. Secretary of the Interior on May =, 1939.

c. Was surveyed in 1930 (ITS Survey 1865) : The survey was filed with the Ter-
6ritory of Alaska in 1936 and the Department of the Interior in 1939

d. Was revoked in 1971 In accordance with Section 19 of A.NCSARevocation of
_Reservations. -2. In Title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) , Sub Part 2650.1
-Provisions for Interim Administration, it states, ` (a) (1) Prior to any conveyance
'under the Act, all public lands withdrawn pursuant to Sections 11, 14, and 16, or
-covered by Section 19 pf the Act, shall be adnainisteged, under applicable laws
-and regulations by the Secretary of the Interfor . . ." 6

=TEZLIK ILDMINISTRAT107.1 Or rORILER RESERVATIONS

In a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, Tyonek Native Corporation requested
the laws and regulations concerning the provisions of interim administration
minder which the former Moquawkte Indian Reservation had been placed. We.
received documents relating to "Public Lands Withdrawn Pursuant to Section
11, 14, and 16." Tyonek Native Corporation is unable to find the "applicable
laws and regulations" pertaining to the. interim. administration of former

rratiOns "covered by Section 19 of the Act." Tyonek Native Corporation
=does not believe there ire any such regulations pertaining to former reservations.
We -feel it was the intention of Congress to convey patent to the former reserva-
tions as stated in ANCSA, Section 2 (b) ". - rapidly, with certainty, in conformity
'with the real and social needs ..." of the Tyonek people. In the case of the former
reservation, this has not been accomplished.

Let us presume that regulation's do exist concerning interim administratIon-of
'reservations revoked under Section 19 of .ANCSA- .Why would BLM issue a
"notice- of trespass . served on a lessee with which Tyonek Native Corporation
'has a contractual agreement? Tyonek Native Corporation, as lessor, is leasing
_lands on the former Moqua.wkie Indian Reservation. The BLM issued a trespass
on our lessee in June 1974 without sour knowledge. We repeat: without Tyonek
Native Corporation's knowledge or concurrence_ It was not until late in 1975
-that we learned of this alleged trespass-

Frankly, Tyonek Native Corporation does 'not understand why the notice of
trespass was served. Tyonek Native Corporation did not request it and we
regret that the lessee saw .fit to pay it. However, the question remains, why was
Tyonek Native Corporation not notified by BLM of a trespass on lands that
the village selected under ANCSA? The fact that the -,alleged trespass occurred
on the former Moquawkie Inecaro Reservation would seem to add further em-
.phasis to that question_ 'Tyonek Native Corporation does not wish to reopen this
specific issue_ We do, however, wish to point but the inconsistent policy of
interim administration of publiVand as BIM applies it to the foriner Moqua.wkie
Indian Reservation.

EASEN=T PROBLEMS ON rORMER RESIMVA.TTONS

Tyonek Native Corporation has fulfilled all the requirements to receive patent
to the former Moqaawkie Indian Reservation. We have : (1) completed and filed
8. survey of reservation boundaries:' (2) selected village status under ANCSA :
and (3) Sled a village selection application on May 9, 1974_ We have still not
received patent to the former reservation upon which the Tyoneks have -lived
since at least 1915. The major reason has been because of a lack of easement
criteria on land withdrawn under AiNTCSA-. We, feel that ea:sementh on reserva-
tions were- not given proper 'attention- We -hope-. to prove this by highlighting
Tyonek -Native Corporation'e efforts to obtain easement-free patent to the
former Moqua.wkle Indian Reservation.

Prior to ANCSA. the public was .not allowed on the Moquawkie Indian Res-
ervation without the perr4.ission of the Native Village of Tyonek. This policy
was supported and protected by the Department of the Interior in accordance
with the Constitution and By-Laws of the Native Village of -Tynnek. What ease-

. ,
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meats are now reqUired on Tyonek controlled landcafter the passage. of ANCSA,
When the reservation is, to remain. in 91.e- possession of the 'same people who
lived on it before the passage of ANCSA? ViThat criteria calls for easements
across the former reservation? Certiiinibs.not .A./siCSA. Order No. 2982 signed
by the Secretary of the Interior pertaln.s to "the reservation of easements for
public use." There has never been "public use" of the former Moquawkie Indian
Reservation.. Is- it the intent of ANCSA to reserve easements on the former-
reservation when such use has only been by residents of the reservation and

--no3412general public? Tyonek Native Corporation does not believe it is.
Tyonek Native Corporation first received documentation concerning the

proposed easements, we found that. the Easenient Task Force-Meeting held.Sep-
tember 11, 1974 had requested a 100 foot easement throng]; the middle of the
reservation on a privately constructed road to provide access to State lands.We.could not understand why. ELM chose this easement through' the reserva-
tion when we are bordered_ on three sides by state lands_ The Division of Lands,
State of Alaska, agreed with our view point, and obn.sequently, that particular
easement was dropped. But it required over a year of effort to succee

COOPERATION 7

On December 30, 1975, Tyonek Native Corporation received notification of a
rerouted Primary Corridor No. 30 that severed approximately 6,400 acres from
the 26,918.56 acres of the former Moquawkie Indian Reservation. This came as -a
complete surprise to us.. Previous to that date, Tyonek Native- Corporation hag&
relied upon a November 1974 report entitled "Multimodal Transportation &
Utility Corridor Systems. in AlAgks" which recommended a route for Pr many
Cofridor No. 30 that Avoided the Moquawkie Indian Reservation. There was-
rao notification that - this corridor was to be rerouted through the former reser.:
*cation- Had Tyonek Native Corporation 'mown about it, we could have pointedout that a negotiated corridor, agreed to by the federal government, state of
ALaska and Cook Inlet Region, Inc.., was bellig proposed in the Omnibus Bill,
recently signed into. law. in January 1976. Further, one would expect notification.
other than- a 30. day deadline because of the impact such a corridor system,
would have on the residents of the former Moquawkie Indian Reservation.
But noonly 30 days to reply. One does not receive the impression that coopera-tion and a free exchange of information exists between BIM and those who
rely upon- it for assistance.

PLOATMVO ENERGY EASEMENT _ VILLAGE SUCCESS IMPAIRED

As you well know, specific corridor easements were changed to floating ease-
ments by.the Secretary of the Interior's Order No. 2987_ This proposal is anathema
to the economic success of our village corporation or any village corporation whose
lands the corridor may. pass through.. A vills-ge corporation's survival will depend
upon income received from the surface estate of..their Land. The Secretary's Order
allows compensation only though the Voz.v.stt'of eminent domain in the event of
removal or relocation of any structure ed or authorized by the owner of theestate. Section 2 of the Secretary's Order pertains not only to the corridor. but

. the right to build -any related facilities necessary for the exercise of the
right, to transport energy; fuel, and natural resources includifig those related
'facilities necessary during periods of planning, locating, constructing, operating,
maintainthg. or terminating transportation systems." Does anything remain for
the-village corpgniticrn?' _

Where is a village corpOration now to expect economic succes's from. the surface
estate of their,:ccinveyed lands? A financial- hardship looms on the horizon thrilugh
a potential loss of a beneficial economic opportunity. We realize that -these ease-
anent orders are-being debated elsewhere and we do not wish to belabor the subject.
However, Tyonek Native Corporation does .find it hard to believe that the solution
to the --nation's- energy -crisis- restampon the shoulders --of -the Native-V111-age-Corp---
orations in the state of Alaska as indicated-in the Secretary's Order. Frankly, we
believe that this Secretarial Order is against the intent of Congress-

We feet that these Inconsistencies point out that the reservation is not covered
under the intert4 n a.dntinistration of public lands withdrawn under ANCSA. 1:VP
strongly believe that-it was the intent of Congress to convey patent to the former
reservations as stated in ANCSA, Section 2 (b) "... rapidly, with certainty, and
in conformity with the real and social needs . . ." of the Tyonek people.

.
Is
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OTMEMIX PBOBLES

Additional Problems that confirm our belief thSt the status of the Moquawkie
Indian Reservation and other reesrvations may have been an oversight in the
passage of .ANCSA, have surfaced. One I4(c) reconveyances as they might
pertain to the fanner reservation_
. Although the reservations were revqked in accordance with ANCSA, we can
find no references to revocation -of the Village Corporate Chttrter of the Native
Village of Tyonek. Among other things, the purpose of the Federally Chartered
Corporation is "to own, hold, manage and dispose of all village property." Pros-
ently the houses, and property on which they rest, are community owned. Is the
requirement .of ANCSA, as stipulated in 14(c), satisfied by conveying the land
to the-VilInge Council rather than to individual tribal members if they so. desire?
Further, could the fish, camps also be conveyed to the Village Council to be
.raaintained as they were in the past under the rules of the-Corporate Charter and
Constitution and By-Laws of the Native Village of Tyonek?

If 14 (c) reconveyances are not satisfied by this possibitity it would seem that
not only was the reservation revoked but the provisions under which the village
corporation was operating were revoked. If so, what agencies now hold the re-
sponsibility of the village government? Certainly not the Bureau of Land
Management

If it is determined that the village government has not been revoked by ANCSA
can we then presume that the Corporate Charter and the Constitution and By-
Laws, as approved by the Secretary of the Interior, are still valid? If so, would
this Influence the impact of the Secretarial Orders concerning easements on the
former reservation? .Another problem that exists concerns gravel within the Village itself. Who is
entitled to that gravel? The Regional Corporation, the Village Corporation formed
under ANCSA. or the IRA Corporation as a governing body of the residents of the
former Moquawkie Indian Reesrva.tion This is not an abstract problem. Con-
struction of a new addition to the village school requires a solution to this ques-
tion.. Where does the authority of BLM begin or-end in a situation such as this?
Do they, in fact, have any authority in this situation?

..Throughout the Act, reference is made to valid existing rights ofnon-Natives,
and indications are that these rights are well protected under ANCSA_ However,
when you apply valid existing rights to the former Moquawlde Indian Reserva-
tion, Tyonek Native Corporation feels this protection becomes diluted when
referring to the residents of Tyonek-... It is in this regard that BLM appears to he
in a paradoxical situation. They encourage easements across former public lands
withdrawn under ANCSA with the general reason that they were public before
and the public should have access at least through them if not on them.

Yet, could not that same reasoning be applied to the former Moquawkie Indian
31eservation? Exclusive right of access to the former Moquawkie Indian Reserva-
tion was allowed. by the Department of the Interior through the Corporate
Charter and the Constitution and By-Laws of the Native Village of Tyonek.
Should not BLM be encouraging this same status and usage as existed in the
past? They are certainly attempting to do so with public lands withdrawn under
ANCSA_ Tyonek Native Corporation believes that all withdrawals under ANCSA.
are' subject to valid existing rights including the former Moquawkie Indian
Reservation.The shareholders and directors of the Tyonek Native Corporation are not
naive enough to believe that issuance of the -patent to the former Moquawkie
Indian Reservation would provide the solution to all of these -problems and din:I-

-clan:les that we have brought before you today. Tyonek Native Corporation does
'believe;-however. that a good majoiity of them would no longer exist if imme-
diate title to the former reservation was issued today. ,

On behalf of the Tyonek Native Corporation, we thank you for your time and
'Urge your consideration of . these problems as they pertain to . the former
Moquawkie Indian Reservation..
lEtt-i.gtol Bay Native Corporations

Until the 40 million acres are transferred to village and regional corporations,
the BLM has interim jurisdiction. They are in effect managing corporation lands
until they" are conveyed. Under this jurisdiction, BLM can issue rights of way
and free use permits.BBNC" accused ELM of looting. corporation -resources through free use per-
mits for gravel. BLIVba.s granted the state permits to use gravel ..froln corpo-
ration lands for Fede highway. projects.
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.The conveyance of land has been held up almost indefinitely by staff shortages

and by easements requested by ELM. BLM has transferred people from working
on native allotments to working on regional and village land selectionS. How-
ever, before a region or village can have a clear title, the individual allotments
must be decided__ There seems to be 1111-1c- money for ruing additional staff to
speed up the process of conferring colitreyances btft there is money to build a
new BLM building. It is ironic that theLand Planning Committeee is sufilYosred to -
submit the easements to BLM, but it is happening in reverse because the Com-
mittee has even more severe staff shortages than BLM. .

. The corporations will probably be paying taxes on the land before it is con-
veyed. The BRNO easement package was given to 1,1431 on four different occa-
aims Egnee the Secretary changed the guidelines on -easement twice 'The BLal
is trying to blackniail BBNC into granting easements by denying conveyance
until the co ration signs off easements_

if AIN brings a lawsuit osements it may cause BLM to stop conveyances.
To keep them going, the conveyances should be subject to court decisions. 0

a.4111 has also forced BBNO to underselect 109, of the acreage allowed by the
Act. BLM has also asked for floating easements which are really transportation
corridors which were already rejected by the Land U Planning Committere.

In the REMO there are two qualified "groups" that sho receive land.. How-
ever, these groups reside on lands in two townships alrea y selected by the vil-
lage corporations. While these groups received money.; as individual stockholders,
there are no funds for them to set up a corporation. Without land and funds
it is extremely unlikely that these groups will come into existence as specified
by the Act. .-

_.- -The biggest problem is getting conveyance to the land and the funds to develop
it. If corporations face lengthy delays in. getting title, they Will not able tb
develop the land in time to pay the taxes due in' 1991. There should be 111120 year
moratorium on taxation starting from the time the land is officially- conveyed
instead of from 1971_ The $1 billion award will be reduced to a value of
-$250,000,000,..by late payments, inflation, and excessive legal fees.
Efo.u.sing

In A limIrR considerable front money is needed to test soils, to plan access, to
plan subdivisions. $10,000 is .spent on administrative cost, $10,000 on shipping,
$18,000 for materials at -inflated costs, and only $20 for a Washington HUD de-
sign that is inflexible and unsuited to the Alaskan climate.
Rur : Af Cap

One of Rur AL Cap's programs is emergency fueL With the change in life style;
many natives have switched from ?wood to oil for fuel.. This creates 'a 'problem,
since they gathered the wood themselves, whereas they must purchase the fuel
and they do not have a steady income. Suppliers also will not extend credit, attd
insist upon being paid in' full upon delivery. Fuel prices vary between $.48 end
=50 a gallon. Rur AL Cap has recommended legislation to set up $2 million emer-
gency energy loan fund, however, it is frozen in committee. The loan fund
used to build bulk storage tanks in tin villages. There is opposition to this
cause the" state doesn't want to fund depressed areas that are poorly manazed by
IRA councils. There is also a general feeling in the U.S. Congress and in 2..-.2.a.ska.

'that ANSCA solved all the natives' problems and that they are -extremely we-lthy
Another program is the winterization of homes. Originally -$900,000 was re-

queSted but this was cut to $500,000. The money is used to stop wind infiltradon
especially in poorly-designed HUD, homes. The problem with HUD is that hor..-;:s
are designed in D.C. or Seattle with no local input, or as one Rur Al Cap put
"Progress is a frame house which is not-suited to environment"-
- This is just one more example of the federal agencies' collective refnsal. to
recoomize the uniquenss' of- Alaska. Millions' of dollars are being spent on fed-.
eral programs which only create new, problems instead of resolving the original

.ones:
Land Use Planning Committee

The problenis_in the Implementation of the Act are inherett in the. Act itself.
First, the time .constraints are too tight Second, there are no gaidelines. The

. Commission .doe-sn't have sufficient staff to prepare easements and so they have
.given this job to BLM. BLM .figures out easements and submits them to LUPC,

- but LUPC's role is merely advisory.
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As for the requests for continuous easements as compared to periodic, the state

asserts- that it is vitally nigipssary for coastal development and for access to the
beach.

The procedure for deciding easements should take 90 days.
1. from BIM to village corporation 45 days.
2. from village corporation to commission 45 days.

. Doyon Region
Doyon has -incurred considerable legal cots because of the vagueness of some

provisions of the Act. There has been litigation over the definition of compact
and contiguous land and over who can be enrolled. Probably the most serious
oversight is the definition of "revenue" in 71. It is grotts or net revenue? The
Secretary hans:tot attempted to resolve this difficulty and is letting the corpora-

- tiona enter into litigation when it could be resolved administratively. Some cor-
porations have spent what the others consider revenue to be shared, while other
corporations have put their revenue in escrow. Mr. Sackett...said he would rather
not have .revenue sharing because of-the difficulties in monitoring every corpora-

's accounting system., Purthermore, the corporations are going to be less
ous to develop marginal land if they have to share the revenue. Some land'

development isn't worth the effort or cost if it has to be shared. So far, the 12
regional corporations have demonstrated no real unity, and they have .concerned
themselves wjth small problems rather than addressing the larger ones. This has
encouraged'en attitude of taking care of one's own corporation and forgetting
the others.

To date Doyon has invested in a building, a construction company, an oil
operation, a surveying company and a ba.nk, along with 5 other corporations.
There are also a numbers of companies exploring for minerals on Doyon 'land.

. Mr. Sackett was concerned about the oil reserve taxthis will force-corporations
-to. develop whatever resources they have and if they don't have the capital they
will have to lease the land to .others. ptly, the state is. trying to capture
revenues through reserve taxes, severance flexes, and wind fall taxes. The period
of inalienability of stock Is too short. They should extend the Period so that the
native stockholders can reap the benefits of the corporation's development

Doyon had helPed.village corporations in the land selections, in setting up their
corporation, and by investing their funds. Doyon recently helped the villages or--;
ganize a management corporation to supply technical assistance since Doyon faces
a conflict of interest in this role. .

The interior is more isolated than the coastal regiens and the people arcovery
dependent on subsistence hunting and fishing. Villagers need access to D-2 lands
for- subsistence hunting and iilhittg Some villages might prefer subsistence over
develoPment.StE-. Tinnnie didn't thick immediate conveyance of.the land was their most seri-_
ous problem, except for certain critical areas. Doyon's position is to accept interim
conveyances and fight, easements later where obtaining title is essential fora cor-
porate purpose. :They do not want BIJM to stop conveying land beca-use_ someone
has taken them to court over easements. .Alaskan natives will-probably have to pay property tart before, 1992, because
the state wildeclare the land to be "developed." The state might consider the land
developed if it had any improvements at all; such as a road or a honse.- As-regards'
the present tax on undeveloped oil, the state will have to prove that the reserve
exists and can be transported to market This fax -was'enacted to get at the Prud-
lroe-Day oil, which is estitnated at 9 billion-barrels.'

Tie main problex-with_ the village corporations is that they have little money-
todeveliop..They hfive no funds for accounts, lawyers, planners. Tliejr need to:.
set up income. producing activities. However, they face the posgibility-. of_ getting:-
into investments that will strip them. Doyon has tried to inform people of what
th6ir alternatives . are. Doyon was instrumental. with othVrs in establishing In- ,

terior Vilinge Association to assist village corporAtions in routine business .
matters.

As far as DO7i0729S- development activities, the corporation made a conscious
decision to ask an independent oil company to explore for oil, rather than a major
company, because they feel they got a- better deal.

In regard to stockholders selling out in 1991. they would like to see the stock tied
pp. But that would be ,unfair to the stockholders since their stock is an asset they
should be able to sell. Anyone could buy 10-15% of the stock and control the cor-
poration. Possibly the. corporation should try for the one-man, one-vote system
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used extelisively by farmer cooperatives; this- would require change of Alaska
corporation law.

One of- the biggest problems is the attitude of the federal government. They
seem to like to play gamesfor example IRS has not answered corporation re-
quests for information. Interior is playing a negative role in the implementation
of the Act- concerning_ easement, conveyances, 7(i), and enrolling people under
OranibuS BilL There are still no applications printed to handle that enrollment
Enrollments close January 2, 1977.

Other officials such as Norm MacPhee thought that Doyou had exceptional op-
erating expenses for legal services, geologists, etc., land surveying. With these it
is bard to build up retained earnings and 7 (1) will force a high rate of dividends,
aggravating the prolSden. So far they had not been able to buy directors' and offi-
cers' liability insurato deal with stockholder suits.

In looking over the hind selection maps,. Bill Standard showed how the Doyou
corporation had been forced to select townships around the village core township
in a checkerboad pattern. This makes control of the land extremely difficult.
CheckerboardliCey_ provides access to state, federal, and private lands so that ease-
mentsacross natives lands make even less sense. .
Yukon.

Fort Yukon located in the Yukon River Northeast of Fair It is a Service
center for_ the interior_ Originally, it was the collection- pointf fur trapping
trade. Present Population is around 500. It offers the local and hinterland popula-
tion many services 2 large retail stores, schools, court house, police station, and
a TV station. Most people combine pipeline work, local construction, fishing and
hunting to make a living. People of Ft. Yukon do not want roads since they enjoy
their isolation. Ft. Yukon has a city council, an IRA council, and a village corpora-
tion.The city council has six native members and is financed by a sales tax, by state
and federal revenue sharing ($40,000) , and by the proceeds friam a liquor store.
Mr:Carroll' felt that all revenue sharing should. be direct and that nothing should
pass through the state. State revenue sharing declined from $20,004 to $1,900
within one year. The city council has not received EDA money. or JCETA money.
Botprograms are difficult to apply in Alaska because of unrealistic regulationsr._
partiCularly administrative cost limitations: The city employs a manager, a clerk
an accountant, two policemen, and three TV operators. The total payroll is $80,000.
"Utilities are provided by a private company. Fuel- oil storage and distribution...is
owned and operated by Chevron: Both the City council and corporation are reluc-
tant to take over fuel distribution because they feel that Chevron would not con-
tinue to deliver_ The city council will receive 1,280 acres from the village corpora-
tion and there is little fear that this land- will pass Into the hands of non-natives_
The-BIA is not accepted very well in the interior. Most interior villages would like:
to do their own contracting because they feel .they have been *discriminated against

-° by the BIA.
The village corporation has 737 stockholders, of Which 415 live in the village.

The corporation: has received $1.3 million and has $1.0 million. invested through
DoYon' Corporation. The remaining funds been invested in a-retail store
And a -city council building in Ft. Yukon' ($350,000), and in a buildlng in Fair-
banks ($25,000). 'The corporation is considering buying an airline. Whey *ould

- like to develop their resources, oil ancr timber, through joint ventures because
they- have' Insufficient capital- . (note:: Subsurface -mights belong to Doyon Corr -'-
Doration).- Their: land committee,selected their 167,000 acres for their timber,
oil, and traditional subsiStence value.- Since they have chosen their land for its
subsistence value, they are concerned about how they will pay _future property
taxes. Since they have no immediate land development planned, they were less .

-concerned with Immediate conveyance than wire other cominunitles. They
would like to have access to D-2 lands for ag. Mr. Carroll estimated that
25 percent of their diet depended on subsistence activities. BIZ& has-asked them
for trail and river easements. The river easements would affect hunting because
they hunt the river beds. Another problem for the corporation is its inability
to. get liability insurance. No one will insure thezn,Nnat even Lloyds of .London,
because they feel, tte natives have too much,money and -too little experience.

The city manage?' Mx. Carroll, is also head of "`4=w en Chiefs Housing Au-
thority (TCH.A.). The Authority is curren building 85 units throughout the
Doyen region. Mr. Carroll complained of. ashington regulations such as bons -
ing specifications which make little given the climate of the interior. Even
though Mr. Carroll has made design m :cations he seems to be more success-



ful in staying within cost regulations than is Tlingit Haida Central Council. Theaverage cost of a house in Ft. Yukon f *35,000 as compared to $62,000 for SEAlaska. He was also critical of the financing system in that the Seattle officehadn't sold enough bonds and that construction was halted due to lack of funds.The TCrts. puts together the work force in each village to- construct the homes.Mr. Carroll also complained about the purchase of appliances for the housing.He has proof that certain government officials were allowing dealers to over-Invoice. He had cancelled orders on occasion and bought from a cheaper source.Mr. Carroll thought that HUD prototype costs for Alaska were unrealistic.
Arctic Village

Arctic Village is the northernmost Indian csimmunity in Alaska. It is locatedIn the foothills of the Brooks Range, north of Fairbanks. Arctic Village waspart of the Venetie Reservation. Population is approximately 120. Their onlyconnection with the outside is by air. There is limited running water and elec-tricity. There is a BTA. school, a church. and a clinic. A doctor comes everycouple of months. Arctic Village has an IRA council and a village corporation.The IRA council is the local governing body. It qualifies for-Federal revenue-sharing. They would receive $300, but this small amount is not worth filling outthe forms, specially if someone had to travel outside for legal assistance. TheIRA is considering incorporating in order to get state revenue sharing. To datethe IRA has received practically no development assistance from the federalgovernment. They haven't received any funds from EDA. HlTD, DOL or IndianFinance Act funds from BTA. They did receive a $40.000 SBA loan to builda community store. They recently installed w=ashing machines In their 40 yearold community building. The machines were paid for by the rental of theirtractor. The state has provided some assistance under their Rural Development
.... .Program. IMP has paid for materials for small projects such as repairing thetourist lodge. Salaries were paid out of mainstream funds (DOL?). ,e Village co

rgra ti f has
ah:ut1iOstofkholderswh.weretheenroiledwhen it wanre!ervatoo.Thevillaoerscomplainedthatu der ANCSA there was no possibility' to keep their /ands in trust. They wereoffered the choice between owning the surface and subsurface rights to theiroriginal land (1.3 million acres). or relinquishing subsurface title, receiving anamount of acreage based on population and participating In the native funds;they chafe the former. Under either alternative the land is held in feeilatent.They were recently included in the amendments to ANCSA and will receive$100,000 for expenses incurred under ANCSA. Arctic Village typifies the ex-treme financial problems facing villages ANF described to the Task Forces.They have no funds to hire technical assistance or make physical Improvements.The :.100.000 they will receive is grossly inadequate to defray the legal expensesinvolved in securing title, let alone setting up a village corporation to plan thedevelopment or protection of their land. According to the village members, theirland has recreational .potential; possibly there is oiL Again there are no funds_for a resource Inventory. Their relations with the Doyon Corporatimi arestrained because D-wytm wanted to form a pa rtnership_ brit would not advancethem any money. Consequently. the _village would not ask.-- for or receive helpnow. So far village and corporation members have- spent money out of their ownpockets to travel to negotiate on -A-IN:GSA. and to obtain government programs(note: it cost task members 2R5 an hour to travel'to Ind from Arctic Villagethus the cost of transportation is almost prohibitive). Since' they have difficul-ies in working with outside groups they would prefer to administer any pro-gram directly. 'The. -village corporation is not sure it wants to develop any landbecause they chose surface and subsurface rights to preserve their land for -traditional activities. Like Indians in the lower 48, they feel the land is Im-portant for the survival of the people. The question -is, how will they pay landtaxes after .1901 in order to retain control of the land? What will they do whenindividual natives sell their stock and non-natives take over the corporation?Control over their lands is only assured for the next 15 years. Presently, they 'don't even have interim title Idea rose .of the BLIkrs policy to ask for bhiniseteasements. Iticiw they hunt onv their lands when They need to, but they alsoneed access to D-2 la nrIc in order to meet subsistence needs. .

They would like to control hunting and fishing on their lands._ lost of the vil-lagers have no step -`r eash, income and are dependent on the caribou for at leasttwo-thirds of their protein diet. They do receive food stamps which supplementthis. There are approximately ten full-time jobs in the village, but some are heldby outsiders. ..
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The willage corporation has been visited by a number of developers. For ex-

ample, a Umber company wanted to do an inventory and build a road- Ironically,
they have very little timber. Wells Fargo Bank also offered to manage their
Investments but they have no.capitaL
Ruby

The-native- village- of Ruby is located on the Yukon er, west of Fairbanks.
In 1931, it was a booming gold mining town of 500 peoDle. By 1950 there were
250, now there are about 150, most of whom are Alaskan natives. The village
shows signs of being revitalized by their hard working city council and village
Corporation. There was a traditional native council but it merged into the city
council when it was formed. The main-problem both institutions face is lack of
funds to. hire full -time employees to carry out the daily business of filling out
forms and waging legal battles with BLM. As in other villages-some of the same
people serve on the city council as the village corporation. They feel as if they are
subject to conflict of luterest- Two of the 7 members of the-city council are non-
natives. About ten non-natives live in Ruby. There are no sewers and limited
electrification ; most people- have their own generators. There is no tax base for
the city and their only ordinance is for garbage disposal:

The villages were disturbed at the BLM notice in the newspapers. asking for
citizens to identify easements. To the people of 'Ruby it indicatthat after five
years the BLM was in the first stage of land selection and that conveyance
was a long way off. Furthermore, the BLM had just drawn arbitrary lines on
the map for easements with no lmowledge of the land so that the corporation
.didn't know if these proposed easements were final or not. The corporation feels

.. that it is better not to grant blanket easements because they never get rid
of BLM or outsiders'. The corporation hasn't thought about d development
because they are still trying to get title to the land.

To date the corporation has their funds invested through Doyon, though they
did use some funds in.the land selection process. Doyon also did their tax returns..
The concept of a corporation is new foreign and confusing. They feel that they
have had to learn more in three years than most citizens learn in twenty. Pre-
viously, they had free use of the land and so the idea of private land ownership
hasn't yet sunk in. The people don't think they will develop the land, so hope-
fully there will be no land taxes prior to 1991. After 1991 they- will have to sell
the poorer land if there' are taxes. They would like undeveloped..land to be tax
exenipt. As for the ability to sell .stock after 1991, most people fele that it' would
be sold by non-resident stockholders since these people would be more interested
in the money than in preserving land, which is the preference of the resident
stockholders. The people also feared that corporation stock would-be lost after
1991 for bad debts, liens and welfare claims Conceivably, the state could end
up a major stockholder if welfare recipients were forced to turn over their assets.

They felt that community-would be opened up to non-natives if there were
oil and gas ratio. r if a road from Anchorage to Fairbanks were completed.
If .roads are onstructed hunting would diminish. If the proposed easements are
accepted, n -natives wo. ld have automatic access. Presently, most people exist
on a mix of fire figh ng and pipeline work, commercial fishing in summer,
subsistence hunting and. shing and food .stamps. Very few have full-time jobs.
Among them- : : workers, 2 ; store clerks, 2 ;'.post office, 1 ; and teachers, 5.

The-people .f Ruby. are faced with a dilemma :
1. re: d.--=;clevelopment=influx of non-natives. .

o road=--no development==no employment==no non-natives_
7'h area around the village is good farm. land Tor wheat, barley and potatoes.

They would. like to develop these- lands. The corporation could set up a -joint
ven or lease the land out. They will probably develop it in conjunction with
the onal corporation since it will be on a large scale and they don't have the
capital .

Berfng Straits dative Corporation
Land specialist, Ms. lEfemnes, complained that the - Corporation had been held

to a very tight schedule in-. making land selections ; however, the BLM was not
even adhering to a time table. Land conveyances have been-held up indefinitely
due to. I of BLM guidelines 'over easements. This. delay has stopped all -de-
velopme and Most Corporations feel that they cannot wait. Among the more
objectionable easements are coastal easements_ Bering Straits has 13 villages on
the coast. Such a blanket- easement will be detrimental to their livelihciod. Under
a state law,- fishermen must be .300 feet apart.' If non-natives have free. access,

6 0
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they could intrude on accustomed fishing spots: in the worst case native and sub-
sistence fishermen would have no place to go. In the case of St. Michael's there
is an -easement around the entire. island. The corporation particularly ques-tions why native lands are receiving different treatment in Alaska from the
treatment given private land in the lower 48. Their lands should be conveyed
first and then they will negotiate easements with just compensation. If blanket
easements are given. it will dim si the original 40 million acres given by Con-
gress, seriously undermining the in ent of the Act_ Again the recent BLM ads In
the newspapers urging citizens to stake out easements shows that BLM is In

'stage one of the easement process when easements have been under discussion
since the fall of 1973. Furthermore, the Corporation feels that the Secretary's
recent orders do not conform to Section 17b on easements of ANCSA.

The corporation selected their lands for their possible mineral wealth (florite,
beryllium, tungsten)..There was a lot of existing information on the area since
Nome is a mining area. The village corporations made their own selections, but
the regional corporation Indicated possible mineral wealth to them. The villages
will be dependent on D-2 lands in order to continue their subsistence activities

The regional corporation employed village corporation coordinator who helps
them prepare their budgets and invest their funcls.42A. viable development op-
portunity for village corporations is business development such as 'fish co-op,
retail stores, and fuel storage.

The village corporations have also made a number of high risk loans to native
stores. These native stores were formerly financed by the BIA revolving credit
loans. Under ANCSA, native funds are not supposed to substitute for pre-existing
federal programs; however, it is clear that in this ease, capital substitution is
occurring. that is. native capital is being substituted for -BIA capital. The co-
ordinator felt that loans to native stores was an interim activity for the village
corporations. He admitted that the interest rate was lower than the return on
certificates of deposit. The 'village corporations have also invested in a credit
union so that their stockholders can get loans. The village corporations have
bought out existing businesses and backed fish co-ops. This local community-.
oriented Investment was justified by the fact that it assured more native control
over the local economy and that it increased the economic well-being of its
stockholders.

IRA. councils in the region have performed certain profit activities such as
backing stores and reindeer herds. However, the councils are presently the tools
of the BIA under 638. There is a real question whether each village council can
be a prime contractor. This would increase the administrative costs and B
doesn't have the funds. It is probably better that some villages band together fo
a central administration. If Rawerek, Inc. received the funds. they would go
farther and be better spent Kawerek. Is the non-profit arm of Bering Straits.

The biggest problem B.S. Corporation faces is the conveyance of land. In some
cases there is no reason for the delay. For example, St. Michael's was a former
reserve and has been surveyed. Under the Act. the lands lost their trust status
and are now public lands under BLM until they.are transferred to the village
corporation. Since BLM has control. it has been impossible for the village to
limit the influx of people to St. Michael_ The government told the natives their
lands would be private. However, the goVernment is refusing to apply the laws
and procedures that usually govern private lands. Why not use the same laws
that apply to easements in the lower' 4S? Floating easements and energy ease-
ments are grossly-- unfair since they are without compensation and. will affect
future economic development.

The "71" revenue sharing provision of ANCSA. is a good thing. AFN has at-
tempted to set up a Commission to receive "71."-monies. There is no agreement
yet on how to define "71" monies. but in the end such a mechanism will keep
regions together and they will - know Oach other better. However, the largest
source of "7i" revenues is mineral wealth or non-renewable sources. At the pres-
ent time mineral resources are taxed so heavily that there would be very little
revenue to share.

Mr. -Trigg th.1,m.glit that in time. some corporations would merge due to-
lack of capital and management personnel. Mergers on a regional level might be
10_ to 15 years down the road. When asked why the village corporations chose
to be profit instead of non - profit, Mr. Trigg thought the emphasis on profit
corporations had come from Congress. _

Bering Straits Native Corporation has :545 million in business assets. They
have formed the Alaska National Bank. they have invested in a truck transport
company, a cement business, a construction' business, trailer sales, and a coastal
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barge line. Of the. $24 million received from the native fund, $9 million wasinvaded in these businesses and the remainder is in banks. Mr. Trigg expressedthe hope that 'B. S. CorpotatiOn would be in good shape by 1991 so that thestockholders wouldn't want to sell or would sell to the Corporation first. Onegoal of the 'Corporation la to generate as many jobs in the region as possible
IrrrotIgh -their enterprises. This might also influence the stockholders not to sellout the Corporation. Presently, the B. S. Corporation is training men throughtheir non-profit arm Kawerek, Inc. Last. year they were the laygest minority
employer' in 'the state: The B. S. Corporation has no position on whether gravelis surface or subsurface. In any case, 'they favor free use of gravel for village

.1froj
Mr.

ects.
Trigg felt that the survival of Alaskan natives depends on their land. Thegovernment gave them 40 million acres and now is trying 'to figure out how toget it back. The influx of non-natives is a threat to subsistence activities. Due

to ,gompetitton with 'non-natives, the length of the seasons has been cat down.There is a moratorium on seal and walrusa hunter is limited to five seals. Somereindeer herds are in D-2 lands and if.natives are not allowed to use 1)-2 landsthey will have no place to graze the reindeer.
illitnasuak Native Corporation

The Sitnasuak 'Native Corporation is the largest village corporation in theBering Straits region. It has 2,049 stockholders compared to BSNC, 6,918. It isthe village corporation for Nome. Nome was founded during the gold rush daysof the last century and bas been destiwed a number of times by fire and hightides. 'It has practically no shipping facilities, 'only 4 barges arrive each year.Today the main sources of employment are government, mining, tourism, and
services. Almost everyone in town engages in subsistence activities to siippleeenft
their income. Most of their cash incomes goes to buy fueL-Present population is3,000, ef whom 8() percent are natives. Many villagers move to Nome In thewinter and back to the village 'in the summer. About half of Sitizasurik's stock-

. holders live outside of Name so it has been difficult to obtain a quorum formeetings or even obtain enough proxies.
- The city of Nome has a city council. Half of 'the council members are non-native& -The townsite for the city of Nome takes in 525.45 acres. It has noplace to expand because it is surrounded by patented mining claims. The village
corporation is reluctant to convey 1,280,acres to the council.

Instead the village corporation would like to establish another municipalityand relocate the- city in order that the natives hold on to as much land aspossible. One of the difficulties of the Act is that it was written for rural villages,
not urban villages such as Nome. .

The village corporation has received $3', million to date; $600,000 has beenInVested in business and the rest is invested (long. terra) with a bank. The
corporation prefers investments in the local area to build the local economy ascompared to the region. Among the business ventures are investments in thecredit union, in a native store;.in office space, in stocks of a cement operation,in construction of houses, and apartments, and, in real estate in Name. Otherpossible economic activities to be developed : residential leasing, apartment
buildings, reindeer herds, and tourism. So far development-is being held tipby the BLM's not conveying the land. Since Nome is an urban area, the futtiretax burden on; land will. be heavy because the city and borough will hay,e toprovide certain- ces. There is a possibility that taxes may force land develop-
ment, but'alte es to selling of land are being researched. Undeveloped land
should be tax empt. Conservationists and native groups would probably supportthis. There is a divergence of interests between villagers and non-villagers.leis possible that at least 30 to 40 percent of the stock will pass tonon-nativesAfter 1991' based upon present corporate- procedures). The corporation shouldhave the first option to .buy= and when someone dies the stock should be awarded. to the children' born' after 1971.

The corporation was entitled to select its 212,480 acres from a withdrawa/area
of 480,462 acres. However, in this 480;462 acres, 525.45 acres belong to the city
of -Nome, 33,000 acres are patented mining claims, 16,000 acres .are unpatented
efeime, and 5,000-7,000 acres in native allotments. The top priorities for chosing-
Iluad were mineral development, subsistence use, coastal. use, and transportation.
110 miles of existing roads"vrhich.amount to 2,666 acres, were already In exist-
ence before selection took place. However, ELM has requested over 30 easements.
The corporation feels that corporation land is being classified inconsistently_ tosuit the federal government's purpose....
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For the purpose of easements it is "native" land to be taken for the asking,
without just compensation. For tax purposes, it is private land which should
bear its fair tax burden. The regional corporation told the REM not to approach
-them on easements until the Department o_f Interior guidelines were out. Any
.easements are bad because development of resources within an easement is re-
stricted. BLM also has limited finances to manage the land asked for under ease-
ments. Presently the corporation has entered into agreements to lease rights of
-way on their lands. The lessees are liable for all taxes. They have developed a
leasing policy for campsites. All campsites are limited to 10,000 square feet and
lawkstockholders must pay. According to the corporation land specialist, the
MineralsLeasing Act says that gravel is a subsurface mineral

-Go lapin Village Corporation
Golovin is an Eskimo fishing village southeast of Nome. It is located on one of

the best natural harbors on the western coast of Alaska. There is speculation
-that the state will put in a deep seaport. In the old days the village *Pas the site
of a herring plant and served as a gathering point for miners. When the miners
Iert, the natives settled in the area. About 125 people live In the village. There
is a grammar school and a public health clinic. There is a fish processing plant
and a fish cooperative of 40 boats. Men from the surrounding villages of Mina
and White Mountain participate in the fish coop. The annual number of salmon
-caught hag been running about 55,000 (1973-74-75). The-fish processing plant is
being expanded with a loan from the village corporation and from the State Rural
Development Agency. Besides fishing, the villagers hunt migratory game such
as duck, bear, caribou, and pick berries on the 'rands surrounding the village
particularly around Fish River, which is out of the village's land selection area.

In Golovin there is a city council and a village profit corporation. A seven-man
city council was recently formed and it absorbed .the traditional native council.
-There is a mayor, vice-mayor, secretary-treasurer, clerk, and policeman. The
latter two are paid out of revenue-sharing ($9.000 per year). The city council
also leases space for a BIA classroom and the P.H.S.. clinic. However, the council
provides` utilities for the classroom and clime, and with the increase in the price
of fuel oil it is losing money.

City council employees have received training from Kawerek, Inc. Both village
funds and CETA funds are used to pay the local policeman $200 a month. The
council has ordinances against liquor and dogs. They have no legal counsel.

The members of the village corporation couldn't remember when they bad
voted to have a profit corporation instead of a non-profit corporation. There are
171 stockholders : 121 lives in the village and the remaining 50 live in Anchorage
or the lower 48. The corperation has received $240.000 from the fund to date. At
least -50% of this was invested in the Bering Straits Investments Company. They
can withdraw thiS money at any time. They estimate they are earning 10% in-
terest. They also loaned the fish lant $10,000. Administrative expenses for the
corporation run about $20.000 a Ye r. There is a part-time general manager and
secretary. The board receives copa-- ensation for travel and per diem. They use
the Bering Straits lawyer. They h ve selected 69,000 acres with the help of the
regional corporation. The land w s selected on the basis of subsistence use:
berry-picking or hunting.

They need more land to maintain current level of bsistence activities.
SO percent of their protein comes from subsistence activities. ey were not able
to claim the best land for hunting due to the compact and con guous requirement
of the-ActThey feel that the lands they chose are Worthless. mountain tops. They felt it
was unfair to give them worthless-land and that when the Act was passed it was
a sorry day. They hope some of their mountain tops have minerals (but subsur-
face goes to. region ).-They chose some land at the mouth of the harbor which
they can probably lease out. The BLM has asked them for trail and, coastal ease-
ments. Coastal easements Will create a problem for the village fish camps. The
members had not thought about future taxation of corporation lands or future
sale, of stock by natives. . s

Hous'ing
Theefty council applied ASHA housing and received 10 units. under a

self-help program.. Recipients constructed the houses by their own labor. ASHA"
charges the recipients between $13 and $85 a month depending on income. Later
the city council received an additional 10 units under a BIA program. They have
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had difficulty in completing 5 of these homes because the BIA wage is $6 an hour
compared to PHS's $10. Recipients of these houses own them outright and pay
nothing.
Zinakaleet

Urigitzsleet is a large Eskimo fishing village on the western coast of Alaska,
.southeast of Nome. It is also situated on a delta of. the Unakaleet River. It has-se
been inhabited for thousands of years, according to the local Eskimo leaders.
It was a former BIA reserve encornpassing-S30, acres before the Act. Population
varies between 600 in the winter and 1,000 in the summer. The village has close
-ties with the surrounding villages of Stebbins and St. Michael's.

Like Golovin, there is a fish processing plant and a fish coop. The plant was
recently purchased by thevillage corporation from an individual who defaulted
on his debts. A men participate in the fish coop. As in Golovin, the in-
habitants engage in subs tense- hunting in their areas, jig of their protein diet
is dependent on subsistence activities.

Unakaleet has a city council, an active IRA. council and a village corporation.
Unlike other villages, they have a coordinator for the 3 entitles. The members

'-said that it would be a lot easier just to have one group. Now each group has dif-
ferent responsibilities. The IRA council participated in Federal revenue sharing
until 1975, obtained fuel storage facilities under RDA, invested in the fishery
with a. SBA loan in 1964 (plant was wiped out by a high tide). obtained water
_and sewers through PHS, and TGDP grants of. $12.000 and $52,000. The IRA
also has a musk ox farm through a Kellogg grant-The IRA forrnerd a fishing
coop with a $50,000 business grant under Indian Financing Act. IRA also runs
a native store with loans from BIA Revolving Loan Fund. The store also has a
$400,000 ?) 'loan from $BA.. The dynamism of this IRA council is ::largely due
to its leadership.Currently, the IRA council is looking at some Joint ventures with other villages.
They are particularly interested in starting a fish hatchery and would like advice
on how to go about it. The council members present felt ,that the community

uld contract directly for services and programs and should decide how to
spend their money. They are very much aware that they are competing with-2.00

--other villages for benefits." With all the regulations for various programs they
can't be run by volunteers. The city council was formed in 1975 and the transfer
of -funds and functions from the IRA council has not been smooth. The village
formed the city council jn order to gain control over their own affairs ; the state
did not recognize IRA ordinances. The city council is eligible for state and
Federal revenue sharing. They lost state fire protection and funds for recreational
parks because of lack of information and failure to show that they had spent
-village funds on .these items. Since they were just- formed they couldn't show
that they had spent funds.

According to the members of the village corporation they have P.41 stockholders.
To date they have received $1.3 million, half of which has been invested in local
ventures and half in Bering Straits Investment Corporation. They have no cer-
tificates of deposit_ Their basic philosophy is to develop first what they have
nearby. Accordingly, they gave a $265,000 loan at 61A percent -to the fish coop
which the coop has made loans to 100 members for repairs and 'supplies. they
bought a skow, they have taken over the fuel distribution franchise. Non-locally,
they have invested in the Bering Straits Native Corporation cement venture.
They have invested in the IRA. native -store. The store is affiliated with a pur-
chasing coop in Seattle which is used by 40 other native stores in. Alaska. In the
future. they would like to build an apartment complex for the high school teachers,
in E'riakaleet. they would like to invest in Anchorage real estate. They feel that
the is going to push off the soriarservicErs on the village corporation.

The village corporation members as well as the council members were con-
cerned about the future of their subsistence activities. The lands they have
9elected. 160.280 acres, are not sullicient for subsistence. They need access to
T31-2 lands. They also oppose the proposed easements because they feel the land
-should he conveyed with no- strings attached. The 'land they were allowed to
select was selected according to traditional use. There is a possibility that the
rrankaleet River will be named a Wild and Scenic River: and this would diminish
their hunting in that area.

They would like to develop their land in a controlled fashion. It has recreational
value because It is scenic and affords sports fishing. They are in no rush to develop



their lands and feersts if-they are being forced into the capitalistic system. They
reel that if they are forced to pay property taxes, they will lose the land. They
would like the tax exemption extended.Among the-laws which threaten their subsistence activities are the migratory
bird law. It interfers with :customary spring hunting. The Marine Mammal Act
Limits the income which native families can obtain from seal, skins. There is a
restriction on the number' of seals allowed, and on the time of year they can
be.. taken_ The seal population -has multiplied under such protection and has

'started to pose 'a-threat to the fish. Those villagers who engage in commercial
fishing are not allowed to engage in subsistence fishing during closed periods.
Some villagers are not able-to catch enough fish for families' subsistence needs.
The limited entry law has helped the local fish coop and fish processing plant by
excluding non-natives from their fishing area. Since the village had a long history
of continuous fishing, not many people were excluded.

Among,the recommendationlifor amending ANCSA were :
1_ land tax exempt for 1'00 years,
2. native allotments should receive restricted title (they will1,

-13. the village. corporation or IRA should have `the opportunity to buy na-
tive allotments if they are offered for sale.

4 they would like to restrict the saleofstock after 1991 to n es or the
village corporation,. and

5. they would like stock issued to. children born after 1971.
Katoerek, Ina. (nn- profit arm of Bering Straits Coropration)

Mr. Madden said that the corporation was in considerable financial difficulty
due to recent expansion which was based on unrealistic.cost estimates. Adminis-
trative cost.-are high because transportation is expensive in the region. Travel
is limited entirely to charter planes. Also it is extremely difficult to keep trained
personnel because as soon as someone is trained they leave for higher wages else-
where. Help turns over every four months.

One of the largest programs is job twining under CETA funds. These funds,
especially title III and VI come through the state, which takes an administrative-
cut: It is necessary to use at least 1S / percent of the .funds for administration at
the corporation leveL In the Nome area even 30 percent wouId-be more realistic:
Job training in the city has been unsuccessful (2c.) percent completion rate). HoW-
ever. in .Kawerek's local program the completion rate is 75 percent. They are-
training' surveyors, truck drivers, carpenters, mechanics, clerks, plumbers, and
heavy equipment operators...Recently, Kawerek combined DOL and BI.P,L'money
to start a program to train commercial fishermen. They purchased seiners to go-'
after bottom fish.. There is also a job bank under CETA funding. Kawerek also-
started a saving_ s and loan association. They have 1.200 members. The savings and
Joans has some unique pr;:rblems dbe to seasonal employment and the dependence-
on subsistence activities. The savings and loafi accepts payments in kind and
periodic payments as compared to re.-ular. They recently lowered their delin-
quency.,rate from 26 to 17 percent. ED.A7recently gale them a planning grant to do-
CMDP's for the villages. Kawerek is trying to promote cottage 'industries and
would like to start a tannery for seal skins so that natives could capture in-
creased value in the commercial market_ Now the natives must have their skins-
tannied before they can make native garments. They applied to hte BIA for busi-
-ness gkants for arts and crafts. They need money for marketing.

- 'Ilhearts rant crafts program has raised the price for native craftsmen. How-
ever; there is a need to convince the craftsmen to concentrate on the most sale-
able items.

Kawerek also operates the Nome Receiving Home for children 6 months to 18-
years and the Boarding Home. Both of these programs are a serious financial
drain on Kawerek.

Some of the financial strain at Kawerek is due to the difficulty in complying
with federal regulations for programs. Contracting is always on a reimbursable-
basis. After- Kawerek contracts for a program usually some of their costs are dis-
allowed. Kawerek tries to get as much of the funds advanced as possible in order-
not to.shut down the program. The regulations for filing applications are also-
burdensome. Applications have been rejected because they were filled out in black_
ink instead of blue or were stapled in the wrong place.
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Quzsmorszt.t.ntail

cm:moan:two 1.1241TED, P.O. DOX 247, DELL! NO HAM, " ALA BICA Na 9578

TOBOBti091 .t. What is derelopment? '
Answer. Excellent qu4stion. It depends on the view of the looker. In this ease

ANCSA has determined that it is the utilization of village lands in such a manner
as to increase the equity of each village shareholder. This is all out development
proposition and though the Act speaks of subsistence it mandates that one way
of life 'Must die so that another-can live.

Question 2.-as there a particular kind of "development" which is best for your
people?

AlLswer. Sure_ A wise judicious utilization of resources for these purposes
which recognizes all ttke values of the land including Cultural, historical, habitat
And the other non-economic values and gives them equal weight in the flecision
process.

Question 3. How is the tribal council promoting this development?
Answer. The directors of-our- development are a board of 9 members who act

like any profit corporation board of directors. They are putting together a re-
source inventory of village selected lands and hope to make their development
plans 'consistent with all resource values. The hitch comes when you realize that
profit is the basic goal.

Question 4. What government agencies or private institutions are promoting
tkas development?

Answer. The major builders in our area are the transportation agenciesAvia-
tion and Highways. The .BLM supports their role. This is because our major re-
source value is gravel. Our timber does not rate private attention...and only our
fishery habitat can be declared extremely valuable.

Question 5_ What are the most important obStacles to your development ?
4nsWer. The Bureau of Land Management not convey the land to us to

manage and they do not have-the time or interest to manage- it themselves. As a
result, the management of lands selected by natives falls into limbo and little .progrss can be made.

Question 6: How can these obstacles be removed?
Answer. Congress must force BEM to pay as ranch attention to disposal of the

lands charged to their management as they do their own-land management respon-
sibilities, To date they have minimized their disposal role and the result is na-
tive lands are in legal never-never land.

Question 7. What programs or laws would best promote development or remove
the obstacles to your development?

Answer.- A program to emphasize disposal of village selected lands by the BLM.
A. program of _technical assistance and grants for the development of land man-
agement-programs. A program that _ increased potential for native kids to
become land managers, biologists, foresters, etc.

Question 8. What kind of ptotection do you have for yoieAr resources? Please
Include any.codes enforced by the tribal government.

Answer. BLM has control now but they have a trespass _officer for 200 million
acres and thousands of miles. Our protection today depends on inaccessibility
and remote location, an advantage that fades riipidly. If village lands could be
develOped, they could support closer monitoring, but until BLM acts we have nopower. Our board has land use rules and processes but our ownership is so
limited by BLM inaction little can be done.

Question. 9. Does the 131A. provide adequate resource protection? If not please
explain.

Answer. No, we have no direct contact with BIA resource protection programs.
Question 10. Who is the principal offender in depleting or damaging your

resources (State, private corporations, local non-Indians, others) ?
Answer. State and private groups now work through -the BIM, so they are the

greatest enemy. However, local population growth has led to more and more
local trespass, and while the land can stand some abuse, unless we gain- control
and develop a management program; we will be eaten from within too.

Question II. What do you think the American Indian Policy Review Commission
should be doing about reservation and resource development and protection?.
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Answer. Entourage education programs to develop native land managers. De-'
srelop systems for resource inventories on native lands that recognize non - economic
Iralnes too. Force the BLM to promptly convey native lands so we. may escape
this limbo-statua.

Note : We would like to know how your returns on this inventory have gone.
We are a village corporation created under ANCSA and some of the questions
oriented to TRIBES do not quite lit our situation. However, we answered as well.
as.vie can and would like to know what oche folks think also.

It-ENDA/3 CEAAO NATIVE CORPO ONSUSNI ITTED ST'
bf.ARGABZT ICCRSTEATIER, vrt-t.AGE COUNCIL PRESIDENT

Question 1. What is development?
Answer. Our Council sees development as pertaining to our people. To be free- _-

from Dept. of Interior interference and restrictions to develop resources from
our land in such a way as to benefit our people. Directly improving our economic-
position of poverty to a level.of our non-Indian neighbors.

Question Z. Is there a particuMr kind of "development" which Is best for
your people?Answer. Our people wish to develop our resources as stated above and, at the-
same time, retain our traditional customs. For those who wish' to retain sub-
sistance life style from the land, give susistence resources a priority .for- -

development -
Question &Haig is the tribal council promoting this development? .
Answer. .As the past the Dept. of Interior has not conveyed our land to Our

people. We can flo nothing regarding development of protecting .subsistence re-
sourcei until Dept of Interior (BLM) gives patent to our land.

- Question 4. What government-agencies or private institutions are promoting'
this development?Answer. There is no Indian development on our land at present. Due to delays
In BLM conveyance, no development or protection of resources- has been given;
our land in the past of all. Much of our timber has been sold to -non-natives b'
BLM to state of Alaska without any benefit to our village.

Question 5. What are the most important obstacle to your development?
Answer. Conveyance to patent of our land, BLM restriction to native develop-

ment, fish and game lawsthese give no protection from non-natives hunting- on-
our land, and making proposed public easements across our land.

Question 6. How can these obstacles beremoved?
Answer. Possibly by combined pressure and lobbying by our Regional Corpora-

tions on federal and state -levels. Expensive court action toveard. Dept. of
Interior for protection of resources upon our land and early-conveyance of patent
to our land.Question 7. What programs or Jaws would best promote development or re-

move the obstacles to your development?
Answer. Technical, legal advicemoney to hire legal aid to take action

against Dept. of Interior and BIA to protect our land, resources and rights to-
be protected against trespass on our land and resources. Self-help programs with
expert advice. -

Question 8. What kind of protection _do you have for your resources? Please -
include any codes enforced by the tribal government.

Answer. BEM and BLA. have given no protection whatever to our allotments,
land or resources despite protests and claims filed in good faith in 1917-1934-
2950 with Dept. of Interior. Native allotments bave'been trespassed on resources
sold, given to non-natives, burial grounds patented to white men for recreational
sites, and timber sold by the state of Alaska.. BLM has Ignored formal fecidests
to remove non-natives trespassing on our village selected IanC as native
allotments. Our people are poor and cannot to --12legal action.

Question 9. Does the BIA provide adequatresource proter.--1? If not, please-
explain--Answer. In past as out records show, BIA Realty Dept. has failed to protect
our allotments from trespass, passing the complaints on to BEM.

Question 10_ Who are the principal offenders in depleting or damaging your-
resources (state private corporation. local non-Indians, others) ?

Answer. State in pastwith eviction notices given to our people to cease all
occupancy and use of our village lands. State sales of our land to others. BEM
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ena our lands, including burial grounds to whites and local non-natives, who
trap and hunt game on village lands.

QUeatiOss 11. What do you think the American Indian Policy Review Commis-
Dion- should-be- doing about reservation and resource development and protection ?-

Answer. To persuade Congress to remove jurisdiction of Indian lands from
-Dept. of Interior as well as social services and education. Start a Dept. of Indian
lands and social and economic services run by indianX Federal laws with teeth.
to protect Indian resources and land. Make laws which Indian tribes, bands and
villages could use to bring suit against BLM and BIA for neglecting to protect
hadian lands in past. -

ismisarigrA CORPORATION, 811 W. I 2TH, JUNEAU, ALA BSA
Question I. Could you estimate how many acres have been traditionally used or

Occupied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village) ?
-Answer. Approximating the land usage around- each of the listed villages plus

Juneau, Sitka, Setchikan, and Wrangell we would estimate 2,900,000 acres of
intensive-use. Actually the whore of SE Alaska-24,000,000 acreshave been
used to some extent.

a. Do you feel that the land which you will select approximates this. amount ?-
Answer. Nothe natives of SE Alaska will select approximately 500,000 acres

for fee ownership. (276,000 for villages and urban corporation remainder
Sealaska ).'

b. Will traditional subsistence activities be disrup/ted by the amount and the
manner in which the land will be selected? How?

Answer. ASsuming the land not selected remains in the 'National Forest, the
existing subsistence activities will essentially remain the same_ insofar as land
ownership is concerned. -c. Do you feel that the U.S. government withheld excessive amounts of land'
from selection for the national parks and oil reserves?

Answer. Yes.
Question 2. a. How many of the 40 million acres awarded have been selected?
Answer- As of December 18, 1975, all 38 million acres allotted to lage cor-

porations and interior Regions had been selected. Additionally the our urban
corporations have selected their 92,160 acres ; approximately 250. acres of
allotments have been selected ; and a number of Cera. and-Hist. sites.

b. Has there been any delax?
Answer. Selection prOgresix acceptableStatutory requirements. However,

Interior's issuance of "interim conveyances" .(patents) sttches the definition
of "immediate" beyond reasonable interpretatiinas. -

.e. What effect will these delays have on yotre ectiporation ?
Answer Inaction by Interior rez Easements, navigable waters, etc. ,General

procrastination and resultant losscof rights. ( See newspaper ad re easements)
d. Erow.xnany acres-has your corporation selected to date?
Answer. If Sealaska experiences the same delays as the village corporations,

we will be delayed over a year in start-up of our timber operations.
e. What percent is this of the total to be selected?'
Answer. Approximately 2.000 as Cern_ and Hist. sites_ All Sealaska productive-

acreage comes from miscellaneous entitlement with December 18, 1977 deadline
for selection.
-3'. Do you have any problem, of non-natives being awarded land or occupying- -land that should be open for selection by the corporation?
Answer. Not really applicable Sealaska will be entitled. to select approxi-.-

mately 200,000 acres in addition- to Cern. and Hist. sites.
Question S. a. What will be the impact of land taxes on the development or leas-ing of land by the regional corporations?
Answer. Most native corporation land is SE Alaska and presently outside -a-

taming entities boundary. Eventually 'these lands Will probably be leased and/or-
developed and taxed by the state if nothing else. -b. Do you think that the regional corporatioia- Will postpone leasing or deyelop-
ment until after 1991 because of such taxation ?

Answer. Nohowever, any development must return a high enough yield'
to pay taxes and show a substantial profit.

et- Do you think that after 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to-
lease land instead of developing it themselves in order to pay land taxes?

Answer. 1991 should have no affect on SG Nation Corporations.
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Cr. "DO you thin1;. that. after 1991 the regional- corporation will be forced to .

-Sell land which has been put. into production or __leased in' order to pay land .
.taxes? -. --;

Answer. See answer 3 (d)-. - :;,- .
e. Given that so much Alaskan land has been. Withila.wn for national- parks

and oil reserves. do you think that the remain
.
,lan_7-4d will bear an, excessive -

state tax burden? - .
.Snswer. Definitely-----nnlesse'Fedeiral g overnment, egins -to pay taxes. (Dr- in

lieu. payments)- commensurate with, its land base_ Even; after, all state and-
native selections, the-U.S_ will stiltown 80.percent of -the Alaskan land base.

Q uestion 4: a. What will be the impact of state Iease..ho/d.taxes. on the develop-
'meat of corporation,resources? -..- ., : _ A -.

Answer. Resource der elbpmeut will not take pl.-1.CP' -until and -unless the-return
-on investment. sufficient to pay all .cos,t--including takesand-still show a
profit. .

b.. Do you intend' to impoSe taxes on resource develop ers or corporation lands?
Answer. Corporations have no taxing authority_ ...r .
Question 5. a. What impact will land taxes htive on village copporations?

- --. Answer. In -S.Z.probably -- little impact due to valuable surface re urce(timber)_
'b. Will they be forced to sell land after 1991 to pay land taxes? -
Angwer: Probably notobviously, We must continue to monitor state legislative.

taxing proprisals.
Question 6. a. Do you think Alaskan natives should be exempt from income

-taxes? 'Why? Should the exemptiontfrom. land taxes be extended? Fbr.hovv long?
-Why? -

.

- Answer. Alaskan natives are citizens and as Such have a taxing Tesponsibilitv
both income tax and 'real estate tax. However, some rnethOd shOuld he dt4velopod to
allow:any person to leav,m his land undeveloped and not be taxed into a position
of "develop the land or lose it." ,/ - -'

b. How will an Alaskan native living outside the Cash economy pay his land
-takes? .

Answer. Major problem if the surface resource is not an economic base. 'Unless
some relief is found all private land owners will be forced to develop or sell their
land to avoid losing it to taxing entities_ .

c. Do you think it is possible.that those Alaskan natives living -outside the cash
-economy might eventually lose t nd through foreclosure for land taxes?

Answer. Definite possibility- under isting law and conditions.
Question. 7. a. Do you realize that Alaskan Native Claims Settlement-Act extin-

guished your hunting and fishing rights and that all hunting and fishing rights
-must be in compliance with state and federal laws?

Answer. Yes. Much of these occurred with the coming-of statehood to Alaska.
b. What effect will this have on those who depend on hunting and fishing for a

living? .
Answer. Alaskan nalive's hunting and fix rights did not change "in fact"

with passage of A.NCSA-... Existing state I vs allow for subsistence bunting and
fishing. Watch D-2 legislation for fin' impact.

Questiim 8. a. When Alaskan natives are 'allowed to sell their shares in 1991,
-w-at do you think will happen? I
. . Ansy.-er. Very speculative question. If corporation is a "going" Concern natives
-won't want to sell. Large corporations may seek to buy from stockholders because
of 7- -,--ree and land base. .;'-.

".. wl--: t is the possibility that the shares will eventually pass to non-natives
-.Ad the co:-.:trol of the regional corporation to non-natives? .

.

Answerc::::Fossible. Other factors pertain. Conveyance of patents: If corpora-
tions re-ceiv-?! intended payments on ;time, can then establish plan to retain control.
in -1991. -

-

r. How c an Alaskan natives retain control over re_ gional corporations after
-.f91?

Answe--. Buy hack stock from those shot-cow-nets who want to sell. 'weep Such
St-,'-'7 a s voting stock controlled by the corporations. Education of all stockholders
and discuss the issue now' .

d. -After 1991 do you_think Alaskan natives sho-uld be given preference to the -
regional corporations in the purchase of their shares?
- Answer. Ye. .
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'..- -4------ is:.Do. you tkiirir,:it'svonici he-- advilible that at least 51 :percent of the shateb i
d be owned by4-Alaskan natives,in- the regional corporaqpns? `-

tstill retain-control in ran/vier.. No. stip/dation should be .placed on pereeht of gshares to . keep from
- ,downgrading value. However.. natives should'
..

..

(*esti** 9; a. What. rights: or claims to "corporation resources do Alaskan -
-.- natives' :children. have that are born after 1973?

Ansiver. Shares of stock inherited fronyarents or other sha.reowners ; other- .wise=none. _-

b.: Do you think they should have been provided for? How?
Answer. Yesbut. couldn't answer how. The shares of corporate ownership

represent. land which is now owned by. others. Just _as land does not -multiply
_ to provide equal shares to future generations, so shares representing land are

also a constant - . ..

Question 10. a. How does the regional corporation plan to develop its resources?
Amiwer. Timber and mineral operations will be developed by the corporation

- .On-ittrown or in joint venture with others..

-b. Will it lease out the land to be developed? .
4. .

Answer. Probably notSesls sun_ wants to be an operating company.
.: r

;A.;.. . c. On what- conditions? -:.
. . . length of -lease,

- rent, royalty payments, .

methods of monitoring extraction, and . .
provisions tor environmental protection, reclamation, -preference ixt -

ployme-nt. "

-Answer.- NA V at present. -Contra important feature of all-of our ventures.
cr. Will it set up joint ventures? If not, why not? -
Answer. Possiblydepending on whether the other partner can offer something-

Sealaska can't Obtain- on its own. But we retain control.
e. Is it thinking of developing the .resources itself ? lf.. not, why not? If so,

what are the biggest problems in dev-
Answer.Resource development be by the -corporation. Environmentalbe

resources? .

suits send legislative efforts have been troublesome. .f Would it consider contracting out the development of resources such as in-.the Blacleeet-Damson Oil Agreement? .
Answer. Possibly, but this is not preferred by usnow. We prefer at least' a .

joint venture relationship.

Ar

g. How is the regional corporation going to protect itself against' the great-
pressure from non-natives to exploit the non-renewable -resources?

Answer. Most pressure to develop resources will come from within corporate
stockholders. Last annual- meetingmotion to "get into business"- Non-natives- .
such as Sierra Club, will most likely try to sloW development.

h. What conservation measures has the corporation adopted for renewable
resources? -

Answer. No -specific measures as yet. Intend to practice best current forest
management methods to protect fisheries and other resources_ .

Question 11; a. How much have you received in cash from Alaskan Native-
Claims Settlement Act to date?

b. What have you done with the funds?
Answer- Distributed' to village- corporations and stockholders and invested.
c. At what rate have any been invested? Where? .

Answer. Prevailing rates in government obligations and other instruments..
One acquisition-

- d. Have you invested any in developing,' your resources?
Answer. Some preliminary studiesn(3 major capital outlay to date for re-

source development Timber has largest potential.- Intensive studies --underway.
If not, do you intend to?

,Ansvrer_ yea.
chre.srtiern 12. a. Are you aware of the financial problems of the state of ?-

\ Answer-. Yes. .b. Do you think 'that these financial problems might affect you?
Answer. Yes. As state looks for revenue sources the Native Corpoiation are

-very visible and available. Our enterprises may be taxed. -

Question. 13.---cr.,'Efits "anyone :exerted pressure on you to grant -:.righ-of-wn y
Answer. BIM is withholding unreasonable easement and in essence- black-

mai/fne corporations to- agree-with easements or take a substantial additional
delay 'in receiving interim conveyance. .

A. Do yOtt feel that you should glintrghts7of-126-1y at this time?

. .
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AnsWer. Certain 'It/W are necessary for public -access and will be useful to-
-the corporation in the t&ture. f - -

Question 14. Do you wan to mention any problem in tie implementation of
the-Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act?

Answer. Easement Blar.v-T.K.IviiisTay. Water- General- assatisfa.ction- with In-
-. terior. The Department has not fulfilled its role of Indian advocate. Er0S1011 of -

-worth of money One.
Question 15. Would you like the Coinmission report to mention any amend.

ments to the Alaskart Native Claims -Settlement Act? Explain in detail.
Answer. I am concerned about 1991, at which time Native Corporation stock

will be alienable.
CAPE FOX CORPORA:PION, STEMMA HANSON, SECRETARY

-.Question.' 1. Could you estimate how many acres have 'i)-een traditionally used
-or occupied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village) ? . --

Answer. Need a survey on this.
a.. Do-you feel that the land which you will select approximates thi:ziamouni?

- Answer. Depends.. .

b. Will traditional subsistence 'activities be disrupted by the amount and the
-manner in which the land will be selected? How?

Answer_ N-o. I believe that Sealaska has taken a good survey on the sites and
the corporations. could protect -the land which they could make a profit on, if

-they want to. (Totem Pole sites) , &

c. Do you feel' that the U.S.-government withheld excessive amounts of -land
from-selection for the national parks and oil reserves? ..

Answer., Yes:.
. Question. -2. a. How. many of the 40 million acres awarded have been selected?

Answer. We received (corporation received) 23,040 acres of land.; what about
the lands we selected an find after it is already non-patented (taken), which- isn't

- our fault. .
%b. Has there been any delay? .

Answer. When a corporation has to wait until the person is ..-available and
because it takes time to figure out the best spot, where better growth of timber is
and for the future, we needed outside advice such as. Sesib/sics to assist us. There-
fore-I feel there was a 'dels.y. . , I .

.

c. What effect will these delays have on your corporation? ,
Answer. Some delays are caused by our Board of Directors /having to make a

living too and working out where it was hard to meet, at times. So a quick m tang
for an important subject would be done in about 1 or 2 hours.

a. How many acres has your corporation selected to date?
Answer. Delays could cause a loss-. ,...

e. What percent is this of the total to be selected?
1. Do you have any problem of non-natives being awarded land or occupying

land that should be open for selection by the corporadon?
Question. S. a. What will be the impact of land taxes on the development or

leasing of land by the regional corporations?
Answer. If any other business.leases the d and it has to be taxed or you have

to pay taxes for it, then the taxes shoul included in the lease so that the busi-
ness itself -pays the taxes. .

b. Do you think that the regional corporation will postpone leasing or de=,
-velOpinent until after 1991 because of such taxation? .

Answer. No, but I hope they hurry. things up a little. More since they do hive
-intellegent -managers there to help -as to develop some type of business for us
-and not keep it Idle. z

c. Do you think that- after 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to
lease land instead of developing- it themselves in order to pay land taxes?

- Answer. The regional corporation' shOuld have a -20-year program so this
wouldn't_ happen to us- It is. our-land and We trust Sealaska to not get us In.
-debt

-after
- _ _

cf. Do you think that ,299iPtlie regional corpprition -win be, forced to sell
-land which has been put into produ-ction -Or leased in order -to pay- land taxes?

--Answer. As an individual with 100 shares. from Sealaska. Corporation, I feel
:tha.t- my land should be clear of debts such as taxes when ,1 have it in 1991- It
-wouldn't be fair -to put the tax burden on an'individual then. SeerciS _that the
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lederal government gave us the land and it should.be under trustee so we would
clear froth taxes. . _

Given that so Much Alaskan. -land- has. been withdrawn for national, parks
air:reserves; do you think that .the' remaining land will bear - an excessive

- :state tax burden? -

Answer. Naturally; this would cause a state tax bUrden since no income comes
. from national parks. slid only those who are involved in oil reserves would

. :benefit by this..

U-

Question 4.:'a. What will - be the impact .of to lease 1i:old-taxes on the develuzi-
went of corporation resources? - . ,i,

'Atiswer.'We -already 'know the state .1s going to `try Us as soon as we sell our

b. Do-you intend to impose taxes-on resource developers or cOrporationlands? .
. Answer.' Who's asking the qUestion? We are a corporation here in Saxman.

Question 5. a: What impact -4414.4.and taxes have on village corporations?
Answer. ',Very tedinical irstitit-E.Beyona. my intellect Need an attorney foi
-b. Will they-be forced to sell rand after 1991 to pap land taxes? -

, . -Answer. This (village corporation or who?) has to be included In the
mess to ei-lyniTtste the future problems. Why can't land be in trust?

Question 6. .a. Do-you think A/ask-An natives should be exempt from income
;taxes? Wh,y2-Should the -exemption from land tsrrtms be extended? For how-long?

. ,-
:_-,

.

Answer. No. I belieVe we would definitely' have social problems ilecatise we
wouldn't be.. equal.

Xf
e just had well signed up for a reservation otherwise-

b.. ow will an n native. living outside the cash ecpnorny pay his land
taxes?. . . . -

. Answer. Probably BIA could help us to protect an individual; they- an lease
the land to interested people -for campground cabins for a -fiVe_ year lease or
whatever the owner agrees.

.

c. Do you think it is possible that thOse Alaskan natives living outstde the
cash economy might- eventually lOse' their land through foreclosure for land
taxes?Ansvrer. No..They can get prcitection by their city council or corporation if
so desired fors dontinued business unless they would ra.W.Ksell it for money
because they may be too old. ..0;;.*---!

Question 7. a. Do you realize that Alaskan Native iit-2:Ls--gettlerne.nt Act
-ertingutahed your hunting and fishing rights and that tufting and fishing

- rights must be in compliance with state and federal laws?
- Answer. Yes. We can't hunt on our own land. That's ridiculous. . .

b. What effect will this have on those who depend on hunting and fishing for
a living? -

-- Answer. this has been going on for a few years now. I -tholight the people
were used to the-state and Federal laws. .

- Question 8. a_ When Alaskan natives are allowed to sell their shares in 1991,
what do you think: will happen ?

Answer. Half of them will- sell their land since money willhosatuad good to
themespecially the older people since they feel theywant to have an easier lite.

b. What Is possibility that the shares will eventually_ pass to non - natives
and thecontrol the regional corporation to non-natives? .

Answer. All depends on the spouse.
c. How can Alci<kan natives retain colitrol over regional

1991? tAnswer. By selling their land. ) ..
.

(7. After 1991 do you think Alaslari natives should give preference to the
regional-corporations in the purchase of their shares? . - -- .

Answer. Yes. .. . -

"should
you think it would be advisable that _at least- 51 percent of the shares

-:-should be owned by. Alaskan natives in the regional corporations?
Answer. Yes. .

.
.

Question 9. a. What rights or claims to corporation resources do Alaskan
natives children have that are born after-1973? . .

Answer_ None, unless they were one of the beneficiaries -nder a corporation.
If they are-.benefieia.ries and end up having land they wc,lid have the benefit
ar working on the land or investing_ If they so desire. - -

-b. Do you think they should have been .provided for? How?
-..

ra.tions ater
-

"`



Answer. Through Tlingit and Saida as long as They were one-quarter Tlingit
and/or Heide. I guess they did-_have" to set a specific date-somewhere-

Question 10. a. How does the regional corporation,plan to develop its resources?Answer. Through timber for one_ -
b. Will it lease out the land- to be developed? .Answer; Pon't Imow. Seems to me they should start investing in-their ocVn business and to ease a portion accordingly with a feasible and of years.c. On what conditions? -iAnswer. Length al' lease ; rent, royalty payments ; and provisions for environs rmental protection,- reclamation, preference in employment, a -certain percentage.d. Will it set -up joint ventures? If not, why not?
Answer. res. I believe so.
e. Is it thinking of developing the resources itself? if not, why not? If so, what-are the biggest problems in developing tire resources?.
Answer. Not sure. . - --,

1. Would it consider contracting out the development of resources .such as inthe Black:feet-Damson Oil Agreement? ..., -Answer. Not sure. . ,
g. How Is the regional corporatiop going to protect itself against the-great pres-sure from non-natives to exploit the non-renewable resources'`? s , 'Answer. I belielie through theli attorneynot sure. ,7s. What conservation measures has ..the corpora'tion adopted for renewablere-'sources?
Asssssrr... By a 20 year-program..

a

zion 11. a- How much have you received in' cash front-Alaslain Native
Claims Settlement Act to date? -1(':'. ;.: b. What have you doneiwith the funds?

C. At-what i-ate...have a:tty--,been invested? Where ?
cl.. Have you ifivestecPany in developing your resources? . -e..- If not do yop intend to?' .

... .,. _ Quest ion :la 'az' Are' yon aware of the financial problems of the state -of Alaslua.?
-..--:-.,, , . b. Do you think that these financial problems might affect you ?

',-- Question 13. 'a. Has anyone exerted pressure on you to grant rights-Of-way?
b Do yOn feel that you should grant rights-of-way:at this time? ' '-. -Question 14_ /Do you -want to mention any problem in the iMplethentation of

the. Alaskan 'Native Claims Settlement Act? .Question .15. Would you like the Commission report to mention any amen -Ments to the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act? Explain in detail. -
.

.
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Question. 1. Could you estimate how many acres have been traditio usedor occupied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village) ? .{
.....-........ts'Answer. Goldsmith Study does into resources used (1974).

a. Doyou feel that the land which you will select approximates this amount?
.Ansvt-r. No, and we had no choice in National foreSt. We bad to move ourboundary= to north: The _land we -wanted already had been cut by a -Private log-

king company_ Before the ANCSA was past, the forestry -ser,- s allowed ...commer-ciar companies to come- in and log ever'ything oft:Now they ,Ailizt us :(SANTC0)-.- - to a sustained yield basis. . .. b. Will traditional -subsistence activities be disrupted .by the amount and themanner. in which the land will be selected? How?
.- Answer. ttni .re'sources, were disrupted long ago. This is a small island. and:.In 1968 200 people from log n g company.came and shot all deer.e: DO ycin feel that the. -S. -government-withheld excessive amounts' -ofof landfrom sselection for the natio al parks and oil reserves? , .7Answer. Yes. -3. - . . .

. .

Question 2.- a. How many of the 40 million acres awarded have-been 'selected?
Answer. As-k Sealaska. --
b. Has there been. any delay ?
Answer.. There have tieen delays due tofact village corporation has been askedto grant easements. We told 13-rins and Forestry that we didn't want to granteasements- -

c What effect will these delays have ciri-your corporation?
Answer_ We cannot start land use planning : nor can our joint timber corpo-ration begin operations until We have title to the land.
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b. Do you think that the regional corporation will postponeleasing on develop.:
ment until after 1991 because of such taxation? .

q, Do you..think that after 1991 the regional Corporation will be forced to lease
land instead of developingit themselvesin order To pay land tales?

Do-you think that atter 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to sell
land which has been pull/tit° production or leased in order 'to pay land taxes?'

cr. How many acres has yourtorporation selected to date? .

Answer. 23,000. These include . the original townsite, as well as an addition for.

" 'a:What percent is i'fais%f the total to be selected?
Answer.100 percent However, we do not have title to any of this.
1. Do:.you haNie any problem of non-natives being awarded land or occupying

landthat should be open for selection by the corporation ?
Question 3. a. What will be the impact of land taxes on the development or less-

: ing ofland by the regional corporations? . .

c. Given that so -much Alaskan land has been withdrawn for national. parks
:.and oil reserves, do you think that the remaining land will'fiear an excessive state
tax burden?

Question 4; a. What will be the impact of state lease hold taxes on the develop-
meat of corporation resources?

b. Do you intend to impose taxes on resource developers or corporation lands?
Question 5. a. What impact will land taxes have on village. corporations? ..
Answer. Would like to avoid any land .taxes since state will impose heivi

'taxes. Also worried about 'capital gains taxrtrying to get around this in .

SANTCO case by creating a limited- partnership whereby profits distributed
directly to partners and they pay. income tax. '.

b. Will they be .1orcted to Sell land after 1991 to pay land taxes? .

Answer. Unclear-at this time.
Question 6: a. Do you think Alaskan natives.Shoidd be exempt triim Income :"

. :taxes? Why? 'Should the exemption from land taxes be extended.?.For_ how
.

. long? Why? - . .

Answer. Ala_slmn natives have..paict taxes since end ,of WWII and. they.- don't
mind paying such taxes".l oW.ever. they do hot feel that the village corporation
should pay income taxes on land claims money, or on Money that originates from
resources that .were given in land- claims. If Congress allowed them. to retain-

. certain resources why should the state be allowed to tax them away?
b. How will .an Alaskan native living outside the cosh economy pay his-land

Answer. He won't be able to:
c. Do you think it is possible, that those Alaskan 'natives living outside-,the'

cash economy might eventually lose their land through* foreclosure ,for land. '
taxes? -

Answer: Yes, we would like to prevent 'that by having a restriction on axis
title. ie a native wants to . sell land, it Should go back to. Village corporation.:

Question 7. a. Do: you _realize- that 'Alaskan NatiiT .Settlemett Act
'extinguished your 'inhaling and liShing rights and that all. huntine.and fishing
rights must be in eompliance with state. and federal 'laws?

-Answer. Yes, but there should be some. way of -assuring us use 'of our sub-
sistence foods ; that is foods we have traditionally used. Presently some haie
high commercial value because they are Japanese .delicacies. The. state there-
'fore regulates their usenatives should be exempt from such regulations in
order. to allow home consumption. .

b. What effect will this have on 'those who depend on hunting and fishing
for a living?

Answer. Regulation of commercial fishing has. forced" the closing of our
cannery this summer. Some areas. haie been closed off, from fishing and since
there- will be no fishing nearby, we had to . close down. 60 to SO people will be
out of work.

Question. 8. a. When Alaskan natives are allowed to sell their shares in 1991,
what do you think will happen?

Answer. They will sell themhowever, given the other problems we have with
land selections and easements we have not.given this too much thought.

b. What is the possibility that the shares will eventually pass to non-natives
and the control of the regional corporation to non-natives?

Answer. Yes.
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-c. How : pan- -Alaskan natives retaln--control over reglopal con:Som.-I:ions _after.
1991? -

-

AnSwer. Possibly.through an amendment giving the corporation -first option to-
buy.

d. -:-After 1991' do you:think .Alaskan' natives 'shoidd give -preference to the. re-.- 'gional corporations in the purchase of 'their shares? ."

Ansvrer---Yes. .
- -.

- c.-Do you think- it would be-- advisable that at least-51% -of the shares. should' .

be. owned by Aliskin natives in the regiOnal corporations? - - .

Answer. tes. ..
--Querstion '9. a. What rightb or Charms' to -eorpotition resources do Alaskan-

. natives' children have that are born after 1973? . -

- Answ-er; Nonb.. --- -
b-. DO you-think they should have been provided for? How? SIP- -0.-
Answer. Possibly; however, how are we going to impose some limit on the

nturibercbf.people etigiSe? - .- - ._ . .
Que-stion-10.;0.11ciw does the regional corporation plan to develop its resOurees?.:

''Answer- Ai3k-ealaska. a

b. Will It lease out the land to be developed?' ..

c. Oh 'what ,eonditions? F

length of lease._ .,

rent, -royalty -payments
methods -of.monitoring extraction
-provisions forcenvironn2ental protection, reclif-mation, PteretenC'e ia. employ -.

meat .

& w&u It set np jointventures? If not, why not? . .

e. it thinking of developing the resources itself? If not, why not? .1,f so,.
4what are the biggest problems in developing .the.-iesoUrces? . .

f. Virould it consider-Contracting out 'the - development of resources such as in-
,the Blackfeet-Damson Oil Agreement ? - . .

g. How is the regional corporation going ta'protect itself against,' the great
pressure from non-natives to exploit the non- renewable' resources? -"-

h. What conservation measures has the corporation adopted' ,fof renewable-
re4ources? _

Question 11. a. How much have you received- in caSh from Alaskan Native:-
CLaims.Settlement Act to date? s. -

Answer. Ask Sealaska. $1 million ; spent $300;000 on administration ; spent
$170:000 on community center. .

b. What have you dOne with the funds?- .

Answer. Invested them in _Chase Manhattan. NY 'through 'Sealaska.
c.' At what rate have any been invested? Where?
Answer. See Sealask.a. -8 to 10 percent. ; , .

d. Have you Invested any in developing Your.-resources? -
Answer. We have much less than $1 million to invest now. We will use $300.000

for our cold storage plant in order to attract $600,000 -additional funds. in-
. matching grants and loans. The coldtlitrage plant is essential for employment...,
in our community. We haVe been -unable to get funding from EDA because- we-
are a profit-making corporation and -would compete with other operations.. Yet
they are going to fund SANCO which is profit-making.. It is clear that -EDA is

, making arbitrary decisions. We cannot use our lands as :collateral for loans.
-We haven't approached Chase Manhattan for a loan. We are also going to loan--
-city council $30.000 for electrification. We are investigating a ffsh hatchery.
We object to RCP regulations which state" that we are eligible only if everyone -
else has turned US down_

e. If not do you intend to?
Question 1.4.!. a. Are you aware of the financial problems of the state of Alaska?-
Answer. Yes-
b. Do you think that these financial problems might, affect you?
Answer. Yes.
Question -13. a. Has anyone exerted presstitre on you to grant rights-pf--way?
Answer. Pi actfcally everyoneForest Serviee, BIZTthey are holding up our

land selection until we agreeif we -ant them we will only get 8,000 acres of
.our- original 2`3.000 acres.

b. Do You feel that you should grant rights-of-way at this tithe?
.Answer. We will grant them. in the future as they are needed and they can

compensate us for the land.
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-: motion 14- 15o you want _to -mention. any -problem in the implementation,

of; the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act? _ .

Answer. Delay in. land selection due to- pressure to. grant easeinents. Vague-
ness in 'how land is to passfrour village corporation to fifty council. Interference.
from Gustafson -vit.-who will control- 1,200 -acres conveyed- to city council_ Non-

.- native claims within township: -Easements asked! by BL3f, :Forest Service.
1.- Queirtiori 15. 'Would 3r011 like the Commission report to, mention any amend-

=lents to the _Alaskan Native Claims-Settlement Act? Explain in detail. .

YL

Answer---:Change taxaticin. provisions. ;Give control. to village corporation over
land. Give =first opttofr -to. -buy shares to village corporation: Arrangement whereby
allatved to - gather- subsistence foods. Stop easen2ents.that BLM and Forestry- are.
obtaining from Secretary 'of tbeInterioi. _ .

.2"iireiZEC ITAILTOVE CCiETOBA TIO24s 4 45 5TH .4.9=C1TE,
. .isxr.ciiriVsnizEcroa

4uestion Could yOu estimate hov;F..,maitiy acres have been traditionally used
or occupied by -Alaskan-natives in your regitm for village) ? - - , .Amisrer. Sines 1915, approximately 27,000 acts. Before 1951, the Tyoneks
migrated North- -.from Tr:mei:int Bay to their present. location-- on the former-
Moquawkie Reservation.

Do-you-feel tiiat- the laird. which - you Will select approximates this amount?.
. Ansiver. Selection .of former Moquawkie apProxixo4te ,--acireage traditionally

occupied bY Alaskan nativ-ess in village of -Tyonek: .

b_ Will traditional subsistence activities. be disrupted' by the amount. and the_
manner in-Which the land will be selected ?How?

Answer, Yes. State patented land, surrounding the 3doqua:itkie Indian Res-
ervation on which the village is located,. is not available for selection.. If it was,
it would allow for -an -excellent land consolidation prograni. Consequently, ,Tnc-
must select lands giant. distances away from. the traditional living area.
tional. subsistence activities take --place on adjoining lands. -

2 a. Do you feel that the _II.S. government withheld excessive amounts of land
from selection for the national parks and oil reserves?

Answer. At this time I -io not Although the state of Alaska may not feel
that way.

Question Z. a- How manly of the 40 milliorr acres awarded- have been selected ? -

b. Ilan there been any delay in your land selection?
Answer. Yes. Generally the 3 party negotiated settlementement betWeen Cook Inlet

Regien Inc., state- of Alaska and federal government has delayed the specific_
12 (b) land selection for our village corporation. Obtaining pate t or interim,
conveyance to- the- land selections is another matter_ BLM states that the lack
of easement criteria was the general reason for delay. The status f the former
Moquawkie Indian Reservation is preventing patent from being ed. Tnc is
seeking easement free patent to the former reservation. 01431- states at the.
former reservation is now a public land withdrawaL. They (BLM)tare continually-
seeking public input in order -to justify easements across, and on,- the former-
reservation that was private up to the passage of ANCSA on. Dec. 18, 1971.

e_ What effect will these delays have on your corporation ?
-Answer. Dissipation of village corporatkin monies from Alaska native tuna

for. legal expenses to secure easement. frec--nafent. to former Moquawle Indian
Reservation.

d_ Icovr-many acres has your corporation sele6ted tce.date?
e. What percent is this or the fatal to be seleCtert?-
f_ Do you have any problem of nOni-fiatives being ,awarded land or occupying-

land that should be open for selection by the corporation?
Answer. Not really-. If they properly filed and can prove usage under -ANCSA

they will get it. The major -problem is agency requests through BLM for what
many corporations feel are unnecessary easements. Because of the huge. amounts
of land and their diversification, I feel that the adverse possession principal
may pose a friture problem_ ,

Question 3: a. What will be the impact of land taxes on the development or.
leasing of land by the regional corporations?

Anskver. Presumably, that would not pose a-problem if leased to third parties.
for profit. I would hope that taxation would be _considered in the final contract.
After December 18, 1991 all real property interest will be taxed. Could definitely-
be a problem if investments do not cover the taxation.
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7). Do ypu think that the regional corporation Will_ postpone leasizig or tdevel7
opment until attcr 1991 'because of such taxation? .

Answer. I- would_hope not., -.*

c. Do you think---that after 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to lease
. land'instead of developing it themselyes in order to pay land taxes?

Answer. GeneralDepends upcin their financial a,..ud economic structure. TNC
hopes to be in a position of not being "forced" to do anything.

d_. -Do you think that after 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to sell
land which -has been put into production or leased in: order to pay land taxes?

Answer. Yes, many of them will. TNC hopes not to be in that position.
-e- Given that so -much Alaskan land has been withdrawn for national parks

and oil reserves, do you thirkir-that the renaapaing land' will bear an-excessive
state tax burden? -'Andwer. Hopefully, through industries such as gas and oiL 'The remaining

-- land may not have to bear that excessive tax burden.
Qugstion 4 a. What will be the impact of state leasehold taxes on the develop-

-- -.:- ment of corporation resources? .

' Answer.-Unable to answer at this time. . - , _

b. Do' yoU intend ,to Impose taxes on resource developers or corporation. lands?
Airiswer. I would not call it 'a tax_ We do_hope to charge a fee for such devel.-

.0pment. 'Particularly subsurface elopment through the" leasing of surface
estate to the required support fad _ ...

Question 5. a_ What impact d taxes have, crn- village cerporationST? ,
Answer. If tae' small. village corporations do nOt take- .1tdVantage of mergers

and pool their resources many will go under. - , .
.

b. Will they be. forced .to Sell land after 1991 to pay _land- . - .

Answer: Sell or lease. . .

.Question -6. a. Do you think -Alaskan. natives should be-exempt from income
tnxe.S?.. Why`? ShOuld the- 'eX.emption from land taxes be extended?_ For 'how
long? WhY?.

pertains
_. .

Answer. Only insofiir- as.'It pertains to ANCSA__Exemption. of land taxes
- should be extended for as 'Ong as it'takes the federal government to-issue patent

to land. The federal government was unprepared, or 'tnac,41.11ng, to eonVey land
.without--"riders." Consequently it is taking a -lengthy period to 'come to' get.

... set up. :: - . . . . . -.-. ...._

: b. How Will 'an Alaskan' native :living outside the cash economy pay his jaiid:. . !.

taxes?.Answer. This may not be a : probleth. Paragraph .1.14c of ANCSA 'guarantees
fonveyance for irarionS reasons: I- believe .that. the. ,nature of AlasEi -and- the -
'attitude of regional 'or village -corporations may prevent' his . land 'froth being

r tax.ed. - t

c. Do you think it is. possible that those Alaskan', natives 7.1i-ing.'ontside the '
iash economy . might eventually lose their- land thrOugh foreclosure for land
taxes') .

'Answer. Po4SiblY, though. I doubt It. . . .
'-

Question 7. a. -Do you 'realize -that Alaslu- en .NatiVe Clainis Settlement Act
extinguished your-Minting and fishing. rights and that all hunting and fishing
rights must be in compliance with 'state and federal .1a.ws-?..- ..

Answer-- Yes. However this was the case before the passage of A'asTCSA-
-b. What effect will this have on thoge, who. depend on bunting and fishing

for a living? _., . .

Answer_ They will.,have to abide by the rules t.irriited entry, is-already an
example of this situation_ __ -

Question 8. a. When Alaskan.natives are ,allowed to sell their shares in 1991, .

"; what _do- you -think will happen? . .

Answer. -.Pressure -far options- to purchase shares Will increase as 1991 drawd :,..

near. Ultimately, large' financial -interests...cc:111 buy the inditidual shares until ,.
such time as -corporate 'control .s -.in their hands. From then on corporate,.
resources will be at the disposal of t_ he new board elected by the controlling
stockholders.

_ b. What is the-passibility that the shares will. eventually pass to non-natives
'and the control 'of the:regional corporation to non-natives?

Answer.--At this time I-yiew- it- as excellent if you are referring to 1991.. Cur-
rently shares do.PasS to non-natives- through inheritance; however, they beconie -

eon- voting shares.' - _

. ,; - .- ....-

0
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c. How can Alaskan -waives retain control over regional :corporations after
.199-1?

'- 'Answer. Become more aware of the purpose -of the corporation.
'4. After 1991 do YOU think Alaskan natives should give preference to the-

regional corporatiOns. An. the purthase of their shares?. .

. Answer- Ne, because You limit his individual choice of marketing his shareS.
e. Do you thing it _would be advisable that at' least 51 percent of the, shares

-should be- owned by Ali natives in the regional corporations?
Answer. If it is their. wishyes.' It might cause the corporation to accept

.
non-native- -Board-. of Directors which is not currently . the policy. This could

. increase the exposure to established. big business management- .

Question 9. a. What rights or claims fb corporation resources do Alaskan
natives; childreix.have that are born after 1973?

Answer. Inheritance of shares..
b. Do you thinly they should have been provided for? How?Answer. They are .. through various programs that are not associated with

ANCSA yet guaranteed not to cease Just _because of the passage of ANCSA.
Question 10- a. How does the regional corporation plan to develop its resources?
-Answer: Surface. estate -resezurce (a), negotiation of surface related contracts

with thOse industries who obtain contracts'for.extractiolcof -subsurface resources
-.-Orith regionaf.'corpOration on -village owned land,_ ( b ) gravelCook _inlet Region
. Inc. policy is thSt gravel is. a sUrface estate, ("C) Long term leasing of land. .

- Alaska Native -FundPortion invested in deeds- of trust remainder used for
legal and office expense- -.

b. Will itlease out the lane. to be developed ?
Arunver.-TNC.,Plans this .aptroach. .

c.' On what conditions?ervil _ . .

. .

Answer_ Length of lease_ Rent," roger y payments Jfethods of monitoring
.

_

.,

traction provisio-ns. for environmental protection; reclamation, preference .in.
employment. Depends on Which industry we are negotiating with. , T.

-.: et- WilMt set npjointveintures?. If not, why-not? --- : ,41e--rr

-.: AnsWer.7COnceivable. However,' at this point in timA BOard of Directoit -very :.
.reluctant. Tyonek has _history._ of being on their own and prefer not- to enter, into
Ibinfventnres. They .feelthere is a possibility of losing control. 1,- -

%

e_ Is it thinking_ of developing the resources itself?.If-- not,- why not? If so,
what are the biggest .problems in developing the resanr

itself?
? ? -

v
Answer- 'Yes, 331anning to develop the surface estate on our own. Biggest Probr

, lem is what to do With large tracts of bush real estate. -

e' f.:Would it consider contracting out . the development of resources such as in
-.'. . thealackfeet-Darason 011Agreethent? :-. .

Answer. This -pertains to -a regional corporation decision concerning surface
estate: timber,. gravel etc. Yes; I see this as a distinct possibility_ . . .

g. -How is: the . regional corporation going to protect itself against the great'
pressure from non-natives to exploit the non-renewable resources?

Answer. I advocate a "permanent -fund" into which a certain percentage (25%)
of revenue obtained from the non-renewable resource would be deposited. The
interest' obtained from this fund would theft be made available for purposes as
the Board-of Directors see fit.

h. What conservation measures has_ the corporation adopted for renewable
resatirms?

Aniwer. None, yet.Question 11. a. How much haeve you received in cash from Alaskan Native
Claims Settlement Act to date?

Answer. Approximately $500,000.
b. What have you done with the funds? to-
Answer. Deposited with local bank at 714L percent interest
c. At what rate have any been invested? Where? .., .:
Answer. /2 to 1S percent in deeds of trust
d. Ha've you invested any in developing your resources?
Answer. No. _r. If not, do you intend to?
Answer. Not at the present t elAs we gain more working capitalyes- .

Question 12. a. Are you awe orthe financial problems of the state of Alaska?
1 AnErwer_ Yes. ,

. .
.

b. Do you think that these financial problems maght affect you?
. Answer. 'Yes.



Question 13. a. Has anyone exerted pressure in you to grant right: -of-way ?
Answer_ Yes.
b. Do you feel that you should grant rights- of-way at this-time?
AnSwer_ Only if-it is in T3:"C's best interest.
Question .14._ Do you want to mention any problem in the Implementation of

the Alaskan Native Claisns SettIentient Act?
Answer (1) the treatment of former reservation revoked under paragraph 19

of ANCSA- (2) I feel 131,11 is more attuned to athikinister and manage lands
rather than convey them. This leads to a strict word by word interpretation of
ANCSA by MAI and inhibits what I believe- was the intent of Congressa
rapid settlement. The implementations -is becoming extremely lengthly and
costiv.

Question 1.5. Would you like the Commission report to mention-any amendments
to the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act? Explain in. detaii.

Ansiver. Amendment No. 1: Would like to see village- corporations specifically
jrranted easement-free patent to former reservations'. TNC is unable to find where
ANCSA states that former reservation became "public" contrary to their past
usage, as 111,11 believek they did. ANCSA is sprinkled with statements protect-
ing the valid existing rights of non-natives concerning withdrawal of public lands

,t uncle;r ANCSA. What about the valid existing rights of the native on reservations
revoked in accordance with- paragraph 19 of ANCSA?

The Moquawkie Indian Reservation was priVate. prior to ANCSA,- in. accord-
ance with the CorpOrate Charter of the Native Village of Tyonek (a federal
=Corporation chartered under the act of June 18, 1934 as amended by tIfe Camp-
'site Indian Reorganization Act for Alaska of May 1. 1936) - This policy Was sup-
ported and protected by- the DepartMent of the Interior. Not only are -we unable -
to find where-reservations became public land,s. we are unable to find the "ap-
plicable Lass and Regulations" pertaining VC' the interim administration of
-former reservations "covered by Section 19 of the Act. ". Frankly, -ve do not be-

. -lieve there are any. - , -Amendment-No. 2 :..Extend the "day of reckoning" 1991 to a date corarnensU-'
, :rate with the delay BL,31 and Department_of the Interior: has caused in issuing

patent to the lam* .. -
- kmendnent No. 3 : Request that the' Alaska Native Fund monies be disbursed

. on time I- do net believe it 'has. ever been done.
..---- .

nt-*EsocA,- co*Poa,S.noiz-, Box 1, gtr-irr, Ax-sfirsA sisias .

QUestion 1. Could you estimate-how many acres have been traditionallY used
or occupied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village) ? .

Answer_ The Afhahascan people-have been a nomdaie group and utilized much
Of the land in the middle Yukon Region_ .Summers were spent near the mouth of
tributaries to. the Yukon and winter was spent mostly hunting and trapping.

a. Do you feel that the land which you will select approximates this amount?
Answer. No. .

_.b. Will traditional subSistence activities be disrupted by the amount and the
manner 4n which the land will be selected? How?

Answer. Yes. Subsistence activities could be greatly disrupted by the manner in
which land is selected. Much would depend on who- (federal government or state
government) selects the land And what use they designate to the land selection-

s. Do you feel that the U.S. government- withheld excessive amounts of land
from selection. -for the natiOnal Parks and oil reserves? -

- Answer. Yes. The D-2 lands and D- withheld by the federal government is
excessive. If the-lands selected -by the federal government is left open to sub-
sistence activities,- it. will have little effect on change in lifestyle ; but if sub-
sistence activities are cut off the result would be poverty for many villages. .,

Question 2. a:. Hose many of the 40 million acres awarded have been selected?
Answer. The village corporation has selected all of the land they are.entitled to

under Section 14 of ANCSA. .
.. _b. Have there-been shy delay? .

...

Answer. The amount of time given by the federal- government to -select our
"lands under Section-1-4 of -was far too short. Three years for village corpo-
=tiOn land selection and- pOssibIy 20-100 years waiting for title from the Depart-
ment-of the Interior_ Its unfair.
-- c. What etfect-will these-delayS have on your corporatiOn?

Answer. The only delays we have experienced is froth the-gOvernm.ent Our land
selections have been held up in, processing becanse thegovernment is- too sloW ''

,
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in carrying out their requirements such as identifying' easements:If they were
given, a time limit like the village corporations they might get something done
faster with their expoirtise. - . -

d. How many acres- has your corporation selected to date?
Answer. The delays experience does not help the villages corporation l(feca.u&

ft delays or could create problems- th--14(c) of the Act-
e.: What percent is this of `the to be selected? . 'el

Answer. We .have seleeted our tlement, 115,200 .acres, granted under
A-NCSA..

selected
.1. Do you have any pioblem of non-nativs beta awarded land or occupying'

land that should,-be open for selection by the corporation?
Answer. See sections 12 and 14 of ANCSA. _.
Question. 3. a. What will be the _impact of land _taxes on the development or

leasing of land lty the regionsa. corporations? .

Answer. N/A_. :

.
b. Do you"thipja that the regional corporation will postpone leasing or develop- .

-x_iient Until afte -1.1t991 because of such taxation? .

' Answer. N/A. -1..___ .. -
c.-. Do -you think that after 1991 -the regional corporation will be forced to lease .

land instead of developing it themselves in order to pay land taxes?
Answer. N /A. . . ...

(L. Do you thing -that after 1991 the regional- corporation will be forced to
sell land which has been put into- production or leased _in order .to pay land
taxes? . . :------;- --: ' -.

-"Answer. N/A.
.e- Given that so much AlaSkan land-has beer;, withdrawn fornatidnal parr and

oil reserves; do yot .thinkuthat the remaining land .willbeai an eicessiVe state
lax burden?. . - . _ a- _ - --

..
: _Question 4_ a. What wiiil be the- impact of state lease hold taxes, on the deyelop-

merit of cotPOration--i-esources-? . . .
,

Answer. It wo-aldbe'd,isitAttobs for- our business.. - a
.-.

b. Do sou intend toimPose taxes on resouree, dei-elopers"- or corporation lands?.

Answer; NIA-

:Answer.-Noi we can't. tax. * .1 - -

QueStio 5. a. What impaCt!'w1.11. land: taxes have on .village. torporations?_
Answer. Land taxes would probably be the end- of ,ds. ;Vnleits we '-find-a way

to develop our resources to pay -the. tax we would -be_ 'foreed tofsell our -land
-probably. _

. b. Will they be. forced to seil rand -after 19Q1 topay land faX'es . - -

Answer. See 5. a.
- Question 6. Do you think 'Alaskan natiies should be exempt -frOin income
taxes? Why? ShOuld the exemption from land taxes be extended?For how long?
Why?

-Answer. No, if Alaskan nativ are exempt from income-taxes,..the whOle
country should be. It would be unfair to other taxpayers. .The e!terairitlotv from
land taxes should be extended. especially if the land is undeveleped. ..

b. How will an .Alaskan native living outside the cash e_conon2y-pay his land
taxes?

. .

4

e.

- -
Answer. Slime he is a shateholder in the Corporatibn he 'himself will not -have -

_

the burden of paying /and taxes. -. .

c. Do you think it is possible that those Alas_kan natives living outsidt the
cash economy might eventually. lose their. lazid:.through foreclosure for land
taxes? . . . ...

Answer.. Alaskan natives who do own land ( not -Under-. the corporation). find
give outside i.be cash economy venr. definitely lose.. This. should be of little'
worry preently because most Alaskan _natives -have no -title. to, (heir Sand_

Question 7. 3. Do you realize that AlosuRn Native Claims Settlement Act ex-
tinguished your hunting and fishing rights.-and that. all. hunting and fishing. rights: -

must be in compliance with state and.federal-laws? _ - - . -

Answer. We did not have treaty rights for hunting and fishing; thus- ANCSA.
did not extinguish them. They were extinguished_by the .state. .:- : .

b.-What effect Will this have on those who depend on bunting and fishing for ,,-,.
.:aliving? .... . ..... e

Answer_ The eff 'eePt.t..his -'-Will have on those who depend on4hUntint and fishing
-- depends on the lawst the state makes and'Whether.they enforce them. ..
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Question 8..a. When Alaskan natives are 'allowed, to seXl their shares in 1991,
what do foil think will happen? , - ,

Answer. If the Alaskan natives sell their stock from the corporations they
belong to, the corporation Rill "no longer be native controlled unitss other na-
tives bought up the stock_ Then the Alaska Native Claims Settlement A-et would°
be over and the U.S. government will.rhave satisfied its responsibility for 20
rears_ The thiirpOse of ANCSA would he °ver-

b. What is the posiibility that the shares will eventually pass to non-natives
and the control of the regional corporation to non-natives?

Answer. Yes: - ,c. How can Alaskan 'natives retain control over regional corporations after
1991? - . ,

Answer. Extend the date or giVe the corporations the right ti) buy back the -
stoek. . t, -4, -

d. After 1991 do you think Alaskan natives should give preferenCe to the re-
gional corpgratinns in the purchase oftheir shares?.Answer. Yes_

.

. . -e. Do you. think it would be advisable that at least 51 percent of the shares
should be owned by Alaskan natives in the regional corporations?

Answer. More than 51 percent of the shares should he owned by Alaskan
natives. 51 percent is not enough slitfres to effectively control a corporation.

Question 9. a. _What rights or claims to corporation resources do Alaskan na-
tires children have that are born after 1973?

Answer. None. The only rights or claims they will have is if they inherit stock
in the corporation or buy it in 3991.

b. Do you think they should have been provided for? How?
AnsWer. No. It would be a problem to the corptaratiore just -to as the paper

work and it would creatcy-probiems. ,_
.. .

QUe8tiOls 10. a_ How does the regional corporation plan to develop its resources?
Answer_ N/A.
b. Will -it -lease out the land to be developed?
Answer., NtAk- --
c.-On what conditions? . .
Length of lease, rent, royalty pakments,- methods" of monitoring --extraction,

proviSiolas roar environmental protection, _reclamation, preference_ in employment:
Answer. N/A.
d. Will, it set up Soint ventures? If not, why not?

..
Answer. N-/A.. .

e. Is it thinking of developing the resources itself? -If-not, why not? If so, what
are the biggest problems in developing the resources?

Answer_ N/A. , ,_

11. Would it consider contracting out the development of resources such as in
the Bla.ckfeet-Damson Oil Agreement?

Answer. N/A.
g. How is the regional corporation going to protect itself against- the great

'pressure from non-natives to exploit- the non-renewable resources?.
AnsWer. N/A.- 4-- _

h. What conservation measures has the corporation adopted for renewable
resources?

.Ansvi-er. "N/A. .

Qtr.-cation 11. a. How much have_ you received in cash from _Alaskan. Native
Claims Settlement Act to date?

b. What have you done with the-funds ?.' ,

Answer: We ve done .nothing except left our funds to draw interest in short
.term inve. en s_ .-

.... Ati_Wha rate have any been invested? Where?
An.crWel.. e' rate varies from monthto month. - -_ -.

d. ave yOu_invested2any in qde.relerpilag your- rOstarces?- :.

. _ sk e'r, N'o.. = .4.: -- -' . _ - S. - , r -a-

'Y -e:Iflaihot, do you( intend to-4.7"
= Answer.- Yes._ 1- '--- -. -

-,

fk .Question 12. a-: Are you aware of the financial problems-of the state olaska?
Anstver. They never seem to have enough-money. - .

b". Do you think tha these financial problems might affect you? t-
swer. The siate'Mfinancial problem will definitely affect us as citizens and

usinesS. We could be taxed to death or not develop our-resours. ,

-
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Question- 13. a. -Elas anycke exerted 'pressurebit you to grant rights 7of-way?
,Answe-V. Yes. The BIM is exerting. pressure on 113 for right of ways, many of

-which are unreasonable_
. b. Do you feel that you should grant rights-of-way at this time? .i,

Answer. We are protesting any _easement which we.feel is not -in keeping .wIth
ANCSA or is unreasonable.-Many of the easements do not reflect sound planning
or land use. The easements proposed-, have solved no problenzi'bnt has certainly
created problems. ,

- .
,

Question- 14_ Do you want to mention any problem. in the implementation- of
'the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act? D,......-

-Answer. Many of the problems we face are with government agenck- s ; BEM
is the main-one- Also; we Lack gualifled personnel for the day day rift " fagemeitt

: of our corporation. ; -t-,,,,

Question. 1.5. 'Would you' like e COmmission report to mention any - amend= .-
merits to the Alaskan ,Nativ -. Settlement Act? Explain in detail-
_ Answer_ .We,. believe that the corporations under ANCSA should tte protected
from losing stoCkholders who are natives. There-should be protections against

-:liens, stock going into escheitt and transferring of stock.. The land should not be
. taxed if it's not developed. . .

,, : )
. :-

.. .
szausci srArs sarivx 6o TLas, sox 3008--NOIE7AISS1T.A.

.,Question 1. Could you estimate how many acres have been traditionally used...
or occUpied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village),? V

.

Answer_ Nearly all the usable land by crossing; criss crossing looking for game,
Ash, caribou and trading. __ -.a. Do you feel that the land which you will select approximates this amount?

i,

Answer- No. .
.

- , b. Will- traditional sabidstenee activities be disrupted. by the amount and the
Manner in which the Land will be selected? How? ..

: Answer.' Our selection will not effect it, but- selection by Interior for park --
lands will deftnitelytdisruilt. some of the villages_

v_ -Do you feel that the U.S. government withheld excessive amounts of land
froth selection for the.national parks and oil reserves? :

AnsWer. Yes, Shishmeref Area. They have been really hamstrung, this village
.with park selection. V ,.

Question Z. a.: How many of...Wg.e 40 million acres awarded have been selected?
-** .cknswer. As much as werallowed by law. .

. b. Has there been any delay ? ,

Answer. Yes. - 1 V

c. What effect will these -delays haye on your corporation? -.

Answer. BL,M. is slow in giving conveyance: W.e met our obligation by deadline
date. .

d.- How many acres has youf corporation selected to date?
.

Answer_ It is hard to plan or start any mineral program. _withoUt patent.
e. What percent is this of the total to be selected? , 2

Answer. All that were allowed___' .
f. Do you have any problem of non-natives being awarded (and or occupying

land that should be open for selectiOn by thecorPoration?
Answer.. All-except 14.11... -
Question 3. a.). What will be the impact, of land taxes on the development or

leasing of land by the regionaL corporations? .

.

Answer. -We are hoping- that undeveloped land will
:
not be taxed ; therefore,. :

. ..what islieveloped..will be-built in tax money.

inent until after-1991 because b!
_IA. Do yeti think that the "onal corporation. will postpone les isitig oc,_develop-

taxation? _ er" ' '''' . .

Arn.sw01'. I hope that state and federal come ..up with' some guidelines that./2an
be worked With -; I think there is enough delay already.

- .c. ,Do you think that after 1991 the regional corporation will -be- forced to_
lease land. instead of developing it -themselves in order to _pay -land taxes?

Answer. It.looks like this is what the fV,,Feral government wanta-to get e-
land back. , . . 1. . V

d. Do you, think that after 1991 the regional corporation Will be forIE-ed to II
land whichhas been put 'Into:production. or lett-sed in order to pay land taxes?

-, Answer. If welif not geta voice in. policy, this will,happen. Our helper, Interior
t.,-seems to be lOoking- the other direction. .,) _

'''
.

. ..

-* -



c. Given that so much Alaskan land has been withdrawn for national parks
and oil reserves, do you think that the remaining land will bear du excessive
state tax burden? .

Answer. Yes, the population will grovt so much that the state will not have
enough revenue.

Question.. a. What will be the impact of state lease hold taxes on the develop-.merit of corporation resources? . .... -
Answer. At this time, it is hard to say, but it Present,gdvernor still has his tax

whim, then it conic:the bad. .. -
d. Do you intend to impose taxes on resoarCe developers or corporation lands?-
Answer. This seems to be a question to state or federal. We may want to lease

land, but'we are unaware we can tax.
Question .5..a. What impact will land taxes have on village corporations? ?
Answer. All taxes are hard on undeveloped villages. . _

b. Will they be forced to sell land after 1901 to pay land taxes?
Answer. I hope not. but look like this is what state and BLS want.,
Question- 6. a. Do you think Alaskan natives should be exempt from income

taxes?
Why? Shoula the exemption from laiiil taxes ire extended? For how long? Why?

Answer. I think Alaska natives paY their share" of taxes for they know no
loop holes. I think there should be 'no taxes on undeveloped land_ k

b. How will an Alaskan native living outside the cash economy pay his land
taxes?

Answer. ;Can't. then the stateand federal will take his land away, as they.hai-e
done to the Indians. .

RP

c. Do you think it is possible that 'those Alaskan natives living outside the
cash economy might eventually lose their land through foreclosure for land_
taxes? . . . . .:

_

Answer. Yes, unleAs there is some protection built in.
Question 7: a. Do sou realize that Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act

extinguished your hunting and fishing rights and that all hunting and Being
rights _must be in compliance with state and federal -laws?

Answer. Yes. But at the rate they are settling with the natives it may be 50-
- years before they do.

b. What effect will this have on' those who depend OIT hunting-and fishing for a,-.
living?

. 'Answer. It will increase the welfare rolls if they put on strop* unnecessary'.
laws.

Question 8. a. When Alaskan natives are allowed to sell their shares in 1901,
what do you think will happen?. . - ..

Answer. I hope that native corporations have a good aing program by th'eil.;-

so the natives will not want to sell. ----
, b. What is the possibility that the-shares v.-ill eventually pass to, non- natives.

!... and the control of the regional corpdratiori to non-natives? - .

Answer. Although certain amount of share passes-to non-natives, I think the
natives will still have the corporations. .

e_ How can Alaskan natives retain 'control over regional corporations after
1991? _ . .

Answer. By 1;F;tslation. Flafd work a gni;d.profitable corporation could be built
up by 1991. . .

-

d. Aftbr 1901 111B you think Alaskan natives- should give preference. to the
regional corporations in the purChase of their shares? ..

9 -Answer. Yes.. .
. _

. Qa

. e. Do you think it would be advisable that at least :;1 percent :of .the-sluires
should be owned by Alaskaii natives in the regional corporations?

Answer. Yes; otherwise we will lose all that we worked for; would be aboUt
SO percent.Question. 9. a. What rights or claims to corporation resources do Alaskan
natives children have that are born after -1973?

Answer. I -feel that majority wilIzinherit shares from the parents. brothers.- or
sisters. They are like silent partner.

b. Do you think they Mould have been provided for? How?
Answer. No. there is enough red tape already.
Quirstion. 10; a. How does the regional' corporation plan to develop its resources?
Answer. On wait and see basis, we do not even know what resources we hav-e

yet_

.
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b. Will it lease out-the land to be developed? .

- Answer. This would have to be worked out with-- village .corporation and do
what is best. 211"

e. On what conditions? Length of lease, rent, royalty payments, methods of
monitoring extraction, provisions 1161- environmental protection, reclamation,
preference in employment. .

Answer. It would have to)e a. combination determining which is best for all
regicnis. concerned. -

II. Will it set up joint ventures? If not, why not?-
Answer.-No doubt there will be some joint yenutre to get good management,. -

. financing expertise. --... .

-f-: 'Question. 11. a_ How much have you, received in cash from Alaskan Native
Claims Settlement Act to date?

Answer. Less than $400.
b. 'What have you done -with the fund's?
Answer. Put in" savings. .. a
C. At what rate have any been invested? Where? ..
Answer. $92-97-78. Miner and Merchant Bank.
.d. Have you invested any in developing your resources?
Answer. No.
e. If not, do you intend to? .

4Answer.. Yes. .

-Question 12. a. Are you aware of the financial koblems of theist of Alaska ?
Answer. Yes. "4: r
b.. Do yoti think that these financial prdblenYa might affect yoti?
Answer. Yes_ .

QUestion 13.-a. Has anyone exerted pressure on you to grant rights-of-way?
Answer. No, but BLM has been putting ad in papers contrary to the ANCSA. Act.
b. Do you feel that you should grant rights-of-way at this time?
Answer. Yes, cin as needed basis. .

. Question 14. Do yon_want-to mention any problem in- the implementation of
the Alaskan-Native Claims Settlement Act? ....

.".=Answer. Mainly easement, coastal zone. Park selection D-2.
Question 15. Would you like the Commission report to mention any amendments

to the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act ?,Explain in detail_ .
Answer. If the Commission has any power_ If they have no pokers then it's just,

a waste of time and money. Interior will do as they please anyway. .

SITNASITAK 1N-ATIVE COMPOR.A.TION, BOX 905
.

. Question 1. Could you estimate how many acres have been traditionally used
or occupied by Alaskan Natives in your Region (or Village) ? -

Answer. The total acreage within- our Village vathdrawal -is 480,462 acres
however, the traditi : use and occupancy of the land far exceeds this acreage
because the'accessi e : : resources .do -nbt concentrate specifically in this vicin-
ity. Many hunters unt. trap, and fish along the SinukRiver, and for more than
70 mileS. along the oaitline, up major rivers, along Salmon Lake, the Solomon
and King Island withdrawal areas, and areas accessible by foot and dog team and
most recently, snowxnachines and cars. The season of the-year and the best subsis-

- '' tense lands bring hunters much further.: Reindeer, squirrels, and ducks are not
..bontidary conscious.

a. Doyau feel that the land whiCh you will select approximates-this amount? .

.AnsweNpefinitely not. Our stockholder enrollment numbers approximptely
2.060. Our- entitlement of land based on,oureenrollment of -eligible Natives is 161.-
2S9 acres. The Per capita distribution based-on the amount of land allocated under
ANCSA is 78.29 acres per person. A lam* percentage of the stockholderS enrolled
to Nome reside in other cities and many outlying villages. The population of Nome
is estimated at approximately"3,000 people consisting of -Native stockholders. non-

. stockholderS, and non-Natives. The number is expected to grow due. to the renewed
mining interest and construction projects. There already "has. been a marked
growth in residents as is 'evidenced' ., by the lack of available housing, and the
rising cost of living. .-

b. Will traditional subsistence activities be disrupted by the amount and the
manner in which the land will be selected?How? - sr,- -

Answer. Yes, any type of .activify.will have a significant, impact on compatible
land uses. The passage of the Act and eventual selection of our land entitlement

4
made peop"1", aware of the boundaries ; however, the subsistence way of life

, e

a.
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continues, though not as much in `the Nome -area, because of the growing de-
pendency on tamed goods and the monetary economy as opposed to the tradi-
tional dependency on the land resources to supplement the family income. Our
land selection boundaries go only so far; the location of the D-1 and D-2
lands and what will eventually result from decisions on theSe lands will have
a definite impact, i.e.. on D-2 lands. Many people still depend on them for
subsistence and should -there be a policy that would prohibit or hinder the
subsistenCe-ifctivities: the growing dependency on the money economy will make
a big.,.impact. Should-the D-1 lands become available to miners and home-

. steaders, the-future land owners and. users will become even more boundary
conscious and prOtective of what lands they. -have._ This will lead to enforcing
of boundary rights and possibilities of enforcingttrespass proceedings.. The peOple.
especially in a larger community. will think twice before venturing onto lands
outside and inside of the lands selected by the corporations._

c. Do you feel that the 'U.S. Government withheld excessive amounts of
frora,selection for the national parks and oil reserves'?

Answer'. ''es. The choice-.lands that were unselectable by the Village Corpora-
tion, will be tied up in national parks and a sizable chunk had-been leased to oil
companies. A section in the Land Claims. Act makeS certain that-a maximum of

townships surrounding the Village be withdra.wm for selection by the Village
Corporation and only a certain entitleinent depending on the Native enroll-
merit of the Village be selected. - r

4
Question 2. a. How many of the 40 million acres awarded have b- een selected?

sorer. This is an almost impossible question to answezt, primarily because
the Village Corporations have- overselected at least 3 to 5 times their entitle-
ment under the Land Claims Act. Out of the 375 million acres in. the entire state.
103 million will go to the state, 80 million acres to_ the federal Government for
possible -inclusion in the four federal systems, and only 40 million to the-Native
Groups. It will be many years-before we will know who owns what and what the
land status Will be.

b. Has,there-been any delay?
AnsWer. There is considerable delay. The deadline for the submission of our

final Village selection application was December 18, 1974 and we still have not
been issued title.-The delays in receiving title from the U.S. Government are
based on numerous reasons. One being' the tremendous work load -that the Bu-

- reau of La rt ci Management has in adjudicating and processing the many appli-
, cations for land from the Village and Regional Corporations_ Their lack of
adequate staff to concentrate on the applications plus their limited budget are
other reasons. The non-finalization of the easement and naVigability criteria,

, have .been the biggest delays thus far-; the survey of Village exterior boundaries
will take some time_ .The unclear land status, i.e.. unpatented mining claims and
the status of pending Native allotments, are other reasons.

c. What effect' will these,delays have on yOur Corporation?,
Answer. The effect of these delays on our COrporation are as follows: With-

out our "paper title" we are not able to-develop our land's. The jurisdiction of
managing th*e land is still -in "file hands of the go-Vermnent. During the time be-
tween the selection of laird and the fictual -.receipt of patent. a- great portion of
the-money settlement will devaNkate. This money will he needed to protect the
land, shOuld- the property taxes reach tremendo0-s,heights. The long range

. planning for develournent of the lands is hindered because we do not know which
lands we will be reeeiVing-

Queation 2: d. How many acres has your Corporation selected to date?
Answer. We have selected approxima.ter5- 447.150 acres out -of 480,40. acres.
r. What percent is this of the total to be selected?
Answer. Onr total -seleetton entitlement is 161.2S0 acres 12(a) 51,200 acres

1.12(b) for a total of 212,4SO acres. We have made an over-selection of 234,670
acres. .4,

11. f. Do-you have any problem of non-Natives being awarded land or occupying
lanci that should be open.for selection by the Corporation?

Answer. "les. the land .surrounding Nome has:been. overrun by prospectors
and miners azi in )he. days of -th-b. Gold Rush. Over 33.000 acres of prime land.
which had been traditionally and historically.#cempied by the _Natives of Nome
have been patented to miners from all over the country. mother -16,000 acres
is covered by unpatented mining claims which are -protected under a certain
section of the4..ancl Claims Act until Decenatter 1S. 1976.-We have problems
squatters: but under +-am.- present leasing policy,- have 're.§olved the prOblem

c, teporarily.

'
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Question 3. a. What -will be -the- impact-or land-taxes on-the develcopment or
of land y the ItegionalCorporations?_The impact at this point, is uxuletermlned:713ince, the corporation-

-, lands are exempt fromtaxation until 1991- or 'until leased or developed, we do
not have .any indication Alkheit they 'will be. The state's financial Situation tibia

-7 the cost :of-the 'Pipeline -cabigtruction, and the -growing population- of people in
Alaska May requires tax boost.

b... Do you think that -the Regional Corporation will postpone leasing or devel-
otn.ent until after 1991 to avoid such taxation?

Answer: No. If- the Regional Corporations would like to enter into development
of available resources, it is possible to enter into a joint agreement and have
the tam liabilities be the responsibility of the other party who will also benefit
from the resources. Development that will provide jobs for; local individuals
from the vMages and that will yield profit would be desirable_"

e. Do you think that after 1991, the Regional Corporation will be forced-to'
lease land- instead of developing it themselves in order to pay land taxes? Re-
serve taxed? .

Answer.,-No. Between' 1976 'and 1991, -we should have condticted re-search' into
various means of protecting our lands. We will- Kaye to get an appraisal and
value of the lands befetre actual- development is to occur. Development. and its
impact,vs. taxes must be weighed before development is to take place- ,In 'the

.- long run, the social- and environmental impact in addition to the real property
taxes may be detrimental. It is possible that in order to avoid the taxes a- non-
profit corporation be forrded, or the land could Jae held in trust_

d.. Do- you think -that after 1991, the Regional 'Corporation will - be forced to
. sell land which has not been put _into -production or leased in order to pay land
taxes?

Answer. co. Regardless of whether- land is leased or developed, taxes are
inevitable. The Land Claims Act states, that-the /ands are exempt from taxation
until 1991 or until leased or developed. 1f -the land is put into- production, the
Regional Corporation would have to be quite positive of its potential and pros-
petts 'ft* profits before engaging in deVeltipmeatt..- The Regional Corporation's
stockholders have stressed many times that Me land should remain with the
stockholders and not be sold_ The land that is developed or leased to third party
Individuals could contain the stipulation that the lessee would be liable for all
real- 'property taxes incurred driring...the duration of the lease agreement.

-e-- Given -that so much Alaskan land has been withdrawn for national -parks
and oil reserves, do you think that the rerosieing land will bear an excessive
-State tar burden?

Answer. Due. to the monetary situation of the state of Alaska,- they could-not
exert enough'' -authbrity to control the lands withdrawn for national parks and
oil reserves without taxing other lands, for additional financing.

Question': a...What will be the impact of State lease hold taxes on-the develop-
ment of Corporation resources? e

Answer- This is somewhat difficult to answer since this has not happened yet
If the taxes are too high, it Is possible that the develoPment of -the resources
will have a low piriorlty and the corpOrations could Investin other profit making
ventures: ..

b. Do you Intend to impose, taxes on resources ,developers.; or Corporation
landS? -

Answer. would depend on what type of development would take place_ If
neces.sary, thiS wouldn't be such a bad Aden. This would bring in additional
financinguto pa& the land taxes if they do some about; because of development

Quests ''5_ a.. What Impact will-land taxes have on Village Corporations?
Answer. The impact of land taxes on the smaller Village Corporationi may

be detrimental, because they do not have as much money as the larger corpora-
tion having more money. Bowever. it will also depend on what resources are
availabTe. on village lands. how much they are- worth. and_their potentiak to '11

genekate income necessary for fheprolection of the land from property taxes. CI
.

Will They -be forced to sell land after 1991 to pay land taxes?
Answer. This should_ not be ne--:.rv. _because, different alternatives are

available.' The majority of the sto.olders depend on the subsistence lands
and without this, the identity and heritage would be lost. As mentioned befere,
a non-profit organization could be established. - 1

Question friSici. -Do you think Alaskan Natives should be .exempt from income
taxes? 'Why? Should the exemption froze' land taxes be -extended? For how long?
Why ? Exemption for undeveloped land ?

. .
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-Ai:roarer. Ala Skit Natives :are citizens of the state, and are not in a Special
, category- We have paid income tuxes like anyone else and there is no specilic
reason why we shouldn't- If there was an exemption, it would be beneficial to
-many of the people who make a lot of money_The extension of the tax-exempt status of the Native lands would be excel-
lent, if it is pcissible. Many people already feel that we have more money and
snare land than we need. Considering the 40 million acres we will receive under

- the Land Claims Art as contrasted with the 3'75 million in the entire state
(which was ours by aboriginal title) we should not phy taxes at all. The land
in Alaska,-much of Its prime land that we still depend on, is taken by the state
and federal government.

The American government has gotten a lot of money from the lands taken
away from -the Indians of the lower 48, and the state and federal`-government will
probably grow rich from Alaska ,resources, while the Natives will be faced with
property taxes on what little land was, allocated. We, were compensated for the
lands taken array from us, but the money °settlement devaluates while the value
of the land grow_ The more the land is worth, the higher the property taxes will
be. -We will have to depend'on what land we received and it. would be a tragedy
to lose it. We should never have to pay taxes on the- land : the step we took in
giYing up -our -aboriginal title and rights to the land is far too high of .a price
to,P4F- _

b.' How will- an.,Alaskan Native living ont-ide the,cash economy, paY, hiS land
taxes?Answer. It is evident that thesingle-Alaskan Native -that does live- outside
of the tax economy would not be able to dilayithe land- taxes if theY are too high.
In this ease; it should be the responsibility of the Village or' Regional Corpora-
tions to establish a non-profit -organizatiOn or-to look into afternatives of helping
the individual hold onto the land. A community trust could be estalSlished where,
if the land is to be sold. the land would go to another Native.

r Do you think it is possible that those Alaskan Natives living outside the
cash economy might eventually lose their land through foreclosure of land
taxes? -

Answer. Yes. it is very possible. Itf this is the Rase,. the Native may be 'ft-breed
to go to work to keep his land. If he is to lose it. there should- be some protection
or some way to have the Regional Corporation be the first to purchase the land-

Question 7: a. Do you realize that Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act extin-
guished your htinting and fishing rights and that all hunting and fishing rights
must he in compliance with State and Federal laws?

Answer. Yes_ However, this will not stop subsistence hunters from hunting
in other lands, as they always have.

h. What effect will this have on those who depend- on huning and fishing for
a living?

Answer. This will have a. very- detrimental impact_ The welfare rolls would
rise to unimaginable heights. The majority of the people who reside in the village
depend on the land fo, substantiaramonnt of their income and food supply.'

c. Position of D-2 landsare they necessary for subsistence?AnsWer, All lands around the villages are vital for Subsistence. That is the
reason why the village was there in the first place. The D-2 lands were not in
existenee when hunting- first began.

Que.qtion 8. a. When Alaskan Natives are allowed to sell their shares in 199/.
what do you think will happen?AnsW`er. There will be some Natives who *ill sell their stock for anything
and some who- would give their right arm before selling. In the future.. the
Regional Corporation could establish a policy for a first right of refusal to buy
stock. p-h. What is the possibility that the shares will eventually pass to non-Natives

.and the controrof the Regional Corporation to non-Natives?
Answer_ It -is possible. However, it would take a great -number of years_ The-

policies established by the Regional and Village Corporation concerning stock
determine who will control in the future_ The majority of the contrql will

always he in control of the Natives.
c. How can Alaskah Natives retain control over Regional Corporations after

1991?Answer. By making it mandatory that the stock, if it is sold, should be sold
first to the Regional Corporation_ The stockholders have a vote on who will
belomea member of the Board -of Directors. This is whir the control lies.. PIN



d. After '1904, do you -think Alaskan Natives should give preference to .the
Regional Corporations in the purchase of their shares?

Answer /Definitely.
e. -Do you thtnk ft should be advisable that at least 51% of the shares should

be bred by Alaskan _Natives in the Regional Corporations?
Answer. There is no question: They will.
Question 9... a. What rights or claims to Corporation resources do Alaskan

Natives childien.have that are born after 1973?
Answer. They.haVe the right to inherit stock.
b. Do You-think they should have been provided-for? w?
Answer. yes. Th6 stock should be terminated upon d th of a stockholder, and

the children born. after 1971 should become automatic embers. .

Question 10. a. How does the Regional Corporation plan to develop* its
resources?

Anhwer.. It would depend on what resources .arsaavailable. If there's oil, they
would most likely develop that the same with other resources. -

b. Will it lease out the land to be developed;
Answer: Probably. There is much potential on, our Iaaid s.
c. On what conditions? Length -of-lease, rent. ro3Falty payments ; methods bf

monitoring extraction and provisions =t or environmental protectiOn, reclamation,
preference in employment? -

Answer. The stipulatiOhs within the lease should : protect the land and have
the lessee liable for the Properly taxes ; a fee to be paid ;.restrictions to protect
the land ; -making the lease subject to termination if the terms are not complied
with. The lessees- would bold thetlessor harmless for any injuries or death that
occur on the premises of the leased lands.. Safety regulations would have to
be complied with., The land should not be subject to waste or subleased. State
statutes would have to be complied with. Environmental impact will be a definite
consideration. Preference in employment, especially on village land, should be

p given to the village stockholders. .
d..win it setup joint ventures? If not, why not?
.1.tiswer. Yes.
c. Is it thinking of developing the resources itself? If, not, why not ? If so,

what are the biggest problems in developing the resources?
Answer. Not necessarily. The resources or the development of -zwiourees

would stimulate the econom:p, and provide much needed jobs and experience.
The -biggest problems in development would be -the taxes, impact on the com-
patible resources and land uses. The subsiStence lands could be jeopardifed,
an outsider could come in- and disrupt the village, lifestyle. Nonrenewable re-
sources cannot be brought back_ is always a concern.

f. Would it consider. contracting out the d opment of resources such as
in the BLAckfeet-Damson-01.1 Agreement?

Answer. Possibly.
g.. How is- the Regfonal Corporation going to protect itself against the great

pressure from non-Natives to exploit the non-renewable resources?
Answer. By careful deliberation and recognizing the problems before they

begin. The impacts should be weighed-
h. What conservation measures has the Corporation adopted for renewable

resources?
Answer. Restoration of the land to its original condition.
Question 11. a. How much have you received in cash from AlaSkan Native

Claims Settlement Act to date?
Answer. -Undetermined.
b. What have7ou done with the.funds?
Answer. Invested both locally and outside of the Village. Organize an Office

salaries ; administrative expense ; study, of resources ; attorneys ; paid dividends.
c. At-what rate have any been invested? Where?
Answer. 7 percent. The local Credit Union, which- was established by the

,Regional Corporation_ .

d_ Have you invested any in developing your resources?
Answer; Gravel.

r.,If not. do you intend to?
Answer. Yes..Question 12. a. Are you aware of the financial problems of the State of

Alaska?
,et,nSwer. Yes.



b. Do you thinki t ese financial problems might of you?
Answer. Yes.
Question 13_ a. Has anyone exerted pressure on you to grant rights-of-way?
Answer. Yes, there haze been numerous recommendations for easement res-

ervations. In a sense, the Bureau of Land :managementeis method of requesting
for easement their justification. .width, and -- ndvertising in loewspapers for
.recommendations is educating the public in .means of obtaining control of
Native landsrough the use of easements. Many have Linen advantage
the Opportunity" as evidenced by the numeaous ricquests for them_ -

Sportsmen's groups have formed Iftie,A.I.aslca:Public Easements DefAse Puild,

and have tried to stop-the government fro-in conveying' title to Nsetiv.- 'lands
until everyone is provided. with l'a full right of access."

b. Do you feel Mat you should grant rights-of-way at this time?
Answer. No. No rights-of-way should be granted until the easement recom-

mendations are justified. In the first "easement hearings: that were conducted
by the Bureau: of Land Managemelat, they presented easement recommenda-
tions that were based on unflnalized guidelines; Many of the easements were
speculative, unnecessary, illegal and inequitable. Now that tie easement guide-
lines are finalized, they tire unacceptable. Our lands are pri:.-ate and should be
treated as private lands.

Question 14. Do Sou want to mentio n any problem in the implementation of.,
the Araskan Native Claims Settlement Act? c:-.

Answer. The problems are numerous, it would take a considerable amount
of time to list them. Briefly: The fact, that we do not have title- Problems
with easements- unpatented .mining claims; unclear hind status. Many de-
cisions of the Land Clainis Act being decided by people who are not affected
by the decisions; unfinalization of the navigability- question; outsrders trying
to control Native lands before title is conveyed; interprettaion of legal ques-
tions and sections -of the Act ; concern with znanagetnetlt of D-2 lands; prop-
erty taxes; devaluation of money settlement ; problems with reconveyance;
Secretary of Interior's authority on many issues; possibility of resources ex-
ploitation on"lands outside of Village lands; problems that can be expected on,
the 70-30% split of subsurface resources when developed.

Question. 15. Would you. like the Commission report to mention any amend-
ments to the Alaskan Native Claim.s Settlement Act? Explain in detail,

Answer. The. Omnibus Act passed recently took cace of the:major amend-
ments.-If there is to be any changes it should- be the extension of deadlines for
important issues that need careful deliberation. The federal-state Land Use
Planning Commission should remain for a long time, with change in policy
if necessary, and with a majority of local input.
DOYON, LIMITED, FIRST & 'TALL. STREETS. FAIRBANKS, ALASKA, WILLIAIL H.' TIMME,

GENERAL COUNSEL .0

Question 1. Could you estimate how many acres have been traditionally uVed
or occupied by Alaskan natives in your region (or village)?

Answer. The Athabasean people of the interior were ,nomadic prior to the
arrival of compulsory education. They basically hunted the entire region now
constituting Doyon. although by and large their activities in summer months
were related.to the river systems and surrounding lands.

a. Do you feel that the land Which you will select approximates this amount?
Answer. No.
b. Will traditional subsistence activities he disrupted by the amount and the

manner In which the land will be selected? How?
Answer. Yes_ In many villa es the only land to which they will be guaranteed,

access is that owned by the orporations. This is only a fraction of the land
presently being utilized. Peon travel 40 to 100 miles for fall hunting
but under ANCSA the land ownership patterns are limited to the 25 town-
ships immediately around the villages.

c-_- Do-you feel that the 'U.S. government withheld excessive amounts of land
from selection for the national parks and oil reserves?

Answer. The critical factor is whether the land will be opened for traditional
subsistence hitnting and fishing. The D-2 proposals, if sufficient protection is
afforded these activities, will insure that the land is not developed and the
people have a chance to preserve th.eir traditional life style. Then D-2 pro-
posals so far only give token support to subsistence activities. This right can-
not be Left to the whim of the local administrator but must be written into
the legislation. N.

"
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Question P.. a. How main of the 40 million acres awarded have been selected?
-Answer. Applications have been filed on.virtUally- all except for a portion of --

the 2 million acres under Section 14.
4.nswer..-The selection time fraine has been Birtoo port. ,

Da you feel the progress in 'selection has slow?'
c. What has- caused the delays? -

Answer. The delays Which. have been experineced are due to the fa4Inre of the_ .

Department to _promptly clCrs-y 01Wits: .requfiernents. In- terms of prorauggating
regulations, processing applications, and identifyingeasements required(by the
--Tcf.: What effegt will these delays have on your corporation? .

=Answer. We have entered into eXploration agreements under 'Which we are
often required to haye title in order to drill 'wellis; etc. By not being able to get
certain identifiable applications, expedited, we lose time -and information, sand,

*--ultimately, we may lose money. -

How many-acres has your corporation .selectefltO date?
AnsWer. We have selected our full entitlement (td the extent anyone knows -

-what it is) .and an overseleZt.ion. We he yet, to the appliCations On; groupe,,...
cemetery and histoFics.I sites, and 'Section 14'(h):121-1-laricfs. These are dune in, June.a

f. =What percent-is-this of the total to be select ed7 _ . "er
Answer. All of the major selections underTaqction'12.
g. Do you have any problem of non-natives being awarded land or occupying

land that shavuld be open for selection by the corporation?
Answer. No, we are required to recognize valid and existing rights.
Question 3. a. What will be the impact of land taxes on the development or

leasing of land by the regional corporations?
Answer. At the present;none. Since there are no.- o statewide. property taxes. But

should there be and if it is before 1991, the impact should be minimaL-
b. Do you think that the regional corporation will postpone leasing or develop-

ment until after 1991 because of such taxation?
Answer. No, it ciannot afford to do so because of -the 1991 alienation of stock

deadline. A viable corporation must be functioning by that time, -resources com-
mitted to development to' the extent it doesn't conflict with traditional values. .4

c. Do you think that after 1991 the regional corporation will be forced to lease
land instead of develeping it themselves in ord to pay land taxes?

Answer. No, the decision to lease or to -develop should and, in Doyon, will
be made in terms of the economics of dev opmeut and the expertise available. A
land -,tax compared' to the total tax cture should not influence this decision.

d. Do you think that after 1991 the- regional corporation will be forced to sell
land which has not been put into production or leased in order to pay land taxes?

Answer. Question ambiguous. Land not in-production after 1991 will or can be
taxed. If it has no economic value and. if the corporation cannot. afford to pay
the taxes, it will haye to be sold. Land in production should be generating-enough
income to meet its own tax burden.

e. Given that so much _Alaskan land has been withdra-wn for national parks
and oil reserves, do you -think that the remaining land will bear an excessive
state tax burden?

Answer. In Alaska, given our legislature, it is possible, although .through the
income generated from state land there should be 'no need -for an increased
property tax because of federally held land.

Question 4_ a. What will be the impact of-state lease hold taxes on the develop-
Anent of corporation resources?

Answer. Disastrous. For-the past two years, we have been lighting these taxes.
-In most states the large number of private landowners make it politically unwise
to engage in such taxing policies. But in Alaska, where the natives are the land-
owners, the numbers aren't sufficient to mediate the taxing tendencies of the
legislature: .

b. Do. you intend to impose taxes on resource developers orscorporation lands?
Answer. No, we do not have taxing powers. The people of the region, however;

should explore the possibility of borough government in,order to tax the develop
went ,to provide fOr the social services needed.

Question 5. a. What impact will land taxes have -on village-corporations?
AUswer. Disastrous. The villages are the most in need of their land and the

least equipped to meet their tax. burden.. By definition, their land, if it is to be
used in a traditional manner. cannot be developed. but yet it must be developed
if sufficient income is to be g-enrated to pay the taxes. The villages are even

. more "land poor" than the regions. -
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- b. Will they he _forced to sell laud alter 1'091 to pay laud taxes7?
.Answer. Probably so. . -
Question 6. a. Do you think Alaskan natives should be e-xeiAer .from income,_

taxes? .Why? Should the exemption from land tuxes 1)e-extended? For how long?
Why? r

.

.
-knswei". No. Exemption .from income taxation would give a false_sense of eeo-.

. -... nomie "seeuritY. The regions are going to be Iaige businesses. and- should be re-
quired to pay their share of governmental costs. its tO land taxes. there should
be exemption for large undeveloped tracts of land.- This can be done through a
tax credit for. not developing, a portion of which would have. to be repaid if the
land is sold or developed later. It Is.unsounUand use planning to tax such land -
holdings, for'lt forces the sale of land and a ltitude of less desirable, uses_ozal.v____

# to generate money to meet the tax burden. . .- 4t -.:v...
b.. nOW will. an Alaskan native living outside the c=ash economy pay his land

taxes? - .

-- Answer: He will have no tax burden to speak of since the land will not be dis-
tributed on a. per capita basis. , . .,-

. e, Do you think it is possible titait -those Alaskan _zzatives-living.outside the cash
economy might eventually lose_ their land through foreclosure for hind taxes?

Apswer. Not applicabl.e.,-see answer to b... . ..

_Question 7. a. Do you. realize that ANCSA. extinguished your hunting and fish -
log rights and that. all hunting "andnshing rights must be in eaznpliance with
state and federal Laws? .

. . . . . , ,,

). Aeorwer) ANCSA did. not ektingufsh them.. They were extiniviished by the
I 1 `tat. hooe Act. Alaskan Natives- did not have treaty. rights for liunting and

,tishing. .f b. What effect will this have on those who depend on hunting and fishing for a-
....,,,,_ living? ?Answer. Obviously. they have to comply with state law or ri...-z1; the.penalty for
-^£

'violating it. We are presently -funding the roxse of a criminal case. whieh in-
volves the biking of amoose out of s-eas.on OW traditiona.l.burial potlatch. ,.

0 Question 8. a. When Alaskan natixes are allowed tossed their- shares 'n 1991,
what do you think will happen? . .

.

Answer. The' natives -lose control of the corporations to outside bus:inesses,
which will exploit the land lit the lowest cost to maximize their return. The hall-
game is over. .

..b. Do you think .that it is probable that the shares will eventually pass to non-
natives and the control of the regional corporation to non-natives?

Answer_ Definitely.
o. How can Alaskan natives control over. regional corporations after 19.91? .

.., Answer. Amend ANCSA to extend the date. There will probably need to he
some buy-out provision fcir shareholders who wish not to be shareholders. but
this is a very coinplex problem in light of the high book value. of the stock and
the small amount of liquid assets of the corporations.

d. After 1991 do you think Alaskan natives.should give preference tothe re---
giOnal corporations in the purchase of their shares?

Answer. Yes. . .

e. Do you think it would be advisable that at least :11 percent of the shares
should be owned by Alaskan natives in the regional.corporations?

Answer. given the realities of entuulative voting and 'non- participation, :il
percent native ownership is far too little for native-control. .

.f. Flow does the =regional corporation plan to develop its resources?
Answer. It varies with the regions. Doyon. having d-cticiency lands-away fiom

villages, plans to develop those lands in the manner so as to maximize the return
to 1)oyon. The resource potential must be developed for two reasons : first. it
makes it more difficult for a take over if the corporation is viable and .function-
ing and the resources being developed. Secondly.- if an individual does sell his
stock. he should get a higher price for it.

Question 9. a. _What rights or claims to corporation resources do A.lasIcan na- .

tives'-ehildren have that are born after 1973?
-N.nswer. None,--All shareholders of the corporation . must have been Iiv ng on

December 17. 1971. or have inherited their stock. ..,
b, Do you think they should have been provided for now?
Answer.. Noa continuous enrollment process wcrtzlir II:IA.47 been a1 insur-

mountable problem in light of the corporate structnre. ,. :.-. ...

Question .10. a. How does the regional corporation plan to develop its resources?
"Answer, See answer to Sf.' . . k.,---
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.

__ b.,_ ISTIllItleaset on land tOf_be develotrekl? ..

" Answer. Some la will be leased--; other land- win be del-eloped-sebely. by the
..s sregion;.stillAtther resources will be. leased- to a. Joifft-Venture mu dtK up-- Of the

_region and aAotlaer party. It will turn..-on the issoissnics, the =risk involved. and"
the sharinglsrksisiona of Sectiois 7 (i )

. c. On 'wtiateonditions, Length of lease t relit, royal?;-payinents : methods-- of
'monitoring ; Provisions for environmental iirritection, reclamation,
preference in einplo nt ? - . .

- , . .

Answer. AllDoyon resource agreements include the following requirementS':
-(1.) get on the landcysork it hard. go to production- or get off s -.-,

(2). rents and royalties are viewed ion conjunction. with .the work required-,-

and the aereage and the market.; .. . , ,., .

(3)' strict environmental safeguaxiis,: . ....

FL) :Native. ; a. - - ,
.

_.

...(.5) rights of first refusal on all contracts let by the lessike. -_,...

Q. Will" it set up joint ventures? If not why not', --

_. . 'Answer.- -Yes, both -1Pgr the development anal for the performance of contracts
'_,. reeeitied ainder the rights of first refusal whitii it appears in the best interests of

the corporation and its shareholders to do so. . ,
.,---

.

SP.---Ts.it thinking of devOloping the resources itself? If not, why not? If so. what
- are-the biggest problems in developing the resources? .

_ _...
N

Answer. Yes. The greatest problem is cash. Doyydg win total ill receive- $60 mil.
lion. -One asbestos mine, and Mill will -cost in--excFss of $100 'minion:. A pipeline

. from -the Kiindik I-basin (valid:Iwe are .developin-g) will cost $1 billion (at
'.- : tOdap*priees) -a oil well.costs- million to 'drill if you already have an oil

coMpaisy.. Elves "'vri leveragihg. we will soon min but of money. This is all predi- ,..
- -cated on terational-ieiklution of Section 7 (I) which would allbw us to recoup our

,;., expersies'its well as obtain a return on our investment before we have to pay out
-78% of all reltenues to the other regions' and our villages and at-large sharehold-
-ers. A second problem is whether there is a resource to develop and the cost- of
doing the exploration to find this out. The exploration costs may bes-very great and

.may-only prove that the resource is not economically feasible to develop_
f. Would it consider contracting out the development. T. resources such as in

the BlaCkfeet-Damson Oil agreement?
Answer. We are not familiar with the BlackfeetADamson Oiljagreement.
g. Row is the regional corporatiOn going to protect itself against She great pres-

. spre from non-natives to exploit the non- renewable resources?
...

er. The regional corporation- is run- by a board elected by the nativeshagolders. The board members like to serve and, thus, if they take actions con-
trary to the wishes of their constituents, they will not be given that opportunity.

7$:' What conservation measures has the corporation adopted for renewable
resources? _

Answer. Doyon does not have and renewable -resources which- it is developing. -
Timber (which is-not being -developed) in some areas may he considered to be a
renewable -resonrce. but in our region the, turn-around time on a tree suitable for
harvest is 120bto 150 years. -

Question 11. a. How much have you received in 4.-ash from ANCSA to date?
Answer.- The region has received-rapproximately $.30" million of which S15 mil- -

lion went-to Doyon, the balance to the village corporations and at-large share-
holders. See attached annual report. .

b. What have you done with- the funds? .Answer.. They are 'basibca.11y being invested in short-term paper. However. we
have constructed_ an office building, set up a surveying company. participated in t
Native-owned bank in Anchorage. and participated in several joint ventures.

c. At what rate have any been invested? Where? ,

Funds are invested in a pooled trust type of account in basically Short-term
goverruxtent and high grade agency paper. The rate varies With the market.
AlaAka, National Bank and Morgan Guaranty are handling the investments.

D d. Have you invested any in dev.tloping'your-resources? .

Other than negotiating the 'agreements_ and the land selection expenses, \o:. .

. c. If not; do yrni intend to? ..
_-

Answer. Yes. but it will be a resource by-resource decision. .Qucation 12. a. Are -you- -aware of the financial problems of the State -Of
Alaska?' -

.. _. . -,.- -.
I Answer. What are the "financial problems?' of the State of -Alaska ? The new.._ ..nreserve in place- tamscas to geerate sufficient. revenue -to cover the short fall in

. _
-,
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....Income until the royalty :oil. began to flom,.. The_ prohleins of AlaSka are more in

4 terms of the use of the funds -nail not the lack of them. The current oil' tax flap .-
arises apt from a need of taX funds but.a (IA.:4re for a larger slice of the pie.

b.,;Do you think that these financial probler might affect you?
Answer. As citizens :of the State, its finakacial problems affect us. IC.- taxes

_____, are increased, it makes it less prOfitniele- for us to do business: If. for instrknce, one
section of the community Ioi'l- companies). areon

irrationallY tirn. they will
not seek to A7pend their donars in the state and. on our hinds.

Que7st.ion 13. a, -.1-1ws anyone exerted. pressure on you to grant: rkglits-of-way? -

Answer. Yesthe Bureau of Land Management. The whole easement policy
of- the Department is one 1.-v4hieli. creates series probleMs tot` the corporations
and is far in excess of what Congress Intel-H.1'k. 'T..,

b. Do you fool tliat yiti should grantrights-ot?-1.-ay at this time?
q.1,4

4.

Answer.. W& .are presently- contosting any -laseinent. reservation- Nyjiicik we
believe ton be in ..Virlia on'..of A.NC.SA. But it is ridilculous that we have, to waste

.'-cf-ui-titneand Money (;ing- so*hen- it is the fault of Interior. .

Otee.fifioli.4,, 1.,19.,yini. want. to mention any problem id the implementation of..
theANCSA?... - _ .4 ', . . .Answer.. There :are,: Serveraf problems.-Doyon over the 'past years has spent
thousands and thousands of .dollars and, more importantly, a great -deal of 'time
and effort- which could and should have been directed in other areas fighting
the Departmen.t.-"tO have them implement the Act as Cong,regs intended.. The.Pe-
partment has not changed its attitude. In the past. it was said that the Depart-
ment held the land in, trust for the Indian-peoples,' and we all know what that
really meant. Today, it -can be said and quite correctly, the Natives of,...-klaska
hold their land in trust- forthe Department and' the non-Natives. .. V

We are constantly fighting the-- problem of getting critical.-conveyances. ex- .

',-, pedited ; fighting easements for campssite5 pipelines, roads and all sorts of other
purposes which were not contemplated by the Act add for which any other '.
private landowner would he compensated. ".."- in. - . ,.

We have spent money trying-to resolve our`probleKs with the otheragencies as
well. Witness the difficulties with the S.E.C. We h5ielpa. private e7revenue--ruling
request before the IRS dealing with the most ob_vi buJ IRS has refused to -

- agree and for that matter has refused to AnsWer it for_ thy-past two : --

ir,- . Question 15; W.OuId you like th.-.-.ecem-miSsion repoq to meNtiOn'any M.0:endthentS *- ..,
to the ANCSA? Explain:in.-detail. .- -- .r . . .

Ank*er. A-review of-the 1091 transferability of-the stock with the goid. "or-struc-
-tprizig a mechanism whereby the Native peoplel will be assured of their continued

. ....Control after that-date.
.

The exemption from taxation of undeveloped land- held -by the corporations.
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